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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 

ABSTRACT 

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

Electrochemical Engineering 

Doctor of Philosophy 

AN ELECTROCHEMICAL ENGINEERING APPROACH TO IMPROVEMENTS IN 
THE ZINC-CERIUM REDOX FLOW BATTERY 

by Luis Fernando ARENAS MARTÍNEZ 

 

The zinc-cerium redox flow battery (RFB) offers a higher open circuit cell potential than all 

vanadium and zinc-bromine systems and competes in the emerging market of utility-scale 

storage of renewable energy. Previous work on the Zn-Ce RFB has investigated electrolyte 

composition, the inhibition of hydrogen evolution at the negative electrode, electrode materials 

and operational conditions of both divided and undivided laboratory cells. After applying 3D-

printing to the development of flow cells and porous electrodes, the present work advances the 

development of the system by introducing new high surface area porous, platinised titanium 

(Pt/Ti) electrodes for the cerium positive reaction and by performing electrochemical mass 

transport studies and surface area determination on these materials, along with the measurement 

of their hydraulic properties. The reaction environment in the critical positive half-cell of the 

Zn-Ce battery, which governs the cell potential at increasing operational current densities, is 

considered from the perspective of electrochemical engineering, in contrast to previous 

literature. Additionally, the cell potential vs. current density relationship for an ideal Zn-Ce unit 

cell with planar electrodes was simulated, taking into account the Ohmic and kinetic 

components of cell potential assuming charge transfer regime. Pt/Ti felt and Pt/Ti micromesh 

electrodes for cerium conversion were electroplated in a flowing alkaline solution. The 

morphology and distribution of platinum were studied by SEM, EDS and X-ray computed 

tomography. The volumetric mass transport coefficient of these porous electrodes was 

determined by the limiting current method and compared to expanded metal and flat plate 

electrodes. This volumetric mass transport coefficient was found to be more than two orders of 

magnitude higher with a Pt/Ti felt compared to the planar electrode, yielding a limiting current 

up to 160 times higher. The pressure drop at the Pt/Ti porous electrodes was higher in those 

materials with larger surface areas and smaller pore sizes. A pathway for future research and 

scale-up is discussed. 

Keywords: cerium, mass transport, porous electrodes, pressure drop, redox flow battery, zinc. 
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Diese und folgende Fakten bewogen uns, den im Cerit enthalten Mineralkörper als das 

Oxid eines noch unbekannten Metalles anzusehen, dass wir nach dem von Piazzi 

entdeckten Planeten Ceres, Cerium nennen. 

Wird gebranntes Cerium Oxid mit Schwefelsäure digeriert, so verbindet sich, die Säure 

mit dem Oxid, wodurch ein rotes unauflösliches Salz entstehet, das schwefelsaures 

Cerium in Maximum der Oxidationsstufe ist. 

 

W. Hisinger & J. Berzelius, 1803. 

Neues Allgemeines Journal der Chemie. Vol. 2, pp. 397. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Redox Flow Batteries as Energy Storage Devices 

Redox flow batteries (RFBs) are a viable method for storing large amounts of energy 

from and into the power grid, offering a safer and potentially less expensive alternative 

to Li-ion batteries at the utility scale [1]. These devices have the potential to play an 

important role during the current transition to solar and wind power sources, which 

marks a new era in the energy industry, driven by the mitigation of the impact of 

mankind’s activities in Earth’s environment. However, full integration of these 

intermittent power sources into the power grid requires large-scale energy storage [1,2]. 

New smart power grids can also benefit from energy storage capacity, since the demand 

and supply of electricity are not simultaneous throughout the day. In conjunction to 

other energy storage technologies and control strategies, RFBs can be implemented to 

maximise the efficiency of the power grid and reduce carbon emissions [3]. 

1.2 The Zinc-Cerium Flow Battery 

The rechargeable Zn-Ce hybrid RFB was introduced in 2004 [4] and delivers the 

highest thermodynamic cell potential (2.37 V) of any aqueous RFB. This technology 

was based on proven electrochemical systems for industrial conversion of cerium ions 

in methanesulfonic acid (MSA), such as nuclear decontamination, mediated 

electrosynthesis and destruction of hazardous organics [5]. A unit Zn-Ce RFB flow cell 

consists in a positive and a negative half-cell separated by a cation exchange membrane 

through which cerium and zinc-containing electrolytes flow during operation, 

respectively. The battery relies, during discharge, on the oxidation of previously 

deposited Zn at the negative electrode and the reduction of Ce(IV) ions at the positive 

electrode. 

In addition to the Zn-Ce RFB, other proposed energy storage systems comprising 

cerium redox include: Ce-Ce concentration cell [6], an undivided Zn-Ce RFB [7,8], a V-
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Ce RFB [9-13], a borohydride-Ce fuel cell [14], a Pb-Ce RFB [15] and a H2-Ce fuel cell 

[16-18]. The chemistry of cerium-based RFBs offers several advantages. Although 

highly acidic, the required reagents are non-toxic and are free of the potential halide gas 

emissions. In contrast, vanadium pentoxide used in the all-vanadium RFB (1.2 V) is 

categorised as poisonous and dangerous for the environment. Cerium salts have also a 

lower cost than vanadium, $4.90 per kilogram [19] vs. $7.80 per kilogram [20], 

respectively, although their supply might be more limited. This characteristics have 

arisen the interest in the Zn-Ce RFB and its state of the art has been reviewed recently 

[21], showing that important progress has been made in the electrolyte chemistry and 

electrode materials. 

1.3 Research Challenges 

Various laboratory divided and undivided Zn-Ce batteries have shown coulombic 

efficiencies over 95% plus voltage efficiencies of 73% and have reached up to 57 

reported charge-discharge cycles [7,22]. Despite these achievements, the efficiency of 

the battery is lowered by the occurrence of secondary reactions in both electrode 

processes. Oxygen evolution (OER) takes place at the positive electrode, while 

hydrogen evolution (HER) at the negative electrode promotes the self-discharge of the 

battery, resulting a progressive imbalance of the SOC between the two half-cells. 

Furthermore, the critical issue regarding the adequacy of the positive electrode 

material and its physical structure (2D vs. 3D electrodes) has not been studied in depth, 

lacking consideration from an electrochemical engineering perspective. The design of 

the electrochemical reactors used in any Ce-based RFB (cells and stacks) depends on 

quantitative studies, for instance, the characterization of electrode performance in terms 

of the volumetric mass transport coefficient, ()%&, and the hydraulic pressure drop 

produced by these structures. These issues need to be addressed in order to enable the 

scale-up of Ce-based RFBs and other electrochemical reactors for Ce conversion. 

1.4 Scope, Scientific Question and Research Hypothesis 

This research project focuses on the manufacture and characterization of traditional 

and new platinised titanium (Pt/Ti) porous electrodes for the conversion of cerium ions 

in RFBs. It was aimed to establish the electrochemical and hydraulic performance of 
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such materials employing electrochemical engineering principles, allowing the 

estimation of the combined active surface area and mass transport coefficient under 

steady state convectional diffusion control, which sets the operation limits of the device. 

These figures were then used to predict the fractional conversion (discharge rate) of the 

positive compartment of a theoretical pilot-scale Zn-Ce RFB. 

Additionally, the conducted tasks permitted to explore the utilisation of additive 

manufacturing (3D-printing) in the development and manufacture of electrochemical 

flow reactors and RFBs, as well as reviewing the redox chemistry of cerium, the 

electrodeposition of zinc and the engineering aspects of RFBs. 

The main scientific questions raised in the present project can be stated as follows: 

• What factors affect the cell potential of Zn-Ce RFBs? 

• What is the best manufacture method for Pt/Ti electrodes with high surface area? 

• What are the values of volumetric mass transport coefficient, W)%&, at known 

and alternative Pt/Ti electrodes for cerium conversion (plate vs. mesh, felts)? 

• How does the fractional conversion and state of charge of a Zn-Ce RFB will 

change over time in a pilot-scale prototype using different Pt/Ti electrodes? 

• Can certain electrochemical flow reactors be improved by applying 3D-printing 

technology? 

The research hypothesis of this project can be stated as follows:  

• ‘Efficient Zn-Ce redox flow batteries can be designed and up-scaled using the 

principles of electrochemical engineering to determine the limiting performance 

and suitability of optimal electrode materials for the positive electrode reaction’. 

1.5 Research Objectives 

The main aim of this project is to investigate strategies to increase the overall 

performance and operating lifetime of the divided Zn-Ce RFB. 

Accordingly, the research project has the following specific objectives:  

• To summarize the state of the art of the Zn-Ce RFB and cerium redox. 
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• To develop an improved and reliable laboratory flow cell prototype using 3D-

printing rapid manufacture. Explore other applications for 3D-printing. 

• To simulate the cell potential of an ideal Zn-Ce RFB with planar electrodes, 

aiming to rationalise its individual components and affecting factors.  

• To characterize the performance of porous electrodes materials for the positive 

half-cell via the electrochemical determination of their volumetric mass 

transport coefficient. Materials studied will include diverse and new geometries. 

• To predict the behaviour of the positive compartment of a pilot-scale Zn-Ce 

RFBs on the basis of electrochemical engineering principles. Determine which 

electrode material is more suitable in terms of performance and practicality. 

1.6 Thesis Content 

A number of different tasks were carried out during this research, and each them is 

discussed in a separate chapter of this thesis. An overview of its content and the related 

publications is given in Figure 1.1. As the project advanced, it focused more on the 

characterisation of electrode materials for cerium conversion and its application to cell 

and stack design. 

 

Figure 1.1 Structure of the thesis chapters and published outcome. *Publication in progress. 
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1.7 Original Contributions 

The most important new contributions to the field by project are: 

• Experimental determination of the volumetric mass transport characteristics of 

Pt/Ti electrodes for conversion of cerium ions in electrochemical flow cells. 

• Demonstration of the applicability of dimensional analysis to the design of 

cerium-based RFBs. 

• A simulation of the relationship between applied current density and cell 

potential for an ideal Zn-Ce RFB with planar electrodes. 

• Electrodeposition of titanium felt and micromesh in a flow cell and its 

characterization by X-computed tomography. 

• Study of the pressure drop occurring at Pt/Ti porous electrodes with cerium-

containing electrolytes. 

• A comprehensive review on the engineering aspects of RFBs. 

• A review on the role of negative zinc electrodes in RFBs. 

• An exhaustive review on the redox chemistry of cerium and its industrial 

applications. 

• Implementation of 3D-printing fast prototyping in the development 

electrochemical flow cells. 

• Demonstration of the use of 3D-printed porous electrodes in electrochemical 

flow reactors. 

• Electroless deposition of nickel on a porous structure carried out in a flow cell. 
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Chapter 2: The Zinc-Cerium Redox Flow 
Battery 

2.1 The Zinc-Cerium System 

2.1.1 Thermodynamic principles 

The zinc-cerium battery is based on the following electrochemical reactions: 

  Zn(II) + 2e– 
Charge

⇄
Discharge

 Zn(s)   FG =	–0.76 V vs. SHE   (2.1) 

  Ce(IV)+ e– 
Discharge

⇄
Charge

 Ce(III)  FG =	+1.61 V vs. SHE   (2.2) 

The oxidation of zinc takes place at the negative electrode while the reduction of 

Ce(IV) at the positive electrode. The overall desired cell reaction is: 

  Zn(II) + 2Ce(III)
Charge

⇄
Discharge

Zn(s) + 2Ce(IV) FI&JJ
° = 2.37 V   (2.3) 

Written to include methanesulfonate (CH3SO3
–) species, this reaction becomes: 

Zn(CH3SO3)2 (aq.)	+	2Ce(CH3SO3)3 (aq.)

Charge

⇄
Discharge

Zn s 	+	2Ce(CH3SO3)4 (aq.)  (2.4) 

The resulting potential difference at equilibrium FI&JJ°  is 2.37 V in methanesulfonic 

acid, which is a higher cell potential than any other aqueous flow battery. Its 

experimental FI&JJKL  has practically the same value (FG of Ce(III)/Ce(IV) in MSA is 1.61 

V vs. SHE). The reaction as written involves a thermodynamic Gibbs free energy 

change, ΔjI&JJ of −425 kJ mol–1 for Ce. The cell diagram for the discharge process is: 

  (C or other)|Zn(s)|Zn(II)(ac)||Ce(IV)(aq), Ce(III)(aq)|(Pt/Ti)   (2.5) 
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During charging, hydrogen (Fx/xz
? = 0 V vs. SHE) and oxygen (FK{/Kx|

? = +1.23 V 

vs. SHE) evolution reactions take place at the negative and positive electrodes, 

respectively, as undesirable secondary reactions. These reactions can be managed by an 

appropriate selection of acid concentration, applied current density, use of additives and 

control over operational conditions. HER at the negative electrode is mainly influenced 

by the material’s catalytic activity, the overpotential, the concentration of acid (and pH), 

the concentration of Zn2+ ions and the presence of inhibitors. 

2.1.2 Zinc as an anode material in flow batteries under discharge  

The low cost of zinc and its negative standard electrode potential (FG =

–1.76 V vs. SHE) have made it one of the most frequently materials used for negative 

electrodes in batteries and as a sacrificial electrode in corrosion protection systems. 

RFBs are no exception and several systems have incorporated zinc anodes where its 

high solubility (in both acidic and alkaline media), low density, low toxicity and fast 

discharge kinetics contribute to the efficiency of these batteries [23]. A list of RFBs 

based on zinc negative electrodes is presented in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Hybrid redox flow batteries using zinc negative electrodes. 

System Medium Reference 

Zinc-Air Alkaline [24] 

Zinc-Bromine Neutral [25] [26] 

Zinc-Cerium Acidic [4] 

Zinc-Chlorine Acidic [27] 

Zinc-Ferricyanide Alkaline [28] 

Zinc-Lead Oxide Acidic [29] 

Zinc-Polyiodide Neutral [30] 

Zinc-Nickel Alkaline [31] 

 

At the potential of the zinc reaction, the reduction of protons (FG = 0.0 V vs. SHE) is 

thermodynamically favoured, meaning that hydrogen evolution is feasible as a 

secondary reaction. Usually, additives are included in the electrolyte composition to 
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inhibit the HER and significant efforts have been made in this area of research, see 

Section 3.2.3. 

The electrodeposition of zinc requires precise control of the conditions in the negative 

half-cell [32], especially when the electrode area is large. Uniform and compact zinc 

deposits free of dendrites can be obtained with the use of additives, as demonstrated by 

the electroplating industry. A review on this topic is in progress [33]. 

2.1.3 Cerium as an oxidising agent 

Cerium is the most abundant and inexpensive of the lanthanide elements, which are 

also known as rare earth metals [34]. Some of its major applications can be found in 

catalytic converters, petroleum-cracking catalysts and in polishing liquids for precision 

optical instruments and semiconductors. 

The redox couple Ce(III)/Ce(IV) has a highly positive standard redox potential (FG =

+1.74 V vs. SHE), which means that Ce(IV) can be used as a strong oxidant. A classic 

example of this is the use of ceric ammonium nitrate in quantitative analysis as an 

alternative to potassium permanganate. Nitric and sulfuric acid solutions containing 

Ce(IV) are used as special cleaning agents for stainless steel vessels and pipelines in the 

nuclear industry [35-37]. Large scale oxidation of hazardous organic compounds with 

electrogenerated Ce(IV) has also been proposed [38]. 

The use of Ce(IV) as a selective oxidation mediator in commercial organic synthesis 

contributed to its use in flow reactors for energy storage. The first proposed industrial 

application for the electrogeneration of Ce(IV) involved the production of aldehydes in 

perchloric acid solutions [39]. A much safer method was later developed to produce 

ceric sulphate slurries from sulfuric acid for the synthesis of naphthoquinone [40]. 

Further development allowed preparation of ceric sulphate solutions in sulfuric acid 

instead of slurries, but the concentrations were limited to below 0.1 mol dm–3 [41]. 

Electrogeneration of Ce(IV) is sulfuric acid solutions was also studied for 

decontamination of decommissioned nuclear facilities [42-45]. 

Kreh et al. [46,47] later reported that MSA greatly improved the solubility of Ce(IV) 

ions, enabling practical electrosynthesis of aromatic aldehydes and ketones by the 

oxidation of polycyclic aromatic compounds. Electrogeneration of Ce(IV) in MSA for 
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oxidation of naphthalene to naphthoquinone has been successfully scaled up to a 100 

tonne per year plant [48]. This successful regeneration of cerium by means of an 

electrochemical flow reactor containing an MSA electrolyte provided one of the first 

proofs of concept for the positive half-cell of the Zn-Ce RFB. 

2.1.4 Methanesulfonic acid as a supporting electrolyte 

Methanesulfonic acid (CH3SO3H) is a strong organic acid (pKa = –1.9) and the 

simplest of sulfonic acids, Figure 2.1. It has low vapour pressure and lower corrosive 

power than sulfuric acid and it is capable of dissolving high concentrations of metal 

salts. It is also electrochemically stable beyond the potential window of water and its 

solutions are miscible, having high molar conductivity. These characteristics make of 

MSA an attractive electrolyte for the electrochemical industry [49]. At concentrations 

close to 100% MSA is hygroscopic [50], as are some of its salts [51]. The low toxicity 

of MSA has been known in the electroplating industry for decades, were it has 

substituted hazardous acids [49]. MSA is also considered to be biodegradable in the 

long-term. Trace amounts are found in the atmosphere as an intermediate between the 

decomposition of algal dimethyl sulphide to sulfuric acid [52]. MSA is available in 

industrial quantities and its main producer is BASF SE, Germany. 

 

Figure 2.1 Methanesulfonic acid molecule. 

The degree of ionization of MSA solutions in pure water is over 0.99 for 

concentrations under 1.5 M, and 0.93 for solutions near 4.0 M, as determined by Raman 

spectroscopy [53]. MSA molecules form hydrogen bonds with water and MSA, forming 

a 1:1 MSA-water complex and dimers, respectively [54]. MSA dimers predominate at 

high concentrations of the acid. MSA ions can also behave as surfactants [55], orienting 
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their methyl group towards the gas phase at a liquid-air interphase [52,56]. This is 

observed up to a concentration of 0.8 mol dm–3 of CH3SO3Na in 0.6 mol dm–3 NaCl or 

Na2SO4 solutions [56]. 

The high solubility of cerium in MSA is one of the key factors that enable the Zn-Ce 

battery. Usually, cerium ions are difficult to dissolve in aqueous solutions due to their 

strong interaction with their solvation shell, showing a complex behaviour highly 

dependent on the presence of counter-ions. Strong acids can dissolve cerium, but only 

MSA and sulfuric acid are suitable for electrochemical applications such as RFBs, 

where the formation and dissolution of Ce(III) and Ce(IV) is required. Soluble cerium 

chloride and nitric acid solutions cannot be used in batteries due to formation of Cl2 and 

NOx, respectively and corrosion problems. Although recovery of cerium from oxide 

polishing slurries can be achieved by its dissolution in sulfuric acid [57], its 

concentration limit is quite low. 

Kreh et al. [46] showed that MSA increases the solubility of Ce(IV) dramatically in 

comparison to sulfuric acid while it is stable to anodic and electrochemical oxidation. 

The solubility Ce(IV) increases with the concentration of MSA reaching a maximum of 

ca. 1.0 mol dm–3. In contrast, Ce(IV) solubility in sulfuric acid is 0.12 mol dm–3 in the 

best conditions [41]. The solubility of Ce(III), which has a value of 2.1 mol dm–3 in a 

solution of 1.0 mol dm–3 MSA, decreases as the concentration of MSA is incremented 

[47]. 

Zinc is soluble in MSA to concentrations of 2.16 mol dm–3, lower than in sulfuric or 

hydrochloric acid [49]. Despite this, solubility of zinc in MSA is beneficial for a RFB, 

since it has been shown that the electrodeposition process in this medium helps to 

prevent the formation of dendrites [58]. 

2.2 The Divided Zinc-Cerium Flow Battery 

The divided Zn-Ce hybrid RFB has been studied previously and may be considered as 

the present state of the art for the device. As shown in Figure 2.2, the battery consists of 

a divided flow reactor fed by two electrolytes stored in external reservoirs with the aid 

of mechanical pumps. One electrolyte contains zinc and the other cerium, both 

dissolved in MSA solutions. A proton exchange membrane separates the two half-cells 

of the reactor. This design provides better performance than its undivided counterpart.  
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Figure 2.2 The divided zinc-cerium redox flow battery. 

Table 2.2 explains the processes that take place during the charge and discharge of the 

battery as well as the nomenclature of the electrodes and electrolytes. As it is always the 

case for a reversible cell, the anode and the cathode interchange during charge and 

discharge, while the use of negative and positive is true throughout the cycle. 

Table 2.2 Terminology for the divided zinc-cerium RFB. 

  Charge  Discharge 

Electrode charge 
and name 

 Positive electrode 
(+) 

Negative electrode 
(–) 

 Positive electrode 
(+) 

Negative electrode 
(–) 

Electrode material  Pt mesh or carbon 
felt 

Carbon-based 
composite 

 Pt mesh or carbon 
felt 

Carbon-based 
composite 

Main reaction  Ce(III) oxidation Zn(II) reduction  Ce(IV) reduction Zn(s) oxidation 

Electrode role   Anode Cathode  Cathode Anode 

Electron flow  From electrolyte to 
electrode 

From electrode to 
electrolyte 

 From electrode to 
electrolyte 

From electrolyte to 
electrode 

Electrolyte name  Positive electrolyte Negative 
electrolyte 

 Positive electrolyte Negative electrolyte 

Electrolyte role  Anolyte Catholyte  Catholyte Anolyte 

Secondary 
reactions 

 O2 evolution H2 evolution  O2 evolution H2 evolution 
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The technical limitations of the Zn-Ce flow battery include: 

• Porous platinised titanium mesh electrodes (for the cerium reaction) required to 

maintain a high cell potential have a prohibitive cost. Carbon-felt electrodes 

provide a low-cost commercially available alternative and yield equal 

performance, but might are not viable for long-term operation.  

• Migration of protons from the positive half-cell into the negative half-cell due to 

acid concentration difference between the two electrolytes. 

• HER competes with the zinc deposition during charge and promotes the 

corrosion of zinc deposits when the battery is in an idle state. 

• Slow kinetics and poor reversibility of the cerium reaction. 

• Limited solubility of Ce(IV) in the electrolytes, which affects battery capacity. 

• Progressive thermal precipitation of Ce(IV) salts at high SOC. 

• OER takes place in the positive electrode, lowering the efficiency of the cerium 

reaction. 
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Chapter 3: The Negative Half-Cell of the 
Zinc-Cerium RFB 

3.1 Reactions and Components 

3.1.1 Main reaction 

The desired reaction at the negative electrode is the electrodeposition and stripping of 

zinc: 

   Zn(CH3SO3)2 (aq.) + 2e–
Charge
⇄

Discharge
Zn (s) + 2CH3SO3(aq.)

–    (3.1) 

     F° = 	<+.	– 0.76 V vs. SHE     (3.2) 

The reactions at this electrode are responsible for the hybrid characteristic of the 

battery. During charging, zinc is reduced on the electrode, where it should remain until 

it is oxidised and dissolved when the battery is discharged.  

Two main challenges are posed by this reaction: a) avoidance of secondary reactions 

and b) obtainment of compact uniform layers of zinc. The HER can reduce the 

efficiency of the cell or even overcome the electrodeposition process in certain 

conditions. The electrodeposition of zinc from acid solutions can also produce 

dendrites, which could form bridges across the electrode-membrane gap and electrically 

short-circuit the cell. 

3.1.2 Hydrogen evolution reaction and its inhibition 

In acid aqueous solutions and at the reduction potential of zinc ions, the hydrogen 

evolution reaction (HER) via the reduction of protons is thermodynamically favoured: 

   2H+ + 2e– 	⟶ 	H2	(g)   FG =	 0.0 V vs. SHE   (3.3) 
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resulting in a competing electrode reaction and loss of efficiency. 

In neutral and alkaline media, HER occurs through the reduction of water: 

   H2O + 2e– 	⟶  H2 (g) + 2OH–  FG =	 −0.83 V vs. SHE  (3.4) 

At higher pH values in the solution, the reduction potential becomes more negative as 

well, which can be seen in the Pourbaix diagram for water (not shown). 

In all of these cases, the evolution of H2 marks the lower limit of the stability potential 

window of water and has its origin in the chemisorption of reduced protons at the 

electrode followed by their association into molecules. The rate of this mechanism is 

determined by the strength of the H-metal bonds (which, in turn, depends on the energy 

of the interaction between the Fermi level electrons to the metal body) [59-61]. The 

exchange current density, jo, is the main indicator for the susceptibility to HER in a 

determined metallic surface, high values meaning profuse hydrogen evolution. A 

relationship between the negative logarithm of the exchange current density and the 

strength of the H-metal bonds gives the well-known ‘volcano plot’, shown in Figure 

3.1, which provides a framework to understand the electrocatalytic activity and 

passivity of different metals towards HER [59]. 

Electrode surfaces with intermediate H-metal bond strength are the most catalytic, as 

the formation of a H monolayer (first step) and the subsequent transfer of a second 

electron (second step) are facile. For instance, platinum and iridium catalysts are found 

at the ‘top of the volcano’ and thus are classically used in cathodes for water 

electrolysers and chlor-alkali cells. On the other hand, if the bonding energy is low, only 

a small number of reduced H atoms will be absorbed, e.g., in the case of indium; or if 

the bonding energy is too high, the second step will be retarded on a strongly adsorbed 

H monolayer, e.g., in the case of titanium. Fundamentally, volcano plots reflect the 

periodicity of the properties of the transition elements as a result of their electronic 

configuration [62]. 

If the acid concentration is high and the electrode has an electrocatalytic surface, a 

high rate of hydrogen gas can be generated [63], creating potential explosive hazards. 

Zinc electrodeposition in hybrid RFBs with aqueous electrolytes will be accompanied 

by some degree of HER, causing efficiency losses. Additionally, HER can occur 
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through an additional reaction, i.e., the open-circuit corrosion of zinc deposits during its 

idle state, leading to self-discharge of the battery. 

 

Figure 3.1 Volcano plot showing the relationship between the negative logarithm of the 

exchange current density and the strength of the H-metal bonds. After Trasatti [59]. 

These problems can be controlled with the addition of small quantities of inhibitor 

agents to the electrolyte, usually at a concentration in the order of 1 mmol dm–3, to 

hamper the nucleation of H2 on the electrode. This is implemented the industrial 

electrodeposition of zinc and in rechargeable zinc batteries [64]. Inhibitors of the HER 

usually act by adsorbing at the electrode surface, lowering the rate of hydrogen 

evolution. 

3.1.3 Electrode materials 

Commercial carbon-based bipolar plates are used for the negative electrode of the Zn-

Ce battery. These graphitised plates are used in stacks for fuel cells and flow batteries 

and are manufactured from carbon composite materials with polymer precursors, 

typically polyesters. The main characteristics required for these materials are high 

electrical conductivity, chemical stability, and mechanical strength.  

So far, the best results have been obtained with composites based on polyvinyl ester 

(PVE) and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF). Most performance data of Zn-Ce batteries 

have been obtained with PVE electrodes. Leung et al. reported good results using PVE 

bipolar plates in both divided and undivided systems [7,22]. Nikiforidis et al. evaluated 
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seven different materials for the negative electrolyte, of which PDE, PVDF and HDPE 

showed high coulombic efficiency and stability [65], enduring ca. 250 simulated 

charge-discharge cycles, before showing signs of deterioration. It was also found that 

the onset potential for zinc nucleation at 60 °C showed particular values for different 

electrode materials, being the values for PVE and PVDF –1.59 V and –1.54 V vs. 

Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.), respectively. The same authors found that a cell with a PVDF negative 

electrode required a lower temperature to obtain an optimal operation compared with a 

cell using a PVE electrode [66]. PVE plates are manufactured by Entegris Inc. (USA), 

while PVDF plates are available as BMA5 Sigracet®, a product from Eisenhut GmbH 

(Germany) commercialised by SGL Carbon GmbH (Germany). 

Mild steel [67] and high purity aluminium [68] could be alternative electrode materials 

for Zn deposition, although they could prove impractical for the manufacture of the 

bipolar plates compatible with Pt coatings in the positive side required in Ce-based 

RFBs. 

3.1.4 Electrolyte composition 

The composition of the electrolytes is one of the most important factors that determine 

the performance of the cell. The negative electrolyte of the Zn-Ce system is usually a 

solution of zinc in aqueous MSA, the saturation solubility of zinc in this acid being 2.16 

mol dm–3 [49]. 

Two optimal compositions for the negative electrolyte have been reported for divided 

Zn-Ce RFBs with carbon-based negative electrodes. After performing a series of tests 

with different electrolytes, Leung et al. [22] used a solution of 1.5 mol dm–3 Zn(II) in 

1.0 mol dm–3 MSA, while Nikiforidis et al. [66] recommended 2.0 mol dm–3 Zn(II) in 

1.5 mol dm–3 of MSA. In the second work, 0.8 mol dm–3 of Zn(II) was also added into 

the positive electrolyte (in addition to Ce ions), with the objective of retarding any 

diffusion of zinc ions through the membrane. 

Leung et al. selected that particular composition after finding out that higher 

concentrations of MSA led to a reduction of the energy efficiency due to an increased 

contribution from the HER [58]. Regarding the zinc concentration, the value for energy 

efficiency showed no improvement after 0.5 mol dm–3, but 1.5 mol dm–3 was chosen to 

compensate for the equilibrium displacement in the solution when zinc was deposited 
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on the PVE electrode and to avoid limitations in mass transport [22]. Concentrations of 

zinc higher than 1.5 mol dm–3 hampered the re-dissolution process during discharge, 

yielding lower discharge potentials. The temperature of operation of the cell was 50 °C. 

Nikiforidis et al. found that the coulombic efficiency during charge-discharge cycles at 

a rotating PVE electrode reached values near 90% when the Zn(CH3SO3)2 concentration 

reached 1.5 mol dm–3, with marginal increments at higher concentrations [65]. Lower 

zinc availability resulted in an increase of HER and lowered the coulombic efficiency. 

Experiments were also performed in a flow cell where three catholyte compositions 

were evaluated [66]. The concentration was selected in terms of the highest coulombic- 

and voltage efficiency values for the electrode materials, although those values showed 

little improvement over 1.5 mol dm–3 of zinc. The temperature of operation of the cell 

was 55 °C. In addition, zinc electrodeposition from MSA solutions has been 

investigated by cyclic voltammetry at different carbon-based electrodes as part of the 

cathodic charge reaction in zinc-cerium RFBs [58,65,69]. 

The electrolyte composition for the divided cell by Leung et al. (1.5 mol dm–3 Zn(II) in 

1.0 mol dm–3 MSA) was determined using platinised titanium meshes as positive 

electrodes, it is appropriate to use this composition for further experiments using similar 

porous electrodes (as opposed to low-area planar platinum coatings). 

3.1.5 Temperature of operation 

High temperatures are beneficial for the reaction at the negative half-cell of the 

battery. Zinc electrodeposition and re-dissolution currents obtained from the negative 

electrolyte of the battery increased as a function of temperature while shifting the 

nucleation potential towards more positive values [65]. This is mainly attributable to 

increased diffusion and faster kinetics. 

The temperature range operation of the divided Zn-Ce flow battery is set at around 50 

°C because of the relatively high temperatures required for the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) reaction 

in the positive half-cell (see Section 4.1.5). Both electrolytes should be maintained at 

the same temperature; otherwise heat transfer would occur between the two half-cells. 

The conditions in the negative cell can also determine the optimal operation 

temperature for the cell, as shown by Nikiforidis et al. [66], who found that the best 
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performance of the cell was obtained at 55 °C and 45 °C, when C-PVE or C-PVDF 

composite plates were used as negative electrodes, respectively. 

3.1.6 Limiting performance factors 

Competition between zinc electrodeposition and the HER at the electrodes constitutes 

the main limiting factor in the negative half-cell of the Zn-Ce battery. This issue extends 

its consequences to the whole system, being the most efficiency-lowering factor in the 

battery. HER can affect the performance of the negative half-cell or halt the battery in 

the following ways: 

• HER occurs as a secondary reaction during the electrodeposition of zinc 

throughout charge, leading to a decrease in efficiency. 

• Undesired discharge can take place through the corrosion of zinc deposits via 

HER during the idle state. 

• Increase of HER rate due to gradual rise in acidity in the negative electrolyte due 

to the diffusion of protons from the positive half-cell, which has a higher 

concentration of MSA.  

It is clear that acid concentration in the negative electrolyte has a huge impact on the 

performance and durability of the battery as low pH values increase the rate of HER. 

The Zn-Ce flow battery could be greatly improved if the proton gradient between the 

two half-cells was eliminated and the HER inhibited. Furthermore, high concentration 

of Zn2+ ions decrease the rate of HER. However, although higher concentrations of Zn2+ 

ions in the negative electrolyte also reduce the nucleation overpotential, they can also 

hamper the rate of Zn oxidation and dissolution. 

Another issue in the negative half-cell could also be the formation of dendritic zinc 

deposits on the electrode, which would eventually lead to an electrical short-circuit of 

the battery and detachment of the deposits form the electrode. Still, lost Zn would re-

dissolve in the acid electrolyte. Nevertheless, electrodeposition of zinc in MSA 

solutions helps avoid the formation of dendrites while producing compact deposits [58]. 

This is confirmed by the fact that deposited zinc from MSA electrolytes on C-PVE and 

C-PVDF composite negative electrodes was free of dendritic growths [65]. 
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3.2 Performance Improvement by HER Inhibitors  

3.2.1 Additives for zinc electrodeposition in acid electrolytes 

The electrodeposition of zinc from acid solutions has important industrial applications, 

including zinc electrowinning from sulfuric acid solutions, which is a central part of the 

zinc extraction process, and metal electroplating for corrosion protection. The control of 

the process involves several aspects, including temperature, concentration of zinc, 

acidity, applied current density and additives [70]. 

The additives included in the composition of zinc electroplating solutions have the 

purpose of: a) controlling the morphology and grain size of the deposits; b) reducing the 

presence of side reactions; and c) counteract the effect of metallic impurities. For 

instance, glue and gum Arabic have been used for many decades in the zinc 

electrowinning process to obtain compact deposits [71]. Dendrite free coatings with a 

fine grain structure can give bright appearance to coated products. 

Research on alternative additives is more recent, and has focused primarily on organic 

additives, natural compounds, and some metallic ions. Table 3.1 contains a list of 

additives for zinc electrodeposition and their main effects. Environmentally, the use of 

sustainable, natural product inhibitors for the HER is increasingly important [72]. 

Most organic additives absorb on the surface of the zinc coatings and change the 

morphology of the deposits by modifying the availability of growth sites and the growth 

steps of the zinc nuclei [73]. In other cases, the additives act by removing or preventing 

the co-deposition of detrimental metallic impurities such as germanium [71], nickel 

[74,75], or antimony [75-77], which affect significantly the morphology of the zinc 

deposits. The effect of many different ions on the zinc electrodeposition has been 

reported [78]. 

Some metallic impurities have a beneficial effect on zinc electrodeposition by 

suppressing the HER as in the case of lead [73,79-81] and indium [79,82]. These ions 

can form passive layers when deposited jointly with zinc and increase the energy 

required for H adsorption and/or physically block this process. 
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Table 3.1 Additives for the electrodeposition of zinc in acid media. 

Additive Main effect Medium Reference 

2-butyne-1,4-diol Increase of current efficiency. Acidic chloride solution [74,75] 

Benzotriazole Inhibition of zinc corrosion. Acidic chloride solution [83] 

Coumarin Grain size refinement. Acidic chloride solution [84] 

CTAB Dendritic growth suppressor. Acidic sulphate solution [85] 

Dimethylamino-propylamine/ 
imidazole + epichlorohydrin 
(Lugalvan® IZE) 

Dendritic growth suppressor. Acidic methanesulfonate- 
sulphate solutions [86] 

EDTA HER inhibition. Methanesulfonic acid [87] 

Ethoxylated sorbitol Dendritic growth suppressor. Acidic methanesulfonate- 
sulphate solutions [86] 

FrTSCN  HER inhibition. Increase of 
current efficiency. 

Acid and alkaline sulphate 
solutions [88] 

Gelatin Increase of current efficiency. 
HER inhibition. Sulfuric acid [71,87] 

Glue Grain size refinement. Sulfuric acid [71,76] 

Gum Arabic Change deposit orientation. Sulfuric acid [71] 

Glycerol Grain size refinement. Slightly acidic sulphate 
solution with boric acid  [89] 

Indium ion HER inhibition. Methanesulfonic acid [79,82]  

Lead ions HER inhibition. Sulfuric acid [73,79-81] 

Perfluorocarboxylic acids Increase of current efficiency. 
Grain size refinement. Acidic sulphate solution [90] 

Phosphonium salts Corrosion inhibition. Acidic chloride solution [91] 

Polyethylene glycol Increase in grain size. Chloride solution with boric 
acid [92] 

Polyethylene glycol  HER inhibition. Acidic chloride solution [93] 

Polyethyleneimines  
(Lugalvan® G) Dendritic growth suppressor. Acidic methanesulfonate- 

sulphate solutions [86] 

SaTSCN HER inhibition. Increase of 
current efficiency. 

Acid and alkaline sulphate 
solutions [88] 

Sodium lauryl sulphate Increase of current efficiency. Acidic sulphate solution [94] 

Sulfopropyl ethers  
(Ralufon®) Dendritic growth suppressor. Acidic methanesulfonate- 

sulphate solutions [86] 

TBAB Dendritic growth suppressor. Acidic sulphate solution [85] 

TBAC Increase of current efficiency. Acidic sulphate solution [95] 

Thiourea Grain size refinement. Acidic chloride solution [96] 

Thiourea Inhibition of zinc corrosion. Alkaline solution [97] 

Urea Grain size refinement. Acidic chloride solution [96] 
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3.2.2 Additives for zinc-based flow batteries 

The use of zinc-plated electrodes in flow batteries encounters some limitations and 

issues related to the occurrence of HER and undesired deposition morphologies, such as 

dendrites, filamentary growths and nodules [23,64]. These problems are often 

responsible for limiting the operative lifetime of the battery. 

Although generally prevented by the conditions at the electrode, HER can still lead to 

changes in the pH of the electrolyte (leading to the formation of gaseous H2), loss of 

efficiency, and corrosion of zinc deposits. Meanwhile, dendrites and other metallic 

growths can short circuit the cell or produce detachments of material from the electrode, 

reducing the available zinc and blocking the flow system. 

As a result, small quantities of additives are included in the composition of the flowing 

electrolytes in order to inhibit the HER and to avoid harmful zinc morphologies. Too 

much additive would form relatively thick passive layers on the electrode, increasing 

substantially the overpotential needed for the electrodeposition process and diminishing 

the coulombic efficiency of the cell. 

Many examples of additives used in zinc-based RFBs are found in the literature. For 

instance, fluorinated surfactants and butyrolactone have been used in the Zn-Br flow 

battery to obtain smooth deposits [26]. Polyoxyethylene (20) sorbitan monolaurate has 

been used to enhance the mixing of the polybromide and aqueous phases of Zn-Br [98], 

resulting in more uniform re-dissolution of the deposits during discharge. In Zn-air 

batteries, additives like phosphoric acid, tartaric acid, succinic acid and citric acid have 

been reported to suppress the HER and prevent dendrite formation [99]. The reduction 

of the solubility of zinc by the addition of borates, phosphates, or arsenates mixtures in 

the electrolyte of the zinc-nickel RFB can reduce the shape change of the negative zinc 

electrode [31]. In the zinc-polyiodide RFB [30], ethanol and ethylene glycol coordinate 

with Zn ions, preventing the precipitation of I2 and extending the temperature stability 

of the solution. 

Original patents for the Zn-Ce battery describe indium ions (expensive) as the most 

suitable HER suppressor for this system, although lead, thalium (poisonous), gallium, 

tin and bismuth ions were also contemplated [4]. From the perspective of the exchange 

current density for HER, mercury and lead are the most obvious but both are toxic. 
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3.2.3 Inhibition of hydrogen evolution in Zn-Ce batteries 

The main limitation of the divided Zn-Ce RFB is the increase of acidity in the negative 

half-cell due to proton diffusion from the positive half-cell through the membrane. This 

process can diminish the efficiency of the cell and, eventually, lead to a potentially 

dangerous release of H2. As a result, HER inhibition in MSA-based electrolytes has 

been investigated in related works [58,100,101]. A summary of their findings is 

presented in Table 3.2 at the end of this chapter. It is worth mentioning that the effect of 

inhibitors has yet to be quantified in an operating RFB. In general, inhibitors adsorb at 

the electrode surface, hampering the formation of the H-metal monolayer, which is the 

first step in HER. Furthermore, the inhibitors change the Helmholtz double layer at the 

metal surface, increasing the potential of the surface towards positive values, which 

reduces the rate of the reaction involving positively charged protons. The combined 

effect of these mechanisms results in slow kinetics for the HER. 

Leung et al. evaluated the effect of indium oxide, potassium sodium tartrate, and 

TBAOH on the HER during zinc electrodeposition at glassy carbon electrodes with 

static and rotating disc voltammetry as well as at PVE electrodes during charge-

discharge experiments in a parallel flow plate [58]. The additives were added at a 

concentration of 2×10–3 mol dm–3. Voltammetry experiments were performed in 

solutions of 0.01 mol dm–3 Zn(CH3SO3)2 in 0.5 mol dm-3 NaCH3SO3 (adjusted to pH 4) 

and charge-discharge experiments in solutions of 1.5 mol dm-3 Zn(CH3SO3)2 in 1.0 mol 

dm–3 NaCH3SO3. 

In the voltammetry experiments, indium(III) oxide shifted the zinc nucleation onset 

potential towards positive potentials and increased the ratio between anodic and 

cathodic peak currents. Potassium sodium tartrate and TBAOH had the opposite effect. 

The charge-discharge experiment in the parallel flow plate revealed that the addition of 

indium oxide increased the energy efficiency of the cell and was deemed suitable for 

tests in RFB. Potassium sodium tartrate and TBAOH produced voltage drops and 

charge inefficiencies. 

In a subsequent paper, the effect of inhibitors on HER was assessed by monitoring 

electrode potentials and evolved H2 volume in a zinc sample immersed in 1.0 mol dm-3 

MSA for 10 h [101]. In this case, it was found that inorganic inhibitors, i.e., indium(III) 

oxide and lead(II) methanesulfonate, were reduced and formed thin passive layers that 
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reduced the HER. Nevertheless, only partial coverage of the zinc surface was achieved 

and thus the additives were ineffective after the first few hours of the experiment. After 

10 h lead methanesulfonate exhibited only 6.2% of its inhibitory effect. CTAB and 

BTPC were more effective at diminishing the volume of evolved H2, although their 

inhibitive efficiency decreased to 66% and 44% of after 10 h, respectively. It was 

suggested that these organic compounds inhibit the zinc electrodeposition process, 

which results in a lower energy efficiency in the cell. 

Nikiforidis et al. investigated the effects of several additives on the electrodeposition 

of zinc on a PVDF electrode by voltammetry under mass transport regime (10 Hz, 600 

rev min-1) at 60 °C [100]. The additives were used in concentrations of 2×10–3 mol dm-3 

(except CTAB, which was added in 1 and 5×10–3 mol dm-3) to an electrolyte with 1.5 × 

10–3 mol dm–3 of Zn(CH3SO3)2 and 5.7 mol dm–3 of MSA. 

It was found that the use of some additives was impractical due to foam formation and 

evaporation problems. Triton X-100, CTAB and potassium sodium tartrate showed 

these issues. Coumarin produced a change in electrolyte colouration. In addition, Triton 

X-100, CTAB, and potassium sodium tartrate caused dramatic drops in the current 

density during zinc electrodeposition. CTAB also hampered the re-dissolution of zinc. 

Positive effects were found with TBAOH, which yielded a high current density during 

deposition (but smaller than the obtained without additives) with a small shift in 

nucleation potential towards negative values. Tartaric acid yielded lower current 

densities and no change in the nucleation potential. Interestingly, in this case indium 

oxide shifted the nucleation potential towards positive values but yielded less than 20% 

of the deposition current obtained without additives. In contrast, Leung et al. reported a 

significant improvement in energy efficiency for the same additive [58]. 

In the same work [100], the effect of additives on galvanic cycles was reported for 

three carbon composite materials in the zinc negative half-cell. Charge-discharge cycles 

were performed on PVDF, PVE and HDPE electrodes using an electrolyte composed by 

1.5 mol dm–3 of Zn(CH3SO3)2 and 2.7 mol dm–3 of MSA. The concentration of additives 

was the same as in the previously mentioned experiments. In these conditions, TBAOH, 

potassium sodium tartrate, and CTAB (5×10–3 mol dm–3) increased the value of voltage 

efficiency in relation to the electrolyte without additives. TBAOH yielded the highest 

voltage efficiency (76%) with the PVDF electrode although the coulombic efficiency 
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diminished by 25%. Coumarin and CTAB produced an important decrease in voltage 

efficiency. TBAOH, potassium sodium tartrate, tartaric acid, and CTAB (5×10–3 mol 

dm–3), in order of performance, were reported as suitable for further testing in a Zn-Ce 

RFB. 

In conclusion, although several of the previously tested additives showed positive 

results towards HER inhibition, none of them can be presented as a straightforward 

option. Other additives should be investigated. Results seem to depend on electrode 

materials and experimental conditions and some of them suggest that long-term HER 

inhibition in the negative half-cell of a flow battery may be difficult to maintain for long 

periods of time. The actual performance and lifetime of the inhibition effect will only be 

determined through experimentation in an operating RFB. One of the objectives of this 

work is to obtain performance data from a cell in which the negative electrolyte 

composition has been enhanced by additives. 

3.2.4 Morphology of zinc deposits in Zn-Ce batteries 

As previously mentioned, compact zinc morphologies are sought in electroplating. 

Conveniently, the MSA-based electrolytes used in the cell benefit from reduced 

formation of dendrites [58,86], and high nuclei density during the deposition of zinc 

which leads to compact deposits [69]. Despite this, plating conditions must be 

controlled, since undesired morphologies have been observed at the edge of electrodes, 

increasing charging time and, as a result of the presence of additives, some of them 

intended to inhibit HER [65]. 

The effect of several additives on the microstructure of zinc deposits from MSA 

solutions has been reported [58]. SEM showed that the morphology of deposits without 

additives had irregular plate-like structures free of nodules or dendrites; the overall 

appearance was smooth. Additives can modify the morphology of zinc deposits and, in 

the case of HER inhibitors, not necessarily in a beneficial way. For example, potassium 

sodium tartrate refined the structure of zinc but diminished the efficiency of the cell. 

Addition of TBAOH produced extremely refined needle-like structures, at the cost of a 

significant decrease in the efficiency of the cell due to its strong adsorption. Indium 

oxide showed promising results, as it had the highest cell efficiency and lower 
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overpotential for the nucleation of zinc, producing dendrite-free boulder-like 

agglomerates. 

The nucleation of zinc in diluted methanesulfonate solutions and the deposit 

morphologies at carbon-based electrodes at battery conditions were studied by 

Nikiforidis et al. [69]. It was found that zinc nucleation becomes an instantaneous 

process as a function of the applied negative potential. PVDF-based electrodes showed 

less current contribution from HER and produced more compact deposits than HDPE or 

glassy carbon, although spikes were observed at increasing deposition times. 

Zinc deposition from the negative electrolyte of the Zn-Ce battery has also been 

studied at eight carbon composite electrode materials under mass transport regime and a 

temperature of 60 °C [65]. Shiny compact deposits were observed at PVE, HDPE-1 and 

PVDF-based electrodes. SEM imaging revealed a dendrite-free morphology 

characterized by abundance of spikes or needle-shaped structures. Other materials, e.g., 

glassy carbon, presented dendrites, less adhesion of the deposited material and 

incomplete coverage. The same study revealed that, at longer deposition times, evidence 

of HER could be found on the zinc deposits in the form of pinholes. 

Lugalvan®, Ralufon® and ethoxylated sorbitol could be suitable for the negative half-

cell of the Zn-Ce battery as they have yielded good results for obtaining shiny zinc 

coatings (not required in a RFB) and controlling dendrite formation in acid solutions of 

MSA or mixtures of MSA and sulfuric acid [86]. Their inhibitory effect on the HER 

needs to be investigated. Chelating agents, such as EDTA were initially proposed to 

prevent dendrite formation in zinc solutions for the Zn-Ce RFB [87], but were later 

discarded, focusing instead on the inorganic inhibitors of HER. 

Flow conditions at the electrode in RFBs will also determine the nature of the zinc 

deposits. For instance, zinc morphology produced during charge-discharge cycles in a 

zinc-nickel RFB shows more dendritic growths at increased charging rates [102]. 

Dendrites were also observed to grow in the direction of the flow when high mean 

linear flow velocities (over 15 cm s–1) were used. 
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Table 3.2 Effect of HER inhibitors on the zinc electrodeposition in MSA solutions for the Zn-Ce RFB. 

Additive Voltammetry at glassy 
carbon electrode [58]. 

Charge-discharge at PVE electrode 
in a parallel plate flow cell [58]. 

Volumetric and gravimetric zinc 
corrosion in MSA [101]. 

Voltammetry at mass transport 
regime at PVDF electrode [100]. 

Galvanic cycles at PVDF, PVE and 
HDPE electrodes [100]. 

Butyltriphenyl 
phosphonium chloride 
(BTPC) 

Not investigated Not investigated Significant HER inhibition. 44% of 
inhibitive efficiency after 10 hours. 
Might inhibit Zn electrodeposition. 

Not investigated  Not investigated 

Cetyltrimethyl 
ammonium bromide 
(CTAB) 

Not investigated Not investigated Significant HER inhibition. 66% of 
inhibitive efficiency after10 hours. 
Might inhibit Zn electrodeposition. 

Poor deposition current density. Froth 
formation. Onset potential negative 
shift. Hampers the re-dissolution of 
zinc. Evaporation problems. 

Increased voltage efficiency and 
moderate drop in coulombic 
efficiency (5×10–3 mol dm–3). 
Important decrease in voltage 
efficiency (1×10–3 mol dm–3). 

Coumarin Not investigated Not investigated Not investigated Evaporation and froth problems 
Onset potential positive shift. Change 
in coloration. 

Important decrease in voltage 
efficiency. 

Indium oxide Improvement of anodic to 
cathodic ratio. Nucleation 
potential positive shift. 

Deposition potential positive shift. 
Energy efficiency increased from 
62% to 73%. Moderate increases in 
voltage and charge efficiencies. 

Inhibition is effective only for few 
hours. Passive film coverage is 
incomplete. 

Onset potential positive shift. 
Dramatic drop in deposition current 
density. 

Not investigated 

Lead methanesulfonate Not investigated Not investigated Inhibition is effective only for few 
hours. Passive film coverage is 
incomplete. 

Not investigated Not investigated 

Potassium sodium 
tartrate 

Improvement or anodic to 
cathodic ratio. Nucleation 
potential positive shift. 

No improvement. Moderate drop in 
voltage and charge efficiencies. 

Not investigated Onset potential positive shift. 
Evaporation problems. Poor 
deposition current density. 

Increased voltage efficiency. 
Moderate drop in coulombic 
efficiency. 

Tartaric acid Not investigated Not investigated Not investigated Poor deposition current density. Increase in voltage efficiency (except 
with PVDF). Good coulombic 
efficiency. 

Tetrabutylammonium 
hydroxide (TBAOH) 

Lower anodic to cathodic 
ratio. Nucleation potential 
negative shift.  

No improvement. Drop in charge 
and energy efficiencies. 

Not investigated Relative high deposition current 
density. Moderate onset potential 
negative shift. 

Increased voltage efficiency. 
Decrease in coulombic efficiency. 

Triton X-100 Not investigated Not investigated Not investigated Excessive froth formation. Poor 
deposition current density. 

Important decrease in coulombic 
efficiency. 
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Chapter 4: The Positive Half-Cell of the 
Zinc-Cerium RFB 

4.1 Reactions and Components 

4.1.1 Main reaction 

The principal reactions that take place at the positive electrode of the Zn-Ce RFB are 

the oxidation and reduction of cerium ions: 

  Ce(CH3SO3)4 (aq.) + e–
Discharge
⇄

Charge
Ce(CH3SO3)3 (aq.) + CH3SO3(aq.)

–    (4.1) 

     !° =  +	1.61 V vs. SHE [103]    (4.2) 

The electrogeneration of Ce(IV) takes place during the charge process, followed by 

their spontaneous oxidation during discharge. 

4.1.2 The oxygen evolution reaction 

The oxidation of water with evolution of gaseous O2 (OER) is thermodynamically 

favoured at the potential of the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) redox reaction: 

  H2O
Charge 	1

2
O2	(g)	+	2H+	+	2e–  !( =	 +1.23 V vs. SHE  (4.3) 

This competing reaction produces efficiency losses in the battery and platinum 

electrodes show intense electrocatalysis over applied potentials of +1.8 vs. SHE in 

electrolytes for the Zn-Ce battery [104]. The kinetics of the OER are relatively hindered 

on platinum electrodes compared to other reactions [105], presenting exchange current 

densities under 10–7 A cm–2 [106]. In contrast, the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) reaction at platinum 

electrode has an exchange current density of 5.32 × 10–3 A cm–2 in the battery 

environment (polarization resistance) [107] and 1.32 × 10–3 A cm–2 in diluted solutions 

(cyclic voltammetry) [103].This means that at low overpotentials under the 
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decomposition of water the main reaction will predominate. However, as the 

overpotential increases, OER becomes more significant and competes with Ce(III) 

oxidation during the charge of Ce-based RFBs. OER should be minimized, not only to 

increase the efficiency of Ce conversion but because oxygen nucleation at platinum 

electrodes can slowly lead to losses of the precious metal from the surface [48]. 

4.1.3 Electrode materials 

The positive electrode of the Zn-Ce system has to operate under the oxidising power 

of cerium in a strong acid medium at relative high temperatures (45–60 °C). This means 

that only highly stable conductive materials can be used as electrodes for long term 

operation. Noble metals are thus the best option to drive the cerium reaction, but will 

increase significantly the cost of the system.  

Carbon composite plates coated with platinum and iridium oxides were used at Plurion 

as cost-effective alternatives. Carbon-based electrodes are inexpensive and widely 

available in the electrochemical industry as plates, felts and foams. It was found that 

these coated carbon composites showed better kinetic response, but deteriorated rapidly 

during continuous operation [107]. Another possible low cost alternative is titanium 

coated with PbO2 [46]. Although, this material was attacked by cerium in MSA 

solutions when directly deposited on titanium [48], a nickel or gold pre-treatment before 

the deposition of PbO2 could increase the stability of the electrode by avoiding the 

formation of TiO2 in the interface of the electrode and the coating. 

Formerly, carbon felts were considered a promising option for the positive electrode, 

due to their high surface area and improved reversibility of the cerium reaction [22]. As 

in the all-vanadium RFB, the connection of the felts to the current collectors is done by 

compression, as sufficiently stable adhesives are not available. The disadvantage is that 

carbon felts could be eventually oxidised by Ce(IV) ions over their long-term operation. 

Carbon felt corroded and suffered nearly 50% mass loss after 6 cycles in a flow reactor 

for the electrogeneration of Ce(IV) in nitric acid after reaching a current efficiency of 

less than 90%, after ca. 80% of Ce(III) was converted [108]. Carbon paper has also been 

tested for short periods in the Zn-Ce RFB [109]. 

Platinised titanium meshes are currently the best options for the positive electrode and 

so far have yielded the best cell performance [104]. Electrodes with high surface area 
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give better performance than planar electrodes [22]. Platinum-iridium coatings on 

carbon have shown the highest exchange current densities for the cerium in battery 

conditions and could also be used [107]. These results are backed by the findings of 

Harrison and Théôret [48], who determined that platinum coated titanium was the best 

material for electrogeneration of Ce(IV), followed by IrOx-coated titanium. Raju et al. 

reported that DSA-O2® electrodes (IrO2-Ta2O5 for oxygen evolution) had the same 

performance as platinised titanium and platinum electrodes for the electrogeneration of 

Ce(IV) methanesulfonate [110-112]. Similarly, platinsed titanium gave good results in 

sulfuric acid media [43,44]. In contrast, gold electrodes are corroded by Ce(IV) in 

sulfuric acid solutions [113]. Expensive boron doped diamond (BDD) electrodes are 

known to increase the oxygen overpotential and could be useful to increase the 

efficiency of Ce(III) oxidation [177], provided an acceptable stability. Tungsten (usually 

stable in acid environment), molybdenum and tantalum electrodes are used to reduce 

cerium from chloride molten salts [114], raising the question of their suitability for 

Ce(IV) generation in aqueous solvents. 

4.1.4 Electrolyte composition 

The positive electrolyte of the Zn-Ce flow battery consists of cerium dissolved in an 

aqueous solution of MSA in concentrations determined by a compromise between the 

solubility of Ce(III) and Ce(IV) ions in MSA. The electrolyte is prepared by neutralising 

a suspension of Ce2(CO3)3 with MSA. Ce(IV) ions are electrogenerated when the 

battery is charged. 

As shown by Spotnitz et al. [47], the solubility of Ce(IV) increases as a function of 

MSA concentration, reaching approximately 0.9 mol dm–3 at 3.5 mol dm–3 of acid. On 

the contrary, the solubility of Ce(III) decreases from a maximum of 2.4 mol dm–3 in 

pure water when MSA is added to the solution, reaching 0.9 mol dm–3 at 4.3 mol dm–3 

of MSA. High solubility of Ce(IV) is desired in order to maximise the energy density of 

the electrolyte. 

Leung et al. used a composition of 0.8 mol dm–3 of Ce(III) in 4.0 mol dm–3 MSA for 

their divided cell [22]. (The viscosity of this electrolyte is discussed in Section 9.4.1.) 

Nikiforidis et al. reported concentrations of 0.68 mol dm−3 Ce(IV) and 0.08 mol dm–3 
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Ce(III) in 3.5 mol dm–3 MSA at the beginning of the discharge cycles, adding also 0.8 

mol dm–3 of Zn(II) to avoid the migration of zinc ions. 

An investigation on the generation process of Ce(IV) methanesulfonate in 

electrochemical batch reactors by Raju et al. concluded that a concentration of 0.8 mol 

dm–3 of Ce(III) in 2.0 mol dm–3 MSA yielded the highest current efficiencies [110-112]. 

When the initial concentration of Ce(III) was between 1.4 and 2.0 mol dm–3 the product 

Ce(IV) formed slurries [112]. 

A Zn-Ce cell with perchloric acid electrolyte will be mentioned only to stress that the 

use of such acid is not only impractical but also highly unsafe, as this acid is well 

known for producing explosive compounds [115]. 

4.1.5 Temperature of operation 

The Zn-Ce divided flow battery relies on relatively high temperatures (45 to 60 °C) to 

improve the kinetics of the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) redox reaction, which usually shows an 

irreversible behaviour at room temperature [104]. As the temperature of the electrolyte 

is raised, the solubility and diffusion coefficients, ), of Ce(IV) ions increase, along with 

the heterogeneous rate constant, *+, of the reaction [107]. The lower viscosity of the 

electrolyte is the main cause for the increase in the diffusion coefficients. 

Cyclic voltammograms performed with an electrolyte containing 0.8 mol dm–3 Ce(III) 

in 4.0 mol dm–3 MSA showed that oxidation peak current densities increase with the 

temperature, reaching a maximum of ca. 155 mC cm–2 between 40 and 50 °C. The 

reversibility of the voltammograms is also improved. Temperature increments over 50 

°C were detrimental during the reduction process due to a dramatic increase in the 

current density due to the OER [104]. 

The divided RFB reported by Leung et al. operated at a temperature of 50 °C using 

platinised titanium electrodes [22]. Nikiforidis et al. used temperatures of 45 °C and 55 

°C for RFBs with negative electrodes of PVDF and PVE [66]. The positive electrode 

was also made of platinised titanium. The same optimal temperature of 50 °C was found 

by Raju et al. in their characterization of the Ce(III) oxidation in methanesulfonic acid 

using batch reactors  [111,112]. 
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4.1.6 Limiting performance factors 

The main limiting factors in the positive half-cell are related to the solution chemistry 

of cerium ions and the occurrence of the OER. The relatively low solubility of Ce(IV) in 

the battery electrolyte means that not all the Ce(III) initially present can be oxidised. 

Although the solubility of Ce(IV) increases along with the concentration of MSA, 

higher concentrations of the acid cannot be used as this would decrease the solubility of 

Ce(III) ions. The second problem can be observed during the charging of the battery. 

Since the potential of the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) reaction is higher than the potential of the 

oxidation of water, this side reaction can cause efficiency loses, even though the OER is 

kinetically hindered. 

The limiting factors of the positive half-cell of the Zn-Ce flow battery can be 

summarised as: 

• Charge capacity of the battery is limited by poor solubility of Ce(IV) in the 

positive electrolyte (also indicated by slight precipitation in the positive 

electrolyte). 

• Oxygen evolution reaction (OER) competes with the oxidation of Ce(III) during 

charge. 

• Slow kinetics of the cerium redox reaction due to complexation with 

methanesulfonate ions. 

4.2 The Cerium Redox Reaction and its Electrochemistry 

4.2.1 Cerium as a lanthanide element  

Cerium forms part of the lanthanide series of the periodic table as the second member 

(atomic number 58), following lanthanum. These metallic elements are well known for 

their particular chemistry and unusual magnetic and optic properties, which are a 

consequence of electrons residing in the 4f shell. Such electrons are far from the atomic 

nucleus and thus their shielding effect over the outer electrons is small (electronic 

configuration of Ce: [Xe]4f15d16s2), allowing them to experience more influence from 

the positive charge in the nucleus. This results in the lanthanide contraction, a reduction 

in the atomic radii as a function of the atomic number in this series. Yet, the atomic 
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radii difference between two consecutive elements in the series is very small, resulting 

in similar chemistries that make lanthanides extremely difficult to separate. 

All lanthanides occur mostly in an oxidation state of 3+, although the forms 2+ and 4+ 

are also common; they seem to have no chemistry in their oxidation state 0. Electrons in 

the 4f orbitals confer them complex electronic structures where relativistic effects have 

to be considered, especially with increasing atomic number. This produces unique 

magnetic and phosphorescent properties with important applications. Neodymium 

magnets and europium phosphors in displays are just a couple of examples.  

The complexation of lanthanides is also a result of the mentioned electronic 

complexity. The influence of the electrons in the 4f shell, below the bonding 5s and 5p 

orbitals, results in weak covalent coordinate bonds. Lanthanides can present a 

remarkably wide range of coordination numbers, from 2 or 3, with either 6 or 8 the most 

common, and up to 12. Cotton et al. [116] summarised the coordination properties of 

the lanthanides: 

• Steric effects mostly determine the geometry of the complexes. 

• Ligands can be exchanged easily. 

• Formation of hydrated complexes that increase the coordination number (often 

interfering with its precise determination). 

• Favoured complexation with donor anionic ligands of high electronegativity (for 

example, O or F rather than S or P). 

• Ligands have little influence on magnetic and spectroscopic properties. 

• At neutral pH insoluble hydroxide complexes are formed if other ligands are not 

available. 

The aqueous electrochemistry of lanthanides is limited by the fact that most of them 

react with water to produce insoluble hydroxides. In practice, only cerium, samarium, 

europium and ytterbium take part in aqueous redox reactions. For this reason the 

electrodeposition of lanthanides is generally performed from molten salts [114]. Ionic 

liquids are often mentioned as possible alternative solvents for lanthanide 

electrochemistry but their low solubility in such media challenges this approach [117]. 

Although lanthanides are notorious for having similar chemistry, the same is not true 

of their redox behaviour, as each of them exhibits completely different standard 
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electrode potentials, shown in Table 4.1. Their oxidation states are very stable and 

several of them have extremely positive or negative standard electrode potential values, 

in several cases well beyond the potential window of water. 

Table 4.1 Standard redox potentials involving lanthanide elements as dissolved species.  

Element Atomic 
number Atomic mass Redox couple 

Standard electrode 
potential vs. SHE / V 

[118] 

Cerium 58 140.116 Ce4+/Ce3+ +1.74 

Praseodymium 59 140.908 Pr4+/Pr3+ +3.2 

Neodymium 60 144.24 Nd4+/Nd3+ +5.0 

Samarium 62 150.36 Sm3+/Sm2+ –1.55 

Europium 63 151.964 Eu3+/Eu2+ –0.35 

Terbium 65 158.925 Tb4+/Tb3+ +3.1 

Dysprosium 66 162.5 Dy4+/Dy3+ +5.2 

Thulium 69 168.934 Tm3+/Tm2+ –2.3 

Ytterbium 70 173.04 Yb3+/Yb2+ –1.15 

 

4.2.2 Chemistry of cerium 

Cerium reacts violently with water in metallic form producing a hydroxide that is 

insoluble in near neutral and alkaline media. The formation of complexes with hydroxyl 

ions occurs before precipitation at ca. pH 6 [119]. Cerium ions are soluble in strong 

acids, including nitric, hydrochloric, sulfuric, methanesulfonic and perchloric acids (the 

last can produce explosive compounds and is never used in the electrochemical 

industry). These features can be found in the Pourbaix diagram for Ce showed in Figure 

4.1. 

Cerium has oxidation states of 3+ and 4+ by transfer of its 1f electron. The standard 

electrode potential for this redox couple lays at a positive potential, +1.74 V vs. SHE, 

and its formal electrode potential differs strongly depending on the electrolyte in which 

is measured, as a result of the different complexation affinities with the ions and 

counter-ions in the solution. Since the dissolution of high amounts of cerium in the Zn-

Ce system is achieved with MSA, the comparison with the kinetics in other strong acids 
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solutions will provide insight into the complexation and its effect on the electrode 

reaction. 

Ce(IV) is a strong oxidant widely used in volumetric analysis and organic synthesis. 

Cerium ammonium nitrate is used in many organic synthesis reactions involving 

oxidation as well as Brønsted and Lewis acid catalysis [121]. Binnemans has published 

an extensive review of the applications of Ce(IV) [122]. Information regarding the 

industrial application of cerium and its compounds can be found in appropriate sources 

[123,124]. 

 
Figure 4.1 Pourbaix diagram of cerium in water at 25 oC. After Pourbaix [120]. Doted lines a) 

and b) represent the HER and the OER, respectively. The region delimited by a) and b) denotes 

the stability window of water. CeO2, Ce(OH)3 and Ce are insoluble. 

Hydroxide, carbonate, phosphate, fluoride and oxalate Ce(III) salts are insoluble in 

pure water [123]. Ce(III) carbonate is the most suitable compound to prepare derivatives 

and is commercially available as tri or octahydrated salts, the latter is more suitable for 

the preparation of basic suspensions later neutralised with acids, e.g., MSA. 
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4.2.3 Complexation of cerium ions in acid solutions 

Cerium exhibits a complicated solution chemistry in aqueous media due to its high 

susceptibility to complexation. Although soluble in strong acids, the predominance of 

cerium species and complexes as well as the precipitation of salts depends on both 

counter-ion and proton concentrations. In some cases, these cerium complexes (either as 

soluble species or as precipitates) are metastable products and require long-term 

observations for their proper study. Temperature of the solution can also have an 

important effect on the presence of determined species and their solubility. Important 

aspects of the widely-studied cerium solution chemistry in nitric, perchloric, sulfuric 

and methanesulfonic acids are presented in the following sections. (Cerium coordination 

with other inorganic and organic ligands is a field of investigation on its own and proper 

sources are available [118,125].) 

4.2.3.1 Complexation with nitrate and perchlorate ions  

The case of cerium in nitric acid solutions is much more complicated and, although the 

coordinated character of the bonds has been confirmed [126], the composition of the 

particular species is not entirely clear. In any case, [Ce(NO3)6]2– would be the maximum 

number of ligands compatible [127]. The complexation with nitrate exemplifies the 

coordination chemistry range of cerium ion. 

Ce(III) can form a whole series of complexes in nitric acid solutions: [Ce(NO3)]2+ , 

[Ce(NO3)2]+, [Ce(NO3)3], [Ce(NO3)4]–, and [Ce(NO3)5]2– [128]. Predomination in 

solution would depend on the concentration of cerium and nitrates. The corresponding 

complexes for Ce(VI) are [Ce(NO3)]3+, [Ce(NO3)2]2+, [Ce(NO3)3]+, [Ce(NO3)4], and 

[Ce(NO3)5]–; their stability constants have been reported [129]. A previous work 

initially suggested dimers of Ce(IV) as the prevalent form in nitrate solutions [130].  

The complexation of ceric ions can be used to promote interaction with other species, 

as shown by Pletcher and Valdes, who determined that Ce(IV) ions in nitric acid 

solutions can be extracted with tetrabutylammonium or tributylphosphate ions into 

organic solutions, while sulphate ions reduced the amount of the transfer [131]. The fact 

that Ce(III) could not be extracted highlights that ceric and cerous complexes have 

different properties in solution and, in the case of sulphate, lack of solubility in the 

organic phase. 
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In contrast, perchloric acid solutions can be used as a mean to obtain counter ion-free 

complexes. Ceric ions do not form complexes with perchloric ions in solution and are 

found instead as a mixture of Ce4+, [CeOH]3+, and the dimer [Ce-O-Ce]6+ [132]. 

 

4.2.3.2 Complexation with sulphate ions  

Cerium ions present multifaceted coordination behaviour with sulphate ions in 

aqueous solutions. The resulting low solubility in sulfuric acid and the slow kinetics of 

the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) reaction make this medium unsuitable as a single support electrolyte 

in RFBs [133]. Still, cerium complexation with sulphates can give some insight into the 

nature of complexes with methanesulfonic acid. 

The stability constants of several lanthanide sulphates in their trivalent state using 

potentiometry and solvent extraction have been determined [134], revealing that Ce(III) 

forms the complex [Ce(SO4)]+ and that its stability constant was very similar to those of 

nearby elements in the series. Lanthanum and cerium were the only elements for which 

the form [M(SO4)]– was not detected under the experimental conditions. The formation 

of the first complex corresponded to an endothermic process [135]. 

Ce(III) in sulphate solutions can be found as [CeSO4]+ [136,137], [Ce(SO4)2]– [138], 

or [CeHSO4]2+ [139], the latter being predominant at sulfuric acid concentrations over 

1.7 mol dm–3. The concentration of both cerium and sulphate determines which species 

is prevalent. The solubility of Ce(III) in sulfuric acid solutions has been investigated in 

cerium-lanthanide polycomponent systems [137,139], where formation of the complex 

[CeSO4]+ reduced the solubility of Ce2(SO4)3 hydrates at high temperatures (64 °C). 

The complexation of Ce(IV) ions by sulphates with a colorimetric method led to 

propose that anhydrous Ce(SO4)2 yellow salts exist as the complex H4[Ce(SO4)4] or its 

hydrolysis products, and its tetrahydrated form as H4[Ce(OH)4(SO4)2] [140]. A pale 

yellow basic complex precipitated from diluted sulfuric acid was identified as 

H[Ce(OH)3SO4]. The same authors reported that the exothermic dissolution of 

anhydrous Ce(SO4)2 in water yielded the orange metastable complexes H4[Ce(SO4)4] 

(red) and H2[Ce(SO4)3] after the addition of sulfuric acid. Ceric ions in molar 

concentrations of this acid would be present as H3[Ce(OH)(SO4)3] producing 

H[Ce(OH)3SO4] when titrated with NaOH before precipitating into Ce(OH)4. 
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Further investigation of the ceric ions using spectrophotometric analysis [141] 

indicates that ceric ions form the complexes [CeSO4]2+, [Ce(SO4)2], and [Ce(SO4)3]2– 

with increasing sulphate concentration in aqueous solutions, and that neither hydrogen 

or hydroxyl ions are present within such complexes. Note that the latter is an anion and 

is the predominant species in concentrated sulphate solutions. In a related work, the 

complex [CeSO4]2+ was found to be present at concentrations of Ce(IV) under 0.01 mol 

dm–3 using a similar method [142]. 

An example of the effect of ceric sulphate complexes on its solubility has been 

observed in the extraction of Ce(IV) into organic solvents [131]. While nitric acid 

enables the transfer by forming an anionic Ce(IV) complex, the cationic sulphate 

complexes, along with its high solubility, impede the interaction with the extractants 

and the transfer to the organic phase. 

The complicated interaction of cerium ions with sulphates is also reflected in its 

enthalpy of solution. Both Ce2(SO4)3 and Ce(SO4)2 have negative enthalpies of solution, 

that is, their dissolution is an exothermic process. Thus, their solubility is reduced as the 

temperature of the solution increases [133,137]. The dissolution of Ce2(SO4)3 can be 

found in chemistry textbooks as a classic example of exothermic enthalpy of solution. 

In their study of the sulfuric acid for flow battery applications, Paulenova et al. [133] 

showed how the solubility of Ce(SO4)3 and Ce(SO4)2 decreases with higher 

concentration of sulphate and increased temperatures. In the case of Ce(SO4)2, a 

maximum solubility was observed at 40 °C. The diminution of solubility with 

increasing sulfuric acid concentration is explained by the common ion effect. 

4.2.3.3 Complexation with methanesulfonic acid  

The similarly complicated solution chemistry of cerium ions in methanesulfonate 

solutions is highly relevant to the Zn-Ce battery as it determines the composition of the 

positive electrolyte of the system. In addition, understanding of interactions in the 

solvation sphere and predominance of species is also required to face the challenge 

posed by the formation of insoluble complexes that reduce the stability of the 

electrolyte, making it difficult to maintain the charge during the idle state or after long-

term operation. 
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Kreh et al. [46], showed that the concentration of Ce(IV) in an MSA-based electrolyte 

can be dramatically higher than in sulfuric acid solutions and that its solubility increases 

with the concentration of MSA. The solubility of Ce(III) is also much higher, but in this 

case the solubility limit decreases with higher MSA concentration. The solubility limits 

of Ce(III) and Ce(IV) methanesulfonates are approximately 2.4 and 1.0 mol dm–3, 

respectively [47]. However, these values are achieved at different concentration of 

excess MSA, with implications for the composition of a battery electrolyte. See Section 

4.1.4. 

In agreement with the complexation of cerium with sulphate ions, Vijayabarathi et al. 

have proposed that Ce(III) methanesulfonate exist as [CeCH3SO3]2+ and 

[Ce(CH3SO3)2]+ in MSA solutions [143]. The oxidised form Ce(IV) would then be 

present as [CeCH3SO3]3+ or [Ce(CH3SO3)2]2+, all of them as cations. Apparently, the 

bidentated form would be present only when Ce(IV) and MSA concentrations are high, 

as suggested by a second reduction peak observed at cyclic voltammograms recorded at 

slow scan rates. Precise stability constants for the species in solution are yet to be 

determined. There is no evidence of higher methanesulfonate complexes. 

Ce(III) methanesulfonate precipitates as a white salt with the structure 

Ce(CH3SO3)3·2H2O [144,145]. Posterior X-ray diffraction studies revealed that 

methanesulfonate anions behave as bidentate ligands in this monoclinic compound, each 

of them forming a bridge between two cerium ions (coordination number 8) to yield 

polymeric structures [146]. Water is loss between 120 and 150 °C to form the 

anhydrous salt. Similar structure and water content are found in other lanthanide 

methanesulfonates [147]. A water content of 9 molecules per Ce(CH3SO3)3 was 

determined by thermogravimetric analysis for fully hydrated salts prepared with a 

different method [51]. 

Kreh et al. identified Ce(IV) methanesulfonate structure as Ce(CH3SO3)2(OH)2·H2O 

from the yellow precipitate obtained from diluted MSA solutions [46]. The salt is water-

soluble and can be readily used as an oxidation mediator of organic compounds. MSA 

solutions with a high content of Ce(IV) become highly viscous and then form ceric 

slurries [112]. This observation is compatible with the complexing that precedes the 

precipitation of the ceric salt. 
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In respect of complex precipitation in the Zn-Ce flow battery, Nikiforidis et al. found 

that a yellow precipitate formed in all prepared positive electrolytes after sustained 

galvanic cycling, usually several days [100]. The composition of the evaluated 

electrolytes was between 0.7 and 0.8 mol dm–3 Ce(III) and, between 2.0 and 4.5 mol 

dm–3 of excess MSA. X-ray diffraction data revealed that this salt was none of the 

cerium oxides. It was observed that the precipitate formed in smaller quantities when 

the concentration of Ce(IV) was high. 

The same slow precipitation of Ce(IV) was observed by Xie et al. in similar positive 

electrolytes for the Zn-Ce system [103], and in a mixed acid electrolyte containing 2 

mol dm–3 MSA and 0.5 mol dm–3 H2SO4 [148]. In another study, Raju et al. reported 

that Ce(IV) precipitates from electrolytes with high concentration of MSA (3.0 to 4.0 

mol dm–3), which lead them to limit the concentration of the acid to 2.0 mol dm–3 [111]. 

These precipitates are likely to be the Ce(CH3SO3)2(OH)2·H2O complex described by 

Kreh et al. [46]. 

The coordination character of cerium methanesulfonates is also present in their 

fluorinated analogous Ce(CF3SO3)3·xH2O and Ce(CF3SO3)4·xH2O, known as cerium 

triflates [149,150]. These stable water-soluble complexes can be prepared from 

trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (triflic acid) and cerium carbonate [151]. They are used 

mostly as oxidation mediators and Lewis acids for organic reactions [122]. 

4.2.4 Complexation of cerium ions with organic ligands  

Cerium can easily form complexes with organic ligands and many of them have been 

studied electrochemically. A comprehensive review of the electrochemistry of organic 

cerium complexes has been published by Piro et al. [128]. In general, organic ligands 

affect the electrochemistry of cerium by shifting its redox potential and modifying the 

reaction kinetics due the significant reorganisation of the coordination sphere. 

Attention has been drawn to multidentate carboxylic acids owing the fact that their 

characteristics are appropriate for conventional aqueous electrochemical applications. 

Cerium complexes with diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA), dipicolinate acid 

(DPA), ethylenediaminetetracetic acid (EDTA), and nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) can be 

prepared without difficulty [129]. 
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Abbaspour and Mehrgardi found that the addition of EDTA to a Ce(III) nitrate 

solution at equimolar concentration produced a complex with well-defined quasi-

reversible electrochemical response [152]. The same Ce-EDTA complex has been 

reported to have electrocatalytic activity towards the oxidation of nitrite ions [152]. 

Later, Modiba et al. [153] studied the redox behaviour of EDTA and DTPA cerium 

complexes for an alternative cerium-based RFB. The formation of the complexes in 1 

mol dm–3 sulfuric acid was verified by the change in the shape of the voltammogram. In 

solutions adjusted to pH 4.5, [CeDTPA] and [CeEDTA] exhibited quasi-reversible and 

irreversible behaviours, respectively. An increase of peak current density was also 

evident with the DTPA complex. 

In a later work Modiba et al. evaluated ethylenediaminedisuccinic acid (EDDS), and 

nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) and compared their electrochemical response to that of 

Ce(IV) and their complexes with DTPA and EDTA [154,155]. Once again, the DTPA 

complex showed the most favourable voltammetric response, exhibiting high 

reversibility with a peak separation of 184 mV and an anodic to cathodic peak ratio of 

1.4. The electrolytes containing the complexes were also characterized with EIS and 

charge-discharge experiments. Ce-DTPA electrolyte had the lowest resistance and the 

highest coloumbic, voltage and energy efficiencies of the complexes and Ce(IV) 

electrolytes, achieving a discharge voltage of 0.9 V. 

Stability constants for the [CeDTPA] complex in nitric acid solutions have been 

obtained from potentiometric and cyclic voltammetry data by Brown et al. [156] 

[CeDTPA] exhibited a reversible response in voltammograms acquired at pH 4.2. A 

speciation diagram or the Ce(III)-DTPA system was composed, showing that the 

complex presence diminishes with the acidity the solution. The complex 

[Ce(III)HDTPA] forms at pH 3 with rising proton concentration while at pH 2 the two 

complexes and Ce(III) are present at near 30% each. At pH 1.5 only Ce(III) is present. 

The relationship between the stability of DTPA and EDTA cerium complexes and pH of 

the solution owes to the protonation of the carboxylate groups in the ligands. [157] 

Similar chromium-DTPA complexes also required pH values between 4 and 7 in order 

to be studied electrochemically [158]. Likewise, EDTA complexes with lanthanide ions 

are broken below pH 3 with sulfuric acid, followed by the precipitation of the ligand 

[159]. 
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The issue of the stability of the ligands has to be considered, as it could be a problem 

at long term operation, especially when the oxidising Ce(IV) is present in the solution 

(as in the charged state of a battery). Oxidation of EDTA by Ce(IV) in nitric acid is fast 

at the temperature of operation of the Zn-Ce system [160]. Furthermore, G. N. Rao 

reported the rate constants of the oxidation of EDTA, DTPA and other nitrogen-

containing polycarboxylate ligands by an excess of Ce(IV) in sulfuric acid solutions 

[161]. 

Although without practical use, it may be worth to mention the complex cerocene as 

an extreme example of the influence of ligands on the redox chemistry of cerium. 

Cerocene is a ‘sandwich’ complex that exhibits an unusual redox behavior due to a 

complicated electronic interaction with π orbitals of two cyclooctatetraene rings in 

which the cerium ion exists as intermediate between oxidation states (III) and (IV). 

Interestingly, a cyclic voltammogram of cerocene in THF will exhibit a one-electron 

reversible process without implying an actual full transition into the Ce(IV) state [162]. 

4.2.5 The cerium redox reaction 

It should be evident at this point that the susceptibility of cerium ions to complexing 

means that the electrochemical behaviour of the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) redox reaction is 

extremely dependent on the inner coordination of the ions and its outer hydration 

sphere. Both thermodynamic and kinetic parameters of the reaction are significantly 

affected by the interaction with ligands. Ce(III) and Ce(IV) have different ionic radii, 

114 pm and 97 pm, respectively [123], meaning that ligands bonded to the atom have to 

modify their arrangement during the redox reaction. 

With respect to the thermodynamics, the main effect is the shift in the standard 

electrode potential of the reaction by the presence of ligands and the strength of their 

interaction. The solvation sphere around cerium ions has to be broken and the ligands 

reorganised at the electrode surface before the electron transfer process can take place, 

demanding energy in the form of potential [163]. A clear illustration of this relationship 

is provided by the different potential values observed in different acids, shown in Table 

4.2. Accordingly, the concentration of acid and/or complexing agents becomes an 

important factor in addition to the usual temperature dependency of the standard 
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electrode potential. The same effect can be observed in the case of 

polyaminocarboxilate ligands, which shift the potential to more negative values [142]. 

Coordination of cerium has also important consequences over the kinetics of the redox 

reaction. First, by reducing the diffusion coefficient of cerium ions due to their hindered 

diffusion through the solution (making the reaction less reversible and increasing its 

dependency on mass transfer). Second, by adding a time-consuming step to the reaction 

due to the reorganisation of ligands at the electrode surface before the electron transfer. 

When the coordination differs between the oxidised and reduced species the kinetics are 

slow. If the number and structure of ligands remains the same, the kinetics are faster. In 

sulfuric acid, the Ce(III) oxidation reaction has an order of one [164], although it can 

approach to zero with increasing Ce(III) concentration and overpotential [165]. 

Table 4.2 Standard electrode potentials of Ce(III)/Ce(IV) redox couple. 

Reaction Supporting solution Electrode potential vs. 
SHE / V Reference 

Ce(IV) +	e– 	⇄		Ce(III) 1 mol dm–3 HClO4 +1.74 [166] 

 1 mol dm–3 HNO3 +1.61 [166] 

 1 mol dm–3 H2SO4 +1.44 [166] 

 1 mol dm–3 HCl +1.28 [166] 

 1 mol dm–3 CH3SO3H +1.61 (20 °C) [103] 

Ce3+	+	e–  ⇄  Ce(s)  –2.48 [166] 

 

These effects can be observed in studies of the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) reaction in sulfuric acid. 

Wadsworth et al. [167] state that the variation in the formal potential of the cerium 

redox reaction in this acid is consequence of complex equilibria that depend on the 

concentration of ceric and cerous ions, their complexes, and the concentration of free 

sulphate ions and protons. Paulenova et al. [133] explain the slow kinetics and potential 

shift of the cerium redox reaction in acidic sulphate solutions in terms of dissimilar 

complexation bonding of Ce(III) and Ce(IV) with sulphate ions, the ceric ion complex 

being more stable. These authors also remarked that the electrode potential of the 

cerium redox couple shifts to negative values as the concentration of sulfuric acid is 

increased. Kinetic data for the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) reaction in acidic sulphate solutions at 

various electrode materials is presented in Table 4.3. 
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Comparison with the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) couple in nitric acid seems to confirm such 

statements. Pletcher and Valdes [131] found that the formal potential of the reaction was 

not affected by the concentration of nitrate or protons and neither by the temperature of 

the solution up to 75 °C. The fact that the same number of nitrate ligands is present in 

the oxidised and reduced ion was offered as an explanation. The standard rate constant 

of the reaction was increased by higher proton concentrations while not affected by 

nitrate concentration. The response of sulphate-complexed cerium was contrasted in the 

same work. Cyclic voltammograms showed a much wider peak separation potential and 

the estimated standard rate constant was between one or two orders or magnitude 

smaller than the value calculated for nitrate solutions. 

Likewise, the observed formal potential shifts and relative slow kinetics of the 

Ce(III)/Ce(IV) redox reaction in methanesulfonic acid are a consequence of the 

formation of complexes [143]. Xie et al. [103] stated that different complexation of 

Ce(III) and Ce(IV) with methanesulfonate ions and ligand reorganisation at the 

electrode interface are responsible for the slow kinetics of the reaction, in the same way 

as Paulenova et al. [133] proposed for the cerium redox reaction in sulfuric acid. The 

same authors have suggested that, if the cerium-methanesulfonate complex has a 

tetrahedral configuration, then the reaction at the interface would necessitate its 

transformation into a pyramidal configuration before the electron transfer, with a 

corresponding energy demand and time consumption [168]. 

A number of voltammetric studies have been performed to study the kinetics of the 

Ce(III)/Ce(IV) redox reaction in MSA. [104,107,143,148,169] Detailed kinetic data for 

obtained MSA-based electrolytes for the Zn-Ce RFB is presented in  

Table 4.4. Electrolytes based on sulfuric acid are also included for comparison. 

The kinetic study by Xie et al. [103] at a platinum disk electrode showed that cyclic 

voltammograms for cerium at concentrations in the order of 1×10−3 mol dm−3 in aqueous 

MSA solutions resulted in  a quasi-reversible process for the ceric/cerous ion redox 

reaction, with diffusion coefficients between 5.87×106 cm2 s−1 and 6.15×106 cm2 s−1 for 

Ce(III) ions, and 2.56×106 cm2 s−1 to 2.68×106 cm2 s−1 for Ce(IV) ions. In the same 

work, the formal potential of the reaction became less positive with increasing MSA 

concentration. The redox reaction was also quasi-reversible at glassy carbon electrodes, 

with diffusion coefficients ranging from 0.27×106 cm2 s−1 to 0.61×106 cm2 s−1 for 
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Ce(III) concentrations of 0.034 mol dm−3 to 0.152 mol dm−3 in 4 mol dm−3 MSA [170]. 

The diffusion coefficients decreased with rising MSA concentration from 1 to 4 mol 

dm−3. 

With relevance to the Zn-Ce RFB, Leung et al. [104] observed that the behaviour of 

the redox reaction at concentrated electrolytes (0.8 mol dm−3 Ce(III) in 4.0 mol dm−3 

MSA) showed slightly less reversibility and high increments in the anodic peak current 

due to the OER. The resulting cathodic to anodic current density ratio was 

approximately 0.5. In these conditions, platinum electrodes present better reversibility 

and lower peak separation than glassy carbon, which also suffered from corrosion. 

Nikiforidis et al. [107] also obtained cyclic voltammograms from the positive 

electrolyte of the Zn-Ce RFB, showed the same increased anodic peak current densities 

due to the OER. They also found that different overall shapes of the voltammograms 

were observed depending on the electrode material, which also determined the intensity 

of the oxygen evolution. 

The reversibility of the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) reaction and the peak current densities can 

improve greatly if cerium is complexed with some organic ligands, as in the case of the 

Ce-DTPA complex in sulfuric acid electrolytes [153,154]. Nevertheless, it has to be 

taken into account that the formal potential of the reaction is shifted to less negative 

values and that the stability of the complexes rapidly decreases with rising acidity of the 

electrolyte [156]. Reversible voltammograms were also obtained with DTPA in nitric 

acid solutions adjusted to pH 4.2 [156], exhibiting higher current densities than those 

observed in the absence of the ligand [171]. 

The dependence of the thermodynamics and kinetics of the cerium redox reaction on 

its associated ligands and their reorganisation is a central topic in the review of the 

electrochemistry of cerium organic complexes by Piro et al. [149] It is noted that 

Ce(IV) does not seem to respond in the same way as transition metals and actinides to 

organic ligands commonly used to stabilise higher oxidation states, which would 

improve its electrochemical response. More research is this area was suggested by these 

authors. 

The composition of the electrode will also determine the electrochemical response of 

the cerium redox reaction. This is equally valid for laboratory disc electrodes and 

industrial flow reactors. Suitable electrode materials for the Zn-Ce RFB are discussed in 
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Section 4.1.3. Due to their stability, platinum electrodes are the most appropriate for the 

Ce(III)/Ce(IV) in practical applications. These electrodes also give a good response for 

voltammetric analysis, although they are sensitive to oxide layer formation on their 

surface, whose thickness has the effect of reducing the rate of the reaction 

[165,172,173]. 

Glassy carbon electrodes seem to give the best response for voltammetric studies in 

acidic sulphate solutions with cerium concentrations in the order of 1×10−3 mol dm−3, 

followed by platinum [113,164]. A fast charge-transfer rate with no hysteresis due to 

oxide formation was observed. Gold and iridium were affected by formation of oxide 

layers [164] and eventual corrosion by Ce(IV) in the case of gold [113]. Glassy carbon 

also provided a good response in nitric acid solutions [131]. Nevertheless, glassy carbon 

electrodes suffered corrosion in sulfuric acid solutions at the concentration and 

temperatures required for a cerium RFB [133]. 

4.2.6 Strategies for the improvement of the kinetics of the cerium redox reaction 

4.2.6.1 Mixed-acid electrolytes 

Xie et al. [148,168] have proposed a mixture of methanesulfonic and sulfuric acids as 

an enhanced electrolyte for the Zn-Ce RFB. Cyclic voltammograms obtained from 

solutions containing 0.02 mol dm−3 Ce(III) in a mixture of 1 mol dm−3 MSA and 1 mol 

dm−3 H2SO4 showed a quasi-reversible process with a cathodic to anodic peak ratio of 

0.80 [148], which is larger than the ratio observed in the corresponding single 

electrolytes [9,104]. High diffusion coefficients (up to 8.27×106 cm2 s−1) were measured 

for Ce(IV). As expected, the solubility of Ce(III) increased when the mixture included 

higher concentrations of MSA. It is explained that MSA increases the proton 

concentration, leading to formation of HSO4
− and reducing the availability of the 

insoluble SO4
2− ligands. Still, some precipitation was observed when the concentration 

of Ce(IV) was high, i.e., state of charge close to 100%. Charge-discharge experiments in 

a flow cell with a positive electrolyte composition of 0.3 mol dm−3 Ce(III) in a solution 

with 2 mol dm−3 MSA and 0.5 mol dm−3 sulfuric acid yielded coulombic and voltage 

efficiencies of 86.7 and 84.5, respectively. In related work [181], it was concluded that 

the ‘optimal’ composition for the electrolyte was 0.2 mol dm−3 Ce(III) in 1.0 mol dm−3 

MSA and 0.8 mol dm−3 sulfuric acid. 
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Since higher concentrations of cerium and MSA are beneficial for the performance of 

the battery, it would be appropriate to evaluate the addition of increasing sulfuric acid to 

these electrolytes. There is some possibility that this would only result in more 

precipitation of Ce(IV). Nikiforidis and Daoud studied the addition of sulfuric acid to an 

electrolyte with 0.6 mol dm−3 of Ce(III) in 4.0 mol dm−3 MSA [182]. When added in a 

concentration of more than 1 mol dm−3, sulfuric acid enhanced the kinetics of the 

oxidation of Ce(III) but not of the reduction of Ce(IV), decreasing the peak separation 

between the oxidation and reduction and shifting their potentials towards less positive 

values. The conductivity of the electrolyte was also improved. This electrolyte 

composition also increased the exchange current density by a factor of 3 on carbon 

paper electrodes for the Zn-Ce RFB [109]. This electrolyte composition seems 

promising and should be used in future experiments. 

The same approach based on mixed acids has been proposed for the improvement of 

the vanadium RFB. Voltammetric analysis and charge-discharge experiments suggest 

that the use of a mixture of MSA and sulfuric acid can increase the reversibility and 

energy density of the vanadium electrolyte. [183] These results are backed by higher 

diffusion coefficients, improved solubility, and faster kinetics of vanadium species 

observed when MSA is used as single support electrolyte (in substitution of sulfuric 

acid) for the vanadium RFB in charge-discharge experiments [184]. 

The study of another electrolyte composition for the vanadium RFB by Vijayakumar 

et al. [185] provided more insight into the control of complexing ions by the use of 

mixed acids. It was initially found that, as in the case of Ce(IV) in sulphate and 

methanesulfonate solutions, complexing of vanadium caused precipitation in a mixed 

acid electrolyte (H2SO4 + HCl). Further investigations revealed that the solvation sphere 

could be modified to avoid the precipitation of complexes by using determined 

concentrations of V(III) and protons and that the inclusion of additional ligands, in this 

case Cl−, to the V(V) complexes reduced the protonation that takes place before the 

precipitation of V2O5. This mixed acid electrolyte allowed to double the energy density 

of the conventional sulfuric acid-based electrolyte. 

Sulfamic acid, a low-cost highly stable inorganic salt widely used in many chemical 

processes, has also been proposed as an alternative electrolyte for the Zn-Ce RFB [180]. 

It was reported that the electrochemical response of the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) reaction in 
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sulfamic acid was quasi-reversible but with a diffusion coefficient of 5.93 × 10−6 cm2 

s−1, which is higher than in MSA-based electrolytes. Although charge-discharge 

experiments in a stationary cell had a coulombic efficiency of more than 90%, voltage 

and energy efficiencies were low, both in the order of 50%. 

Nikiforidis and Daoud have reported that the addition of 0.5 mol dm−3 hydrochloric 

acid to the positive electrolyte of the Zn-Ce battery can greatly improve the reversibility 

and kinetics of the cerium redox reaction while increasing substantially the conductivity 

of the electrolyte [182]. Nevertheless, the presence of even a small concentration of Cl− 

ions will promote the corrosion of platinum electrodes under the oxidising conditions of 

the electrolyte. Also, at the highly positive potentials used, its presence will most likely 

promote Cl2 evolution. 

Aqueous solutions containing a mixture of MSA and phosphoric acid have an 

increased reactivity as cleaning agents [186]. Although phosphoric acid does not 

dissolve cerium salts [49], perhaps the addition of small quantities of this acid could 

have a positive effect. Precipitation of phosphate complexes would not be unexpected. 

Other possibility could be the addition of trifluoromethanesulfonic acid. 

Clearly, mixed acids can change the composition of the solvation sphere and a 

particular composition of the mixed acid could lead to a more stable electrolyte and 

higher solubility of the redox species. Nevertheless, care must be taken not to create 

precipitation conditions. 

4.2.6.2 Complexing agents and electrolyte additives 

There are several ways in which the addition of small quantities of substances to the 

electrolyte could be beneficial for the performance of the Zn-Ce RFB. Complexing 

agents might help to weaken the coordination sphere around cerium ions by competing 

with the methanesulfonate ions, making the reaction kinetics faster. They could also 

lead to increased solubility of cerium species, and to the prevention of precipitates. 

Catalysts like silver nitrate (used in volumetric analysis of cerium) could also accelerate 

the kinetics of the reaction. Other additives could prevent the formation of precipitate 

crystals. 

A first approach might suggest polyaminopolycarboxylate ligands as suitable 

additives. Under the right pH conditions, cerium forms stable complexes with EDTA 
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and DTPA [156,157], leading Modiba et al. [153-155,187] to propose an all-cerium 

RFB based on DTPA complexes. However, these complexes cannot be formed in the 

highly acidic positive electrolyte of the conventional Zn-Ce RFB (4.0 mol dm–3 MSA) 

[156]. Still, some positive effects could be expected from their addition into the 

electrolyte [168]. Other non-tested polyaminopolycarboxilate ligands for cerium ions in 

aqueous solutions are dipicolinic acid, and hydroxypyridinone [171]. 

The stability of organic additives under the presence of the oxidising Ce(IV) is another 

matter of concern. For instance, it has been reported that many complexing agents were 

oxidised by the V(V) ion in the sulfuric acid solutions used for the vanadium RFB 

[188]. At 40 °C, the following additives were oxidised: 2-propanol, acryamide, EDTA, 

DMSO, ethylene, formic acid, fructose, glucose, glycerol, glycol, nitric acid, PEG, 

oxalates, sodium stearate, and thiourea. Decomposition of EDTA and DTPA by Ce(IV) 

can be expected under the operational conditions and with the electrolyte composition in 

the Zn-Ce RFB [160,161]. 

Continuing a comparison with the all-vanadium cell, some of the additives used to 

reduce the precipitation of the V(V) ion were found to be stable in such acid conditions, 

increasing the possibility of their use in the Zn-Ce system. In the previously mentioned 

study [188], polyacrilic acid seemed to resist oxidation while producing a slight 

improvement of the stability of the electrolyte. Likewise, Wu et al. [189] reported that 

phytic acid and inositol did not decompose in the vanadium electrolyte, having a 

positive effect on the reaction kinetics and extending the stability of the solution. 

Charge-discharge experiments in flow cell with graphite felt electrodes revealed that 

only inositol allowed to improve the performance of the flow cell. 

Indeed, organic additives could prove unsuitable. Only a few organic molecules will 

show chemical stability under the acid oxidising positive electrolyte of the Zn-Ce RFB, 

but their electrochemical activity and carcinogenic properties could render them 

impractical. For instance, benzene and tert-butylbenzene are known to be resistant to 

oxidation by potassium permanganate, having solubility in water of 1.53 g dm–3 and 

0.03 g dm–3, as well as 9,10-anthraquinone and some polycyclic aromatics and saturated 

aliphatic hydrocarbons found in coal tar (insoluble). Benzene has also proven to be 

difficult to oxidise by ceric ions in a MSA medium [190]. No oxidation was observed 

after 9 h in 2.0 mol dm−3 MSA at temperatures as high as 75 °C, with a molar ratio of 6 
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moles of Ce(IV) per mole of benzene. Only the addition of an excess volume of benzene 

in order to form an organic phase allowed obtaining benzoquinone with an efficiency of 

21% in presence of 4.0 mol dm−3 MSA. Further improvement of the oxidation yield to 

45% was achieved by increasing the solubility with the addition of CTAB in 0.4% to 

the aqueous phase. In the same work, anthracene and naphtalene were easily oxidised to 

anthraquinone and naphthoquinone, respectively. These are the core reactions in the 

industrial Ce-mediated process developed by Harrison and Théoret [48]. 

Nevertheless, the lifetime of benzene in the positive electrolyte would be limited, as in 

this acid medium it will be oxidised to benzoquinone and then to CO2 at platinum 

electrodes (at the potential of oxygen adsorption) as well as reduced to insoluble 

cyclohexane [191-194]. The oxidation products themselves, i.e, benzoquinone, 

anthraquinone and naphthoquinone, could serve as additives, but some of these are also 

carcinogenic and would have limited life time in the electrolyte. 

Other, less suitable, options can be found in the study of the inhibitory effect of 

several organic compounds on the Ce(III)/(IV) reaction at glassy carbon electrodes in 

low concentration solutions [143]. Naphthoquinone (oxidation product of naphthalene) 

does not interfere with the cerium reaction while producing a slight decrease in the 

OER; benzaldehyde and toluene undergo oxidation with minimum influence on the 

cerium voltammogram. In contrast, p-ethoxytoluene and p-ethoxybenzaldehyde 

inhibited the oxidation of Ce(III). For efficient Ce(III) regeneration, these compounds 

were maintained below 1×10–3 mol dm–3. 

Some organic compounds have been known to couple with cerium ions, enabling their 

transfer into organic solvents. The observed interaction between cerium and these 

compounds would suggest that they could stabilise the Ce(IV) ion in the electrolyte of 

the Zn-Ce RFB. Nitromethane and tributylphosphate were found to have a relative high 

resistance to oxidation by Ce(IV) in nitric acid solutions and were used to separate 

cerium [195]. Tributylphosphate showed the best results for the extraction but a stability 

study showed that 10% of Ce(IV) was reduced after 120 h, and 45% after 820 h, which 

is discouraging for the use of these additives in the Zn-Ce battery. 

Tretrabutylammonium and tributylphosphate were also used to transfer electrogenerated 

Ce(IV) into a emulsion for the oxidation of toluene and aromatic hydrocarbons  

[131,196]. In both cases, Ce(III) could not be extracted using this method. 
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Xie et al. has carried out a preliminary short-term evaluation of eleven possible 

additives for the positive electrolyte of the Zn-Ce battery [168]. Sulfosalicylic acid, 

EDTA, DTPA, and phthalic anhydride showed the most promising results by improving 

both the kinetics of the reaction and the stability of the electrolyte. Silver nitrate and 

cobalt acetate produced some improvement in the kinetics, while sulfocarbamide only 

had a positive effect on the stability of the electrolyte. A further study of sulfosalicylic 

acid indicated that the kinetics of the cerium redox reaction in sulphuric acid were 

improved significantly, also showing an increment of the diffusivity constant of Ce(III) 

and retardation of the apparition of precipitates in the electrolyte, even at 60 °C [179]. 

4.2.6.3 Mixed electrolytes 

More than one redox couple in the positive half-cell of the Zn-Ce battery composes a 

‘mixed-electrolyte’ (different from a mixed acid electrolyte). Xie et al. have proposed 

the addition of nitroso-R-salt or iron (Fe2+/Fe3+) as a means to increase the energy 

density of the electrolyte and the discharge capacity of the Zn-Ce battery [168]. In these 

cases, the charge-discharge voltage of a laboratory cell displayed an additional plateau 

corresponding the second reaction. These results are preliminary and more investigation 

will be needed in order to assess the suitability of mixed electrolytes; it is possible that 

the addition components in the electrolytes could produce solubility problems and 

undesirable by-products. 
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Table 4.3 Selected voltammetric studies for the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) redox couple in sulfuric acid electrolytes on inert substrates [21]. 

Author Electrode 
material 

Electrolyte 
composition / 
mol dm−3 

Method of 
determination 

Temperature, 
T / °C 

Electron 
transfer 
coefficient, α 

Formal 
potential,     
E0

e / V 

Diffusion 
coefficient Ce(IV), 
D / cm2 s−1 

Diffusion 
coefficient Ce(III), 
D / cm2 s−1 

Reaction rate 
constant, ks / 
cm s−1 

Exchange current 
density, j0 /         
A cm−2 

Ref. 

Bishop et al. 
(1981) 

Pt 0.5 H2SO4 

0.02 Ce(III) 
RDE 20 0.30 (cath.) 1.22 vs. SCE NG NG 3.5×10−5 NG [113] 

Au 0.5 H2SO4 

0.02 Ce(III) 
0.16(cath.) 1.12 vs. SCE 7.3×10−5 

GC 0.5 H2SO4 

0.02 Ce(III) 
0.49(cath.) 1.23 vs. SCE 8.7×10−5 

Bonewitz et al. 
(1970) 

Au 1 H2SO4 

0.01 Ce(III) 
0.01 Ce(IV) 

LSV RT 0.65±0.06 
(anod.) 

1.35−1.50 vs. 
SHE 

NG NG 4.0×10−4 NG [174] 

Fang et al. (2002) GC 0.1 H2SO4 

0.01 Ce(III) 
CV 25 NG 1.21 vs. 

Ag/AgCl 
NG NG NG NG [9] 

Galus et al. (1963) Pt 0.5 H2SO4 

0.01 Ce(IV) 
RDE 25 0.21(cath.) NG NG NG 3.7×10−4 NG [175] 

CP 0.28(cath.) 3.8×10−4 

Greef et al. (1968) Pt 1 H2SO4 

1×10−4 Ce(III) 

0.001 Ce(IV) 

RDE 22±1 0.3 NG 3.4×10−6 NG NG 0.13 [176] 

Kiekens et al. 
(1981) 

Au 1 H2SO4 

0.001 Ce(III) 
0.010 Ce(IV) 

RDE 20.0±0.1 0.33(cath.) NG 0.34×10−5 NG 2.0 x 10−4 NG [164] 

GC 0.25(cath.) 0.37×10−5 3.2×10−4 

Ir 0.26(cath.) 0.37×10−5 3.9×10−4 

Kuhn et al. (1985) Pt 0.5 H2SO4 

0.012 Ce(IV) 
0.16 Ce(III) 

RDE 25 0.2 (cath.) NG NG NG 3.7 x 10−4 NG [172] 

0.4-0.6 (anod.) 
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Author Electrode 
material 

Electrolyte 
composition / 
mol dm−3 

Method of 
determination 

Temperature, 
T / °C 

Electron 
transfer 
coefficient, α 

Formal 
potential,     
E0

e / V 

Diffusion 
coefficient Ce(IV), 
D / cm2 s−1 

Diffusion 
coefficient Ce(III), 
D / cm2 s−1 

Reaction rate 
constant, ks / 
cm s−1 

Exchange current 
density, j0 /         
A cm−2 

Ref. 

Liu et al. (2004) Pt 1.25 H2SO4 
0.4 Ce(IV) 

CV 25 0.132 (cath.) 0.68 vs. 
MSRE 

NG NG 4.1×10−4 NG [10] 

Maeda et al. (1999) BDD 0.1 H2SO4 

0.006 Ce(III) 
CV 25 0.28 (anod.) 1.19 vs. SCE NG 1.05×10−5 2.0×10−6 1.9×10−6 [177] 

0.1 HNO3 
0.006 Ce(III) 

0.27 (anod.) 1.40 vs. SCE 0.55×10−5 1.4×10−6 1.4×10−6 

Pletcher et al. 
(1988) 

GC 5 HNO3 

0.030 Ce(III) 
CV 18 NG 1.45 vs. SCE NG 6.2±0.3 ×10−6 3.3±0.7 ×10−2 NG [131] 

Randle et al. 
(1983) 

Pt 0.5 H2SO4 

0.058 Ce(III) 
0.007 Ce(IV) 

RDE 25 0.59 (anod.) NG NG 5.2±0.3 ×10−6 3.5×10−5 NG [165] 

Sacchetto et al. 
(1992) 

Pt 0.5 H2SO4 

0.018 Ce(III) 
RDE NG 0.28(cath.) 1.17 vs. SCE NG NG 6.3×10−4 (cath.) NG [178] 

0.34 (anod.) 11.3×10−4 

(anod.) 

Au 0.5 H2SO4 

0.018 Ce(III) 
0.018 Ce(IV) 

0.19(cath.) 1.17 vs. SHE 21.0×10−4 

(cath.) 

0.12(anod.) 14.2×10−4 

(anod.) 
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Table 4.4 Selected voltammetric studies of the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) redox couple in reported or proposed electrolytes for Zn-Ce RFBs [21]. 

Author Electrode 
material 

Electrolyte 
composition /           
mol dm−3 

Method of 
determination 

Temperature,    
T / °C 

Diffusion coefficient 
Ce(IV), D / cm2 s−1 

Diffusion coefficient 
Ce(III), D / cm2 s−1 

Reaction rate 
constant, ks / cm s−1 

Exchange current 
density, j0 / A cm−2 Ref. 

Devadoss et al. 
(2008) 

GC 1.0 MSA  
0.152 Ce(III) 

CV 25±1 NG 0.69×10−6 1.654×10−3 NG [170] 

Leung et al. 
(2011) 

Pt 4.0 MSA 
0.8 Ce(III) 

CV 22 NG 0.5×10−6 NG NG [104] 

50 1.52×10−6 

Modiba et al. 
(2012) 

Pt 1 H2SO4 
0.1 Ce(IV) 

CV 
EIS 

RT 2.4×10−6 NG 1.6×10−4 NG [155] 

1 H2SO4 
0.1 Ce(IV)  
0.03 EDTA 

1.3×10−6 1.9×10−4 

1 H2SO4  
0.1 Ce(IV) 
0.03 DTPA 
0.1 Ce(IV) 

1.1×10−6 3.1×10−4 

Nikiforidis et al. 
(2014)  

Pt 4.5 MSA 
0.8 Ce(III) 

CV 25 4.63×10−7 NG NG NG [107] 

60 1.32×10−7 

4.5 MSA  
0.2 Ce(IV)  
0.02 Ce(III)  

LSV 
EIS 

25 NG 0.37 (Tafel)  
0.24 (EIS) 

3.1 MSA  
0.59 Ce(IV)  
0.07 Ce(III)  
0.7 Zn(II) 

RDE 25 2.17×10−7 1.16×10−3 NG  

60 4.17×10−7 3.42×10−3 
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Author Electrode 
material 

Electrolyte 
composition /           
mol dm−3 

Method of 
determination 

Temperature,    
T / °C 

Diffusion coefficient 
Ce(IV), D / cm2 s−1 

Diffusion coefficient 
Ce(III), D / cm2 s−1 

Reaction rate 
constant, ks / cm s−1 

Exchange current 
density, j0 / A cm−2 Ref. 

Xie et al. 
(2011)a 

Pt 2 MSA 
0.2 Ce(III)  
0.2 Ce(IV) 

LSV 

RDE 

CA 

25 2.68×10−6 (RDE) 

2.56×10−6 (CA) 

NG 0.79×10−4 1.53×10−3 [148] 

2 MSA 
0.75 H2SO4 
0.2 Ce(III)  
0.2 Ce(IV) 

5.93×10−6 (RDE) 
5.87×10−6 (CA) 

1.48×10−4 2.86×10−3 

 

Gr 1 MSA 
1 H2SO4 
0.2 Ce(III)  
0.2 Ce(IV) 

NG 4.17×10−4 8.05×10−3 

Xie et al. 
(2011)b 

Gr 2 MSA 
0.2 Ce(III)  
0.2 Ce(IV) 

CA 
RDE 
CV 

25 2.56×10−6 (CA)  5.37×10−6 (CA)  4.06×10−4 9.8×10−3 [103] 

2.68×10−6 (RDE) 5.56×10−6 (RDE) 

Xie et al. 
(2011)c 

Pt 1 H2SO4 
0.005 Ce(III)  
0.005 Ce(IV)  
0.005 SSA 

CV 
RDE 

NG NG 6.5×10−6 3.2×10−4 NG [179] 

Xiong et al. 
(2012) 

Pt 1 NH2SO3H 
0.3 Ce(III)  
0.1 Ce(IV) 

CV 30 NG 5.93×10−6 4.95×10−5 5.95×10−4 [180] 
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Chapter 5: Flow Cell Design Assisted by 3D-
Printing and New Possibilities 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the concept of 3D-printed electrochemical flow reactors is 

demonstrated. Two main tasks were accomplished: 1) the use of fast prototyping as a 

design tool during the development of the flow cell used in this project; 2) the 

fabrication of nickel-coated 3D-printed stainless steel electrodes and their application in 

the final flow cell model. 

Additive manufacturing (3D-printing) has been available for over 30 years [197], but 

only recently has it become widely accessible. The versatility of this technology permits 

to produce complex geometries with unusual materials, which are impossible to 

replicate by traditional machining, injection moulding, CNC machining, etc. This will 

likely have an impact on electrochemical devices and the interest in this area is growing 

[198]. However, it has been largely restricted to small-scale microfluidics, capacitors, 

sensors and micro-fuel cells, ignoring the possibilities in electrochemical flow reactors, 

which are the pillar of industrial electrochemistry [70]. So far, a few examples of 

polymeric electrolyte flow channels and manifolds of flow cells have been 3D-printed 

[199-201], mainly for fast prototyping. 

Some of the first applications of 3D-printing in electrochemistry appeared in 

integrated primary [202,203] secondary [204] static batteries. Recent work has mostly 

involved serpentine flow field electrodes for cells with gaseous streams, such as H2/O2 

[205] and methanol [206,207] micro-fuel cells and a miniature Ag/propylene PEM 

electrolyser [208]. There is also interest in interdigitated supercapacitors [209], micro-

supercapacitors [210] and micro-electrochemical cells [211]. A mass transport study in 

a flow cell with 3D-printed packed beds has been realised with the aid of micro-

electrodes [212]. These works suggest that the performance of some electrochemical 

devices can be enhanced for by the application of additive manufacturing. Additionally, 
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3D-printing offers low-cost, flexibility of materials and rapid turnover prototypes to aid 

the evaluation and optimisation of inert cell components, such as electrode frames, flow 

fields and manifolds.  

In view of these advances, it is possible to expect that additive manufacturing methods 

will eventually lead to the fabrication of geometrically complex, optimised and 

integrated electrochemical reactors, electrolysers and fuel cells for specialised 

applications. 

5.2 3D-Printed Flow Cell Prototype 

5.2.1 Design features 

The early prototype of the flow cell used throughout Chapters 5 to 8 was conceived 

with the purpose of providing a controlled reaction environment for the study of the Zn-

Ce RFB. Electrode dimensions were taken from the 9 cm2 used in a previous project 

[22], to 24 cm2, aiming to approach representative conditions closer to those observed in 

pilot- and utility-scale devices. The internal resistance of the cell was also reduced 

compared to previous Zn-Ce unit flow cells (see Section 8.4.2). Additionally, its design 

was simplified for low maintenance and ease of work. The design drivers of the new 

laboratory cell were: 

• Minimum assembly time. 

• Elimination of electrolyte leak points. 

• Uniform electrolyte flow. 

• Rapid redesign using experimental feedback. 

To achieve these characteristics, electrolyte manifolds were provided with flow 

distributors, current collectors were embedded in a polymeric frame, manifolds were 

placed in the same side and fastenings between components were removed. The cell 

components are shown in Figure 5.1. Both positive and negative electrode 

compartments were 6.0 cm × 4.0 cm, while the flow and current collector frames were 

6.0 cm × 19.0 cm. Their thickness and inter-electrode gap depended on the electrode 

materials. The cell components were aligned and held together in a rigid stainless steel 

case by means of mechanical pressure applied by two manual screws, as in Figure 5.2. 
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The interior of the SAE 304 stainless steel case was insulated with a 0.5 mm thick 

polytetrafluoroethylene sheet in order to avoid short-circuiting. 

 

Figure 5.1 Expanded view of the components of the first design of the laboratory flow cell. 1) 

negative electrode endplate; 2) negative electrode copper current feeder; 3), 6), 8), 10) silicone 

rubber gaskets; 4) carbon-polymer composite negative electrode; 5) negative electrode flow 

frame; 7) proton exchange membrane; 9) positive electrode flow frame; 11) platinised titanium 

electrode and titanium current collector; 12) positive electrode endplate. 

 

Figure 5.2 The first flow cell design including 3D-printed electrolyte flow frames, endplate and 

electrode feeder connections. A stainless steel case holds the components together in 

compression. 
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The design brief in Table 5.1 documents the cell design, presenting the dimensions 

and hydraulic characteristics of the two half-cells as well as the planned operating 

conditions. 

Table 5.1 Design brief for the laboratory flow cell prototype. 

Parameter Symbol Value 

Projected geometrical area of each electrode  24.0 cm2 

Minimum inter-electrode gap  0.7 cm 

Length of electrodes in the direction of flow   6.0 cm 

Breadth of –ve half-cell flow channel B– 4.0 cm 

Breadth of +ve half-cell flow channel B+ 4.2 cm 

Height of –ve half-cell channel (including gaskets) S– 0.6 cm 

Height of +ve half-cell channel (including gaskets) S+ 0.95 cm 

Cross section area of –ve half-cell flow channel Ax– 2.4 cm2 

Cross section area of +ve half-cell flow channel Ax+ 3.99 cm2 

Aspect ratio of –ve half-cell flow channel γ– 0.15 

Aspect ratio of +ve half-cell flow channel  γ+ 0.23 

Hydraulic diameter of –ve half-cell flow channel de– 1.043 cm 

Hydraulic diameter of +ve half-cell flow channel de+ 1.549 cm 

Dimensionless length of –ve half-cell channel Le– 0.174 

Dimensionless length of +ve half-cell channel Le+ 0.258 

Mean linear flow velocity of electrolyte v 1–10 cm s–1 

Volumetric flow rate in –ve half-cell channel Qv– 2.4–24 cm3 s–1 = 9–86 dm3 h–1 

Volumetric flow rate in +ve half-cell channel Qv+ 4.0–40 cm3 s–1 = 14–144 dm3 h–1 

Expected pressure drop over flow channel, DP  < 1 atm 
Electrolyte composition  Methanesulfonic acid, Ce(IV) ions 

5.2.2 Manufacture 

Low-cost cell components were 3D-printed, allowing immediate identification of 

problems and the creation of several versions of the cell accommodating new 

improvements. CAD (computer assisted design) models for each component were 

created using Solidworks 2013 SP3.0 (Dassault Systèmes SA). Initially, an Up Plus 2 

printer with ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) filament and a resolution of 200 µm 

was used for this purpose. The size of components was limited to 10 cm. 

Afterwards, the cell bodies were manufactured in ABS using a more advanced 

Dimension 1200es filament extrusion printer (Stratasys Ltd.). The layer thickness in this 

device was 254 µm, but the precision and structural continuity of the resulting 
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components was much better than the UP Plus 2 printer. Moreover, the large size of the 

printer allowed to manufacture the whole components of the cell. The 3D-printing of 

three polymer cell frames required approximately 8 hours. 

5.2.3 Development of cell components and discussion 

The first design iteration was produced using the Up Plus 2 printer. The ABS flow 

frames, shown in Figure 5.3, met a tolerance of ±0.1 mm on overall dimensions. This 

precision is especially important in the case of flow fields placed in the inlet manifold of 

both flow frames, which would have been problematic to manufacture by traditional 

methods. However, deformation caused by heat residual stress was observed with this 

3D printer, a problem noted in a previous work with a flow cell manufactured by resin 

stereolithography [199]. These components were not suitable for use in a flow cell due 

to their permeability to liquids. Yet, design flaws were identified and corrected and 

component dimensions were established. 

In reality, structures with sharp angles opposing the direction of fluid flow are much 

more effective as turbulence promoters [213,214]. Yet, it has been demonstrated that 

inert porous meshes and other geometrical matrixes can be 3D-printed for the study of 

fluid flow in flow cells. Experimental approaches on fluid flow theory [215], flow 

transitions [212], mass transport [216] and pressure drop [217] can be followed. 

 

Figure 5.3 First 3D-printed ABS flow cell prototype. Electrode frame (top) and flow channel 

with flow distributors for uniform electrolyte flow (bottom). 
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At this stage, mesh-like structures similar to turbulence promoters with different 

patterns and square aperture sizes were printed. As seen in Figure 5.4, the cross-section 

had a flat profile. In this exploratory work, it was found that the printing resolution and 

software control was important in fabricating turbulence promoters for electrochemical 

flow cells, as it was difficult to obtain material thin enough to form the separation 

between each internal square. 

 

Figure 5.4 3D-printed inert turbulence promoters. The square apertures have internal 

dimensions of 4.5 × 4.5 cm and 3.1 × 3.2 cm in the left and right hand-side grids, respectively. 

The second design iteration was printed with a Dimension 1200es and is shown in 

Figure 5.5. The 6 cm × 19 cm components were free from deformation caused by heat 

residual stress and the internal horizontal surface of the flow channels had an average 

surface roughness of 10.32±1.69 µm in the direction of the electrolyte flow.  

 

Figure 5.5 Second 3D-printed ABS flow cell prototype. Positive electrode flow channel (top) 

and negative electrode flow channel (bottom). Both with flow distributors. 
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The high density of the printed polymer (0.93 g cm–3) and the complete fusion of 

adjacent extruded filaments provided a structure impermeable to liquid at ambient 

pressure. As explained in the next sections, prelaminar water flow and pressure 

experiments were carried out with this prototype cell. 

The pressure applied by the stainless steel case was sufficient to keep components 

sealed with the aid of silicone rubber gaskets with 2 mm thickness (ca. 1 mm when 

compressed). The thickness of the flow frames was 0.4 cm and 1.0 cm for the negative 

and positive half-cells, respectively. A Nafion® 117 membrane was used as separator. 

The electrodes and current feeders are presented in Figure 5.6. The positive electrode 

(Magneto Special Anodes BV) consisted of three titanium expanded meshes spot-

welded together into a titanium plate current collector/feeder and uniformly coated by a 

3.5 µm thick Pt electrodeposit, with a approx. loading of 7 mg cm–2. The electrode and 

its current feeder were 6.0 × 4.0 × 1.0 cm and 19.0 × 6.0 × 0.4 cm, respectively. A 

graphitised fluorocarbon polymer-composite, Sigracet BMA5® bipolar plate (SGL 

Carbon GmbH) was used as the negative electrode. Its dimensions were 6.3 × 7.2 cm 

and a thickness of 5 mm with an active area of 6.0 × 4.0 cm, delimited by 

polypropylene insulating tape and attached to a 2.3 mm thick copper plate current 

collector/feeder. 

 

Figure 5.6 Platinised titanium electrode and titanium current collector (top); polymer based 

negative electrode delimited by insulating tape (bottom-left); copper negative current feeder, 

(bottom-right). 
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5.2.4 Flow visualisation 

Flow visualisation studies of the empty electrode compartment plus manifolds of the 

first cell design were carried out to assess the dispersion of fluid flow over time. For 

this, the electrode flow frame with a thickness of 0.4 cm (see Figure 5.5) was placed 

between two acrylic polymer plates and hydraulically sealed by silicone gaskets. A 

solution containing methylene blue was circulated in upward direction through the cell 

using a MasterflexÒ L/S (Cole-Parmer Co, USA) peristaltic pump. At ! = 0 s, a valve 

was activated, allowing the feeding of clear water from a separate reservoir to the pump, 

serving as dye injection. The procedure was carried out at 22 °C and at a flow rate of 

200 cm3 min–1, representing a mean linear flow rate of 2.1 cm s–1 in the channel with a 

cross-sectional area of " = 0.4 cm × # = 4.0 cm. 

Photographic images of a rectangular horizontal region of the electrode compartment 

at the top of the cell were taken at intervals of 2 s. This region had dimensions of 4.0 cm 

× 2.0 cm, but the resulting images were cut to 3.8 cm × 1.9 cm to exclude the border of 

the channel. The fluid flow in the cell with and without flow distributors in the ‘calming 

zone’ of the electrode frame was compared. In the sequence for the unrestricted calming 

zone, displayed in Figure 5.7a), the flow is dominated by a jet in the left-hand side of 

the channel, which creates a vortex that inverts the direction of flow and retains fluid in 

the cell for longer periods. Lateral mixing is high. This is the type of behaviour that 

results in more than one conductivity peak in residence time distribution (RTD) studies 

in filter-press electrochemical reactors and RFBs [221]. 

On the other hand, fluid flow was more uniform when flow distributors were placed in 

the calming zone between the inlet manifold and the empty electrode compartment, as 

seen in Figure 5.7b). Although some slow flow fields can be observed, the flow 

direction is not significantly perturbed and most of the coloured water is displaced in a 

short interval. Since the lateral mixing is low, the cell is closer to a plug flow regime. 

This indicates that flow distributors are advisable if the flow towards the channel is 

directed asymmetrically from the inlet manifold. 
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Figure 5.7 Flow visualisation studies of the top 4.0 cm × 2.0 cm region in the electrode 

compartment of the second prototype flow cell: a) vortex with unrestricted asymmetrical inlet 

manifold, b) flow with distributors in the calming zone. 

5.2.5 Simulation of fluid flow 

Fluid flow was simulated within the electrode channels and manifolds of the flow cell 

prototypes and the final cell design in order to evaluate the uniformity of the flow. The 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tool included in the CAD software Solidworks®, 

where the components were designed, was used for this purpose. This study aimed to 

illustrate flow optimization in the development of electrochemical flow reactors. 

Provided a correct and valid theoretical framework and accurate physical properties of 

the electrolyte, flow simulations facilitate and speed the optimisation of electrochemical 

reactors. Rigorous CFD modelling for porous materials goes beyond the scope of this 

work, but detailed theoretical studies and validated simulations are found in the 

literature, e.g., by Nava et al. [218], Bouzek et al. [219], and many others. An overview 

of the fundamental theory behind CFD simulations is given in the Appendix. 

The simulations were carried out considering the flow of a typical positive electrolyte 

for Ce-based RFBs, which (at SOC 0%) has a composition of 0.8 mol dm−3 Ce(III) 
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methanesulfonate in 4.0 mol dm−3 MSA. See Section 8.3.2. Its physical properties and 

other simulation parameters are given Table 5.2. Adiabatic conditions and fully 

developed laminar flow at the inlet manifolds were assumed. Fluid flow travelled from 

the inlet towards the outlet manifold, which was opened to ‘ambient conditions’ (1 atm). 

In all cases, the volumetric flow rate at the inlet was 5.0 cm3 s−1, a typical value for the 

operation of the peristaltic pumps in this work. In the final cell design, the mean linear 

flow rate within a channel filled with turbulence promoters was approximately 4.0 cm 

s−1. Simulations were solved for local fluid flow velocity. 

Table 5.2 Values of parameters used in the CFD simulations. 

Parameter Value 

Density 1,370 kg m−3 

Dynamic viscosity 5.31 × 10−2 Pa s 

Temperature 25 °C 

Surface roughness 10 µm 

Inlet boundary condition 5.0 cm3 s−1 

Outlet boundary condition 101,325 Pa 

Fluid type Newtonian 

 

The results of the CFD simulations are presented in Figure 5.8. Despite having flow 

fields in the intermediate zones between the manifolds and the electrode compartment, 

the first design, Figure 5.8a), showed asymmetric flow towards the side of the electrode 

compartment opposite to the inlet manifold. This is not unexpected, as it is well-known 

that manifold flow is prevalent in flow cells of small dimensions [220]. It was later 

considered that flow fields were not required in the calming zone at the outlet 

manifolds, as show in the second cell design; Figure 5.8b). The width of the channels 

conducting the flow towards the electrode was reduced in order to ease the asymmetric 

flow. Modifications to the flow fields were also done. Yet, the higher velocities in the 

electrode compartment section opposite to the inlet manifold dis not decreased enough 

to discard the risk of the formation of a large vortex. 
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Figure 5.8 CFD simulation of electrolyte velocity in the midplane of the interior of the empty 

flow cell channels. a) First design, b) second design, c) final design. The volumetric flow rate at 

the inlet is 5 cm3 s−1 in all cases. Dynamic viscosity and density correspond to 0.8 mol dm−3 

Ce(III) in 4.0 mol dm−3 MSA at 25 oC. 

Manifold flow is actually much less significant in cells with porous electrodes due to 

the higher pressure drop and increased flow dispersion in comparison to empty 

channels. Adding the difficulty of producing flow fields with acceptable dimensional 

tolerances with the available 3D-printer, it was decided to employ an unrestricted 

calming zone in the final cell design, Figure 5.8c), which was manufactured by 

computer numerical control (CNC) machining. Furthermore, both manifolds were 

placed in symmetrical positions. As a result, the simulated flow velocities in the 

unrestricted channel are symmetrical in the vertical axis and all its local values are 

below 3.3 cm s−1 in the electrode compartment. 
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5.2.6 Pressure drop measurements 

The pressure drop at the second prototype flow cell was evaluated as an indicator of 

design performance. For this, the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet 

manifolds was measured at both flow frames with a Digitron 2023P manometer (Sifam 

Instruments Ltd, UK). Pressure taps were located in the external tubbing and connected 

to the manometer. A MasterflexÒ L/S (Cole-Parmer Co, USA) peristaltic pump was 

used to circulate water at 22 °C. 

The results are shown in Figure 5.9 in the form of pressure drop vs. channel Reynolds 

number. A maximum pressure drop of 11 kPa was observed in the positive compartment 

at Reynolds number 1100 (7 cm s–1 mean linear flow rate), which is similar to the one 

observed in the FM01-LC cell [222]. However, at the negative compartment the values 

reached a 94 kPa under the same conditions, a higher value due to the smaller flow 

frame thickness, hence narrower cross-sectional area at the manifold. 

 

Figure 5.9 Pressure drop through the half-cells of the second 3D-printed flow cell prototype vs. 

Reynolds number. Data fitted into the power relationship Δ% = '(') and compared to the 

FM01-LC reactor [222]. 

5.2.7 Final laboratory flow cell for the Zn-Ce RFB 

The final design of the flow cell used in this research project is shown in Figure 5.10. 

Previous designs were modified on the basis of the observed flow characteristics in the 
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3D-printed prototypes and their reliability. Lateral current collector/feeders were 

eliminated and accommodated, instead, into the electrode back plate. A more uniform 

flow was achieved by arranging the internal manifolds symmetrically in the flow 

channel frames, removing undesired fluid jets towards one side of the electrode 

compartment. Given the symmetrical flow dispersion and the use of porous electrodes 

and turbulence promoters in the final design, flow distributors were eliminated from the 

calming zones between the manifolds and electrode compartments. Parallel plate 

electrodes in flow-by configuration and geometrical areas of 24 to 26 cm2 could be 

implemented with this design. The thickness of the electrode flow channel frame could 

be changed to use thicker electrodes. Cell components are further described in Sections 

7.2.2 and 8.3.2. A modified, flow-only version is also shown in Section 9.3.3. 

 

Figure 5.10 Final laboratory cell design with symmetrical manifolds depicting the components 

of one half-cell. a) Electrode back plate; holds the planar current feeder of the micromesh stack, 

a screw for electrical connection and electrolyte manifolds. b) Electrode flow channel frame. 

The components of the other half-cell are symmetrical in respect to the ion exchange membrane. 

Cell components were manufactured in acrylic polymer by CNC machining. The 

available 3D-printed materials by extrusion of a molten ABS polymer filament proved 

to be unsuitable for flow cells due to their hydraulic porosity, which resulted in liquid 

absorption and leaks after a few hours of operation. However, other 3D-printing 
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technologies, such as laser sintering of resins, could effectively produce non-porous 

materials for leak-proof cells and should be considered in future works. 

5.3 3D-Printed Porous Electrodes 

5.3.1 Nickel-coated stainless steel electrodes 

3D-printing offers the possibility to manufacture free-form porous electrodes with 

complex, ordered geometries in different materials. Electrodes with tailored active 

surface area and composition would permit the control of catalytic activity, fluid flow, 

mass transport as well as the electrochemical performance of electrochemical flow cells. 

The benefits of porous over planar electrodes in flow-by configuration are well-known 

in electrochemical technology [223], and consist mainly in a substantial increase of 

active surface area and mass transport enhancement. They are applied in industrial 

electrosynthesis and electrolysis, treatment of process streams, metal recovery, etc. [70]. 

This concept is here illustrated though the manufacture of a nickel-coated stainless 

steel (Ni/SS) porous electrode and the determination of their mass transport 

characteristics. For this, 3D-printed stainless steel structures with projected areas of 24 

cm2 were electroplated with nickel by different methods and one of them evaluated in 

flow-by configuration as the cathode in the final flow cell design. Such flow cell was 

used thorough Sections 7.2.2 and 8.3.2 for the Ce-based RFBs with Pt/Ti electrodes. 

5.3.2 Manufacture 

The porous structures were designed in Meshmixer (Autodesk Inc.) software and 

manufactured in a M2 Multilaser (Concept Laser GmbH) additive manufacturing 

equipment. The electrodes were formed layer-by-layer through a re-coater, applying 200 

W laser (near-IR 1070 nm) to melt the material under an N2 atmosphere. Precursor 

powder CL 20ES (20-40 mm particle diameter) was used, containing approximately 

17% Cr, 13% Ni, 2% Mo, the rest being Fe. The resulting austenitic stainless steel alloy 

has a nominal composition type 316L. In order to avoid stainless steel passivation 

during the limiting current measurements in an aqueous Na2CO3 electrolyte [224], a 

nickel coating was applied afterwards by galvanic electrodeposition (electrode ‘A’) or 

electroless coating (electrode ‘B’). 
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Two stainless steel structures with different geometries were produced and can be seen 

in Figure 5.11. Both structures consisted of 60.0 mm × 40.0 mm × 3.7 mm rectangular 

parallelepipeds broken through by three-dimensional grids of empty spherical volumes, 

each of 1.8 mm diameter. 

 

Figure 5.11 Optical micrographies of 3D-printed Ni/SS electrodes. Front view of: a) structure A 

and b) structure B. Side view of electrode/current feeder union: c) structure A, d) structure B. 

In the structure denominated ‘A’, shown in Figure 5.11a), the centres of the spherical 

void spaces were ordered in a hexagonal packing, while in the structure ‘B’, Figure 

5.11b), a square packing was used. (The diameter and shape of the observed pores in the 

frontal cut plane of the structures differs from the empty sphere diameter.) The centres 

of the spheres were separated from each other by a distance of 1.7 mm so that the void 

volumes would intersect. The porous structures formed continuous bodies with their 

respective 68.0 mm × 45.0 mm × 2.0 mm stainless steel plate current collectors. This 

can be appreciated in Figure 5.11c) and Figure 5.11d). 

The resulting external appearance and dimensions of the Ni/SS electrodes are shown 

in Figure 5.12. Regular structures were obtained free of thermal deformation thanks to 

the control laser melting conditions. Note the characteristic appearance of a nickel-

covered surface. The volumetric porosities, ε, of structures A and B were 63.9% and 

40.6%, respectively, as measured by liquid volume displacement. 
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Figure 5.12 3D-printed Ni/SS electrodes. Front view of: a) structure A and b) structure B. 

Profiled view of: c) structure A, d) structure B. 

5.3.3 Flow system and plating solutions 

Figure 5.13 describes the experimental arrangement used to deposit nickel on the 

surface of the 3D-printed structures. The definitive flow cell model was used (see 

Chapter 7). The system was set up so that it could perform a sequence of surface 

treatment steps with different cleaning and plating solutions while monitoring the 

working electrode potential vs. a Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) reference. In this way, the galvanic 

electrodeposition of electrode Ni/SS A and the galvanic pre-treatment of electrode 

Ni/SS B were performed. In the latter case, this was followed by an electroless coating. 

The 3D-printed electrodes were employed as cathodes. Turbulence promoters 

maintained a constant gap between the NafionÒ 112 membrane and the Pt/Ti plate 

counter-electrode. MasterflexÒ L/S (Cole-Parmer Co) peristaltic pumps were used to 

circulate the electroplating solutions in the negative half-cell and a 1 mol dm−3 NaCl 
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supporting electrolyte in the positive half-cell. Several valves were opened or closed as 

necessary in order to direct the succeeding solutions to the 3D-printed electrodes. 

 

Figure 5.13 Combined experimental arrangement for the galvanic and electroless 

electrodeposition of nickel on 3D-printed porous structures. 

5.3.4 Galvanostatic nickel electroplating 

A nickel coating was applied to the electrode Ni/SS A galvanostatically according to a 

standard procedure described in [225]. The flow system in Figure 5.13 and an EX752M 

power supply (TT Instruments Ltd) were employed for this purpose. First, the electrode 

was pre-treated with 38% w/v HCl for 180 s, rinsed twice with deionised water, then 

degreased with 40% w/v NaOH for 300 s, cathodically cleaned at 15 mA cm−2 for 60 s 

in the same solution and rinsed. Nickel nucleation was induced by applying an acidic 

‘Wood’s strike’ at 100 mA cm−2 (based on the projected electrode area) for 60 s before 

proceeding to a more controlled electrodeposition for 240 s in a buffered Watt’s bath at 

the same current density. The composition of the solutions is given in Table 5.3. A 

temperature of 25 oC was maintained during all the process. 
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Table 5.3 Composition of nickel plating solutions for the preparation of 3D-printed Ni/SS 

electrodes. 

Solution Composition Concentration 

Wood’s nickel bath Nickel(II) chloride, NiCl2 240 g dm–3 

 Hydrochloric acid (conc.), HCl 100 cm3 dm–3 

Watt’s nickel bath Nickel(II) sulphate, NiSO4 260 g dm–3 

 Nickel(II) chloride, NiCl2 50 g dm–3 

 Boric acid, HBO3 30 g dm–3 

Tartrate nickel electroless bath Potassium sodium tartrate, 
C4H4KNaO4×H2O 

65 g dm–3 

 Sodium hydroxide, NaOH 40 g dm–3 

 Nickel(II) chloride, NiCl2 5 g dm–3 

 Sodium borohydride, NaBH4 0.75 g dm–3 

 Lead(II) nitrate, Pb(NO3)2 10 mg dm–3 

 

During these operations, the electrode potential varied as a result of the different 

composition of solutions, ion absorption/desorption, electrode reactions and electrode 

surface composition. Figure 5.14 presents the monitored electrode potential over time. 

The potential difference before and after the main electroplating step, E3 – E2, is 

considered to be the result of a complete nickel coating. 

 

Figure 5.14 Potential vs. time response of the 3D-printed stainless steel structure ‘A’ during its 

electrodeposition with nickel and pre-treatment steps in a flow cell. Etching performed with HCl 

38% v/w and cleaning with NaOH 40% v/w. Nickel nucleation induced in a Wood’s strike 

plating solution, following by electrodeposition in a Watt’s bath at 22 oC. *Change of solution. 
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Figure 5.15a) shows the microstructure of a pore opening in the 3D-printed electrode 

Ni/SS A. Features produced by the laser melting of the precursor powder can be 

observed, along nodules <100 µm in diameter. These structures are typically found in 

selective laser sintering 3D-printing and have the same composition as the rest of the 

electrode. The successful coating of the observed area of the electrode is confirmed by 

the EDS mapping for nickel shown in Figure 5.15b). 

 

Figure 5.15 Microstructure and composition of a pore opening in the frontal face of the 3D-

printed electrode Ni/SS A, which was coated by electrodeposition. a) SEM image, b) EDS 

mapping for nickel (20 min. at 15 kV, working distance 10 mm). 

As explained in Section 7.6.4, the nickel content decreases in the electrode regions 

near the current feeder due to the potential drop through the electrolyte flooding the 

porous matrix. However, the relative large pore size of these electrodes would fail to 

produce drastic increments in the tortuosity of electrolyte path, reducing these effects. It 

is expected that the whole surface is covered with nickel to the point of rendering the 

material active for the ferricyanide reaction and preventing stainless steel surface 

changes. The purpose of the highly acidic Wood’s strike is indeed to produce uniform 

nucleation in a high concentration nickel bath. 

5.3.5 Electroless nickel deposition 

With the purpose of demonstrating a strategy to circumvent potential drop effects in 

coating of 3D-printed and other porous electrodes (its consequences are shown in the 

electrodeposition of Pt/Ti mesh and felt in Chapter 7), the Ni/SS structure B was coated 

with nickel by an electroless method described in [226]. Electroless nickel-phosphorus 

is unsuitable for ferricyanide reduction [227], thus, a electroless deposition solution 

based on sodium borohydride as reducing agent in nickel-tartrate complex solution was 
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used. Its composition is given in Table 5.3. A similar sequence of flowing solutions was 

passed through the cell using the experimental arrangement in Figure 5.13. As shown in 

the potential vs. time response in Figure 5.16, the electrode was cleaned with 40% w/v 

NaOH for 2,100 s, followed by a cathodic cleaning at 10 mA cm−2 for 60 s. After 

rinsing with deionised water, the surface was prepared with a Wood’s strike at 12 at 20 

mA cm−2 for 120 s. While the current was still on, the electroless solution (pH 13), kept 

at 95 oC in a separate reservoir, was allowed to circulate through the electrode and the 

current turned off after approximately 4 s. During this step, the profuse H2 evolution 

consequence of oxidation of borohydride ions produced a potential fluctuation due to 

the interruption of the electrolyte path in the Luggin capillary for about 220 s. 

 

Figure 5.16 Potential vs. time response of the 3D-printed stainless steel structure ‘B’ during its 

coating with a tartrate-based electroless nickel bath and pre-treatment steps in a flow cell. 

Cleaning and activation performed with NaOH 40% v/w and HCl 38% v/w, respectively. Nickel 

nucleation induced in a Wood’s strike plating solution at 22 oC. Electroless deposition 

performed in a tartrate-based solution at 90 oC. *Change of solution. 

Afterwards, the observed electrode potential, E2, was significantly different from that 

before the electroless bath circulation, E1, suggesting nickel coverage. Nevertheless, the 

value of E2 is much more negative than E3 after the Watt’s electrodeposition of 

electrode A (see Figure 5.14). This might be a result of the strongly reducing activity of 

the remaining borohydride ions in which E2 was measured. Similar procedures for 

electroless deposition in flow-through mode, rather than immersion, justify more 
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investigation. The method is suitable for metalizing large porous bodies or felt/mesh 

sheets in a semi-continuous operation. A large volume of electrolyte is recommended. 

Figure 5.17a) shows a SEM image of a pair of pore openings in the frontal plane of 

Ni/SS electrode B. The evidence of laser melting is also present as fused clusters of 

metal and dispersed nodules. This texture extends the surface area of the material. 

Nickel is revealed at the surface of the electrode by the EDS map shown in Figure 

5.17b). It should be noted that there could be a contribution from the presence of nickel 

in the stainless steel alloy forming the 3D-printed structure itself. 

 

Figure 5.17 Microstructure and composition of a pore opening in the frontal face of the 3D-

printed electrode Ni/SS B, which was coated by an electroless method. a) SEM image, b) EDS 

mapping for nickel (20 min. at 15 kV, working distance 10 mm). 

In contrast to Figure 5.15b), the count rate for nickel atoms during the same exposure 

time is poor. This is likely a consequence of: a) the thickness of electroless nickel being 

in the order of <10 µm [226], and b) high porosity in the deposit. Well-defined EDS 

maps for Fe and Cr (not shown) confirm the porosity at the coating. Boron atoms, 

expected from the reducing agent, were not detected due to their low atomic number. 

Electroless coatings can be improved by longer deposition times, larger electrolyte 

volumes or by repeated deposition steps. 

5.3.6 Mass transport characterisation 

Figure 5.18 describes the experimental arrangement of a three-electrode cell controlled 

by an Autolab potentiostat (Metrohm AG) implemented for the mass transport studies. 

The 3D-printed electrode was set up as working electrode, a Pt/Ti plate as counter-

electrode and a Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) as reference electrode. NafionÒ (DuPont Co) 112 ion 
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exchange membrane was used as separator. The electrolyte contained 1.0 × 10−3 mol 

dm−3 of K3[Fe(CN)6], 10.0 × 10−3 mol dm−3 of K4[Fe(CN)6] and 1.0 mol dm−3 of 

Na2CO3. The limiting current for ferricyanide ion reduction  

[Fe CN 6]3–	+	e– →  [Fe CN 6]4–      (5.1) 

was measured by linear sweep voltammetry between +0.2 V and −0.6 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4 

at a linear potential sweep rate of 5 mV s−1 and by chronoamperometry at a constant 

potential of −0.5 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4. Electrolyte recirculation was done with peristaltic 

pumps and a temperature of 25 oC was maintained with a thermostatic bath. 

The volumetric mass transport coefficient, +,-., was determined from the limiting 

current, /0, concentration, 1, and number of electrons, 2, of the reduction reaction: 

+,-. =
/3

2415'
       (5.2) 

where	4 is Faraday’s constant and 5. is the total volume of the electrode. Its 

relationship to a dimensionless correlation is explained in Sections 8.2.2 and 8.2.3. 

 

Figure 5.18 Experimental arrangement for the measurement of limiting current at 3D-printed 

Ni/SS electrodes. 

Figure 5.19a) shows typical polarisation curves for the reduction of 1.0 × 10−3 mol 

dm−3 of [Fe(CN)6]3− at a linear potential sweep rate of 5 mV s−1. The limiting current 
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plateau stretches from −0.35 V to −0.6 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4. For the Ni/SS electrode A, a 

change in mean linear flow rate from 0.88 cm s−1 to 6.17 cm s−1, produces a limiting 

current increase 18 to 38 mA. Figure 5.19b) shows a chronoamperometry obtained at –

0.5 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4. Under steady state, limiting current increments are observed 

resulting from steps of electrolyte mean linear velocity performed at intervals of 30 s. 

As shown in Figure 5.19c), the limiting currents obtained with the two methods are 

similar, here expressed as a current density calculated from the projected area of the 

electrode. In both cases, the value of background current was subtracted. The limiting 

current density verified at the 3D-printed SS/Ni electrode B is approximately 45% that 

at the 3D-printed SS/Ni electrode A, indicating a lower surface area in the structure B. 

 

Figure 5.19 Mass transport studies of the 3D-printed Ni/SS electrodes. a) Typical polarisation 

curves for the reduction of 1 × 10−3 mol dm-3 K4Fe(CN)6 in 1 mol dm−3 Na2CO3 at 25 oC 

performed at the 3D-printed SS/Ni electrode A. b) Chronoamperometry showing limiting 

currents at steps of increasing electrolyte mean linear flow rate performed at the 3D-printed 

SS/Ni electrode A. c) Comparison of the limiting current density obtained by linear sweep 

voltammetry and chronoamperometry for the 3D-printed SS/Ni electrodes A and B. d) +,-. vs. 

: of the 3D-printed Ni/SS electrodes against various porous electrode structures [228]. 
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The log-log plot in Figure 5.19d) shows the relationship between +,-. and electrolyte 

mean linear flow velocity for the 3D-printed Ni/SS electrodes A and B. The values for 

different materials used as porous electrodes are also presented [228]. The 3D-printed 

electrode A is superior to perforated plates and typical expanded metal mesh, and 

comparable to reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) 60 pores per inch (ppi). The 3D-

printed electrode B shows a lower performance, yielding similar +,-. values to an 

expanded metal mesh. 

Electrodes with high surface area, such as carbon felt, nickel foam and wire wool (or 

felt) have higher +,-., but different 3D-printed geometries with higher surface area, 

smaller pore size and higher roughness could easily be produced to approach those 

values. As the resolution of additive manufacturing improves [197], it will be possible 

to produce ordered matrixes made up by filaments similar to felt fibres, as long as is 

economically viable for a specific application. Ti felt can have an average diameter 

close to 40 µm [229]. 

5.4 Perspectives for 3D-Printing in Electrochemical Flow Cells 

5.4.1 Electrode frames and turbulence promoters 

The construction of the inert components of electrochemical flow cells and RFBs can 

benefit in several ways from 3D-printing techniques. In addition to industrial fast 

prototyping during the early development stages, the flexibility of 3D-printing can be 

applied to the iterative evaluation of fluid flow and pressure drop due to channel 

geometry, flow distributors (for dispersing jets) and manifold design. The optimisation 

of turbulence promoters in terms of the correlation between their geometrical 

characteristics is also possible. Cell design can be easily modified following 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies. Empirical and comparative studies of the 

pressure drop can also be performed, as this is usually considered in the characterization 

of flow reactors. 

5.4.2 Electrodes 

Multi-material additive manufacturing is undergoing rapid progress [230] and 

complex porous structures can be routinely produced [231]. Meanwhile, the 
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incorporation of catalysts in 3D-printed materials have shown promise in chemical 

reactors [232]. Such advances could be exploited in novel, composite or coated porous 

electrodes with enhanced mechanical and catalytic properties. One of the principal 

advantages for 3D-printed electrodes is the possibility of controlling the term -. in 

Equation 5.2 by producing a desired geometry, enabling electrode materials with 

tailored +,-.. Furthermore, +, depends on the electrode geometry, orientation, 

volumetric porosity, e , and surface roughness, which can also be controlled to a certain 

degree in 3D-printed materials. Printed bipolar plates could achieve non-conventional 

high-surface area profiles with interdigitated and serpentine geometries. Direct 

deposition of printed porous electrodes onto bipolar plates, could eliminate the high 

electrical resistivity and corrosion at this interface. Moreover, the geometry of 3D-

printed electrodes could be devised to control current distribution. Another possibility is 

an improved understanding of the relationship between the porous geometry and 

electrolyte fluid flow and mass transport [233]. 

5.5 Conclusions 

• 3D-printing can be a valuable fast-prototyping tool during the design and 

development of electrochemical flow cells and electrochemical reactors, 

including RFBs. 

• Provided acceptable resolution tolerances and total lack of hydraulic 

permeability, electrode frames, flow frames, flow distributors, manifolds and 

turbulence promoters can be creatively designed and evaluated in terms of fluid 

flow, pressure drop and mass transport. 

• 3D-printed porous structures can deliver a new type of tailored, free-form 

electrodes with controlled electrochemical performance. The connection and 

corrosion issues with the electrode-bipolar plate-feeder interphase can be 

eliminated, while fluid flow and mass transport can be further studied and 

adapted. Electrocatalysis can be introduced by printing many possible alloys, 

carbon-based precursors as well as composite and coated materials. 

• As additive manufacturing becomes more advanced and cost-effective, it will be 

possible to fabricate entire integrated electrochemical flow reactors and fuel 

cells by 3D-printing both their inert and active components in a single operation. 

Small-scale specialised applications will be favoured. 
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Chapter 6: The Importance of Cell Geometry 
and Electrolyte Properties on the 
Cell Potential of the Zn-Ce RFB 

6.1 Introduction 

RFBs have become a promising energy storage technology for addressing the growing 

utility-scale energy storage needs required for the integration of renewable sources and 

efficient power grid levelling [234]. The main advantage of RFBs is that their energy 

capacity, largely determined by electrolyte concentration and volume, is separated from 

the power capability of the batteries. In the case of hybrid RFBs, this capability is used 

in combination with the storage of energy in the form of metallic electrodeposits in at 

least one of the electrodes. Many true and hybrid RFB systems have been proposed and 

these have been reviewed extensively [3,235-238]. Only the all-vanadium [2] and the 

hybrid Zn-Br [239] systems have significant current commercial status. The success and 

widespread use of these RFBs has partly been limited by their unfamiliarity and 

relatively high capital cost [240]. Lack of awareness of engineering aspects has 

constrained both laboratory studies and industrial developments over many years and 

this study considers engineering aspects of the Zn-Ce cell design and operation since 

these are rarely considered in the extensive literature on this, and other RFB systems. 

The zinc-cerium hybrid redox flow battery (RFB) is attractive for several reasons [21]: 

its thermodynamic cell potential (2.37 V) is the highest of aqueous RFBs; its chemistry 

does not pose risk of toxic halide emissions while being significantly less toxic than 

vanadium; the required reagents have moderate cost. The Zn-Ce RFB is based in the 

reduction of electrogenerated Ce(IV) to Ce(III) ions at the positive electrodes 

accompanied by the oxidation and re-dissolution of metallic zinc at the negative 

electrodes, with the inverse reactions occurring during charge cycle: 

Reproduced with permission from J. Electrochem. Soc., 163(1): A5170-A5179. © Electrochemical Society, 2016. 
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Zn(II) + 2e– 
charge

⇄
discharge

 Zn(s)   <= =	 –0.76 V vs. SHE   (6.1) 

Ce(IV) + e– 
discharge

⇄
charge

 Ce(III)  <= =	+1.74 V vs. SHE   (6.2) 

Methanesulfonic acid (MSA), is a strong sulfonic acid with lower vapour pressure and 

corrosive activity than sulfuric acid [49], that is used as supporting electrolyte in both 

positive and negative electrolytes. This acid enables high concentrations of cerium [46] 

(which are otherwise difficult to achieve) and facilitates dendrite-free zinc deposits [58].  

Zn-Ce RFBs were introduced in 2004 [4], and their development and current state of 

the art has been recently reviewed [21]. Graphitized polyvinyl fluoride (PVE) and 

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) carbon polymer plates are used for the negative 

electrodes [65,69], while platinised titanium mesh [104] and platinum-iridium coatings 

[107] have given the best results for the positive side, although catalyst-coated carbon 

felts and other materials are promising. Two sets of electrolyte compositions have been 

developed, one with 1.5 mol dm–3 Zn(II) methanesulfonate in 1.0 mol dm–3 MSA and 

0.8 mol dm–3 Ce(III) methanesulfonate in 4.0 mol dm–3 MSA [22], and other with 2.5 

mol dm–3 Zn(II) methanesulfonate in 1.5 mol dm–3 MSA and 0.6 mol dm–3 Ce(III) 

methanesulfonate in 3.5 mol dm–3 MSA [66]. Highest efficiencies are achieved around 

50 °C [22,66]. The main limitation of the Zn-Ce system is, as in other Zn-based 

batteries, reduction of charge efficiency and the corrosion of zinc deposits by the 

hydrogen evolution secondary reaction [21], which is aggravated by the acid cross-over 

from the positive half-cell. Hydrogen evolution inhibitors have been studied [101], and 

an undivided system has also been proposed [7]. In summary, basic understanding of 

the chemistry of the system and determination of overall operation conditions has been 

achieved, the next stage of development requires more focus on the electrochemical 

engineering characteristics.  

Here, the cell potential of an ideal model unit flow cell was approximated for a range 

of discharge current densities at different temperatures by calculating the potential 

losses due to kinetic overpotentials and Ohmic resistances. This allows an assessment of 

the importance of Ohmic losses caused by each of the physical components of the cell 

and inter-electrode gaps in order to compare the observed potential drop in a laboratory 

cell and those reported in the literature [22,66] against the predicted behaviour. The 
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conductivity of the two reported sets of electrolyte compositions was measured for 

different MSA concentrations and temperatures, providing important information of the 

nature of the solutions. The conductivity of electrolytes in a RFB is required to estimate 

shunt currents in the reactor and in order to take appropriate counter-measures [241]. 

6.2 Experimental Section 

Aqueous zinc(II) and cerium(III) methanesulfonate electrolytes were prepared by 

neutralizing basic zinc carbonate (purity 97%, Alfa Aesar, UK) and hydrated cerium 

carbonate (purity 99%, Treibacher Industrie AG, Austria) with appropriate 

stoichiometric volumes of MSA (99% purity, Acros Organics, USA), adding the 

required volume of excess MSA after the neutralization, using deionised water (4.5 µS 

cm–1). The concentration of cerium was determined by volumetric titration against 

Fe(II) using ferroin as the indicator [242]. Two types of compositions were prepared the 

negative and positive electrolytes: type 1 [22], 1.5 mol dm–3 Zn(II) methanesulfonate in 

1.0 mol dm–3 MSA, 0.8 mol dm–3 Ce(III) methanesulfonate in 4.0 mol dm–3 MSA; type 

2 [66], 2.5 mol dm–3 Zn(II) methanesulfonate in 1.5 mol dm–3 MSA, 0.6 mol dm–3 

Ce(III) methanesulfonate in 3.5 mol dm–3 MSA. 

Ionic conductivity measurements were made with an ATI Orion 162 conductivity 

meter (Analytical Technology, USA) using a platinised platinum electrode conductivity 

cell probe of a known cell constant. The ionic conductivity, The instrument was 

calibrated at each experimental temperature vs. a standard KCl solution [243]. The 

temperature was controlled to within ±0.5 °C using a thermostatic water bath (Grant 

Instruments Ltd, UK). The electrical resistance of the electrode and its connections was 

measured using a high-impedance digital multimeter (Thurby Thandar Instruments Ltd, 

UK). 

Cyclic voltammetry experiments were performed with platinum and glassy carbon 

electrodes with nominal diameter of 3 mm for the Ce and Zn-containing electrolytes, 

respectively, using an Autolab potentiostat (Metrohm AG, The Netherlands). Electrodes 

were polished before each experiment using alumina of 1.0 µm and 0.3 µm. Sweep rates 

of 0.2 V s–1 were used and potentials evaluated from –0.2 V to +1.5 V vs. 

Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) in the case of positive electrolytes and from –0.2 V to –1.2 V vs. SCE 
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for the negative electrolytes. The temperature of the solution was maintained at 25 °C 

with the thermostatic bath. 

Experiments with a RFB were made with the cell shown in Figure 6.1. Both positive 

and negative electrodes had dimensions of 6.0 cm × 4.0 cm, giving a projected area of 

24 cm2. A graphitised fluorocarbon polymer-composite, Sigracet BMA5® bipolar plate 

(SGL Carbon GmbH) 5 mm thick was used as the negative electrode connected to a 2.3 

mm thick copper plate current collector/feeder. Silver loaded epoxy resin, 

Circuitworks® (Chemtronics, USA), was used to establish electric contact. Two 

platinised titanium positive electrodes were used: 1) 3 mm thick plate and 2) expanded 

mesh, internal dimensions 6 mm × 12 mm, nominal area factor of 2 and a porosity of 

0.71±0.6, measured by water displacement. Both were uniformly coated with a 3.5 µm 

thick (approximately 7 mg cm–2) platinum electrodeposit (Magneto Special Anodes BV, 

Netherlands). Each electrode potential is monitored vs. a Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) via a 2.5 mm 

diameter polytetrafluoroethylene capillary tube. 

 

Figure 6.1 Laboratory Zn-Ce RFB with electrolyte recirculation pumps and reference electrodes 

for the monitoring of individual electrode potentials. Both negative graphitised C-PVDF and 

positive Pt/Ti electrodes have a projected area of 24 cm2. 

A constant current of 744 mA was applied to the cell in order to reach a state of charge 

(SOC) of 50%, resulting in a current density of 30 mA cm–2 through the electrodes, 

based on their projected area. In the case of the Pt/Ti electrode this current was applied 

for 118 min., showing a coulombic efficiency of 74%. The SOC of 50% was confirmed 

before each experiment by volumetric titration. Different values of current were applied 

in order to take cell potential measurements. A 8 Channel Battery Analyser BST8-A3 
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(MTI Corporation, USA) was used for this purpose. The mean linear velocity of the 

positive and negative electrolytes was the same and it was evaluated from 1 cm s–1 to 18 

cm s–1 when using the plate positive electrode and from 1 cm s–1 to 6 cm s–1 with the 

mesh electrode. 

Type 1 electrolyte was used and the experiments were performed at 50 °C. The SOC 

of the battery was monitored by determining the concentration of Ce(IV) via the 

volumetric method mentioned before and applying Equation 6.3. 

6.3 Theoretical Considerations 

6.3.1 State of charge of the Zn-RFB 

The SOC of the Zn-Ce system is limited by the concentration of Ce(IV) in the device 

and can be defined by the concentration ratio against Ce(III) at any time, t: 

"@A = B.(DE)
B. G

= 1 − B.(DDD)
B. G

      (6.3) 

where A' J is the total concentration of cerium in the positive half-cell. The Ce(IV) 

concentration in the positive electrolyte can be easily determined by a volumetric 

method [244] giving a precise SOC value. Estimation by Faraday’s law can be less 

reliable if the accurate value of current efficiency is not known. 

6.3.2 The components of cell potential 

As in other batteries, the operational cell potential, <K.LL, can be expressed as: 

<K.LL = <K.LLMB − N − / (      (6.4) 

where <K.LLMB , is the reversible open-circuit cell potential (determined by its 

thermodynamics), N  is the sum of activation and concentration overpotentials 

(determined by electrode kinetics), and / ( is the sum of Ohmic drop across all 

resistances in the device, including electrolytes, electrodes and electrical connections. 
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6.3.3 Open-circuit cell potential 

The <K.LLMB  of the Zn-Ce system is given by the difference between the open-circuit 

electrode potentials of the cerium and zinc electrodes: 

<K.LLMB = <B.MB − <OPMB       (6.5) 

Under equilibrium conditions, the potential of each	electrode can be determined by 

the respective Nernst equation: 

<OPMB = <OP,.° + X.Z[\
]^

log 1OP(DD)     (6.6) 

<B.MB = <B.,.° + X.Z[\
]^

log
K`a(bc)
K`a(bbb)

     (6.7) 

where <OP,.°  and <B.,.°  are the formal potentials of the zinc and cerium electrodes, ( is 

the molar gas constant, d is the temperature, 2 is the number of electrons transferred in 

the electrode process, 4 is the Faraday constant, and 1e represents the molar 

concentrations of the redox species, f. Thus, the <K.LLMB  of a Zn-Ce unit cell is given by: 

<K.LLMB = (<B.,.° − <OP,.° ) + X.Z[\
^

log
K`a(bc)

K`a(bbb)Kgh(bb)i.j
    (6.8) 

6.3.4 Electrode kinetics and overpotential losses 

The activation overpotential verified at the electrodes under constant current charge or 

discharge depends on the type of rate control. Ideally, an RFB should operate under 

charge transfer control, in which case the relationship overpotential, N, (N = < − <.) at 

the electrode and current of the desired reaction, / is given by the Butler-Volmer 

equation for charge-transfer [245]: 

k = kl exp op]^
[\

N − exp − oq]^
[\

N     (6.9) 

where k is the applied current density, kl is the exchange current density, and r the 

anodic or cathodic electron transfer coefficient. If the electrode process is under mass 

transfer control, then the rate of reactant supply or product removal sets a limiting 

current, /0, independent of overpotential, given by: 

/0 = 241-+,      (6.10) 
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where +, is the mass transport coefficient, which can be estimated from fitting the 

reactant concentration change over time to a plug flow reactor model [246] or from 

limiting current measurements [229]. 

6.3.5 Ohmic potential drop across resistances 

Ohm’s law gives the total Ohmic potential drop, ∆<[, caused by the electrical 

resistance of the cell components and electrical connections:  

∆<[ = k- (      (6.11) 

where k is the applied current density, - is the cross-sectional area of the conductors, i.e, 

of the electrodes and the membrane and electrolytes between them, and ( is the total 

electrical resistance resulting from the addition of all resistive components in the cell: 

( = (OP + (B. + (t + (u + (v.w + (KexKB + (KexKy    (6.12) 

where (OP is the electronic resistance of the negative electrode, (B. is the electronic 

resistance of the positive electrode, (u is the ionic resistance of the negative 

electrolyte,	(u is the ionic resistance of the positive electrolyte, (v.w is the ionic 

resistance across the membrane, (KexKB  is the resistance of the electrical contact between 

the positive electrode and its current collector, and (KexKB  is the resistance of the 

electrical contact between the negative electrode and its current collector. Electrical 

contact resistance (such as feeder electrode to felt or feeder to composite electrode) is a 

major cell voltage component. External contact resistances are not considered.  

The resistances of uniform, isotropic electrical conductors can be calculated from the 

electrical resistivity of the materials, z., 

( = {aL
y|

       (6.13) 

where ( is the electrical resistance of the component and -} is the cross-sectional area 

of the conductor. Electrolytic conductivity, ~ is the reciprocal of electrical resistivity: 

~ = �
{a

       (6.14) 

For comparison purposes, it is convenient to state the conductivity of solutions in 

terms of molar electrolytic conductivity, Λ:  
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Λ = Å
KÇ

       (6.15) 

where, 1É is the bulk concentration. In general, Λ values decrease with increasing 

concentration as a result of ionic interactions and interactions between the ions and the 

solvent. The ionic resistance of a uniform thickness, ion exchange membrane is 

conveniently reported as its area resistance,	(y: 

(y = (,.,-}      (6.16) 

where Ax is the cross-sectional area of the membrane. This can be related to its thickness 

by: 

(y = z.Ñ =
}
Å
      (6.17) 

where Ñ is the uniform thickness of the separator. 

6.4 Parameters Considered in the Calculation 

The high open-circuit cell potential is a major advantage of the Zn-Ce RFB, and is 

dependent on the electroactive surface-area of the positive electrode [22]. The cell 

potential, <K.LL, of the battery was simulated as a function of applied charge/discharge 

current density, k, from its cell potential components given by Equation 6.4 under 

charge transfer controlled kinetics, as represented by Equation 6.9. Other two-

dimensional and dynamic models have used these relationships to successfully simulate 

the operation of various RFBs, including the soluble lead [247], iron-vanadium [248], 

and all-vanadium [249] types. This model considers the effect of the thermodynamic, 

kinetic and Ohmic components on the operational <K.LL, enabling a sensitivity analysis 

for electrolyte resistivity, electrolyte composition (two sets of positive and negative 

electrolytes reported in the literature), temperature and inter-electrode gap. <K.LL was 

evaluated under a range of constant current density charge/discharge from 1 to 100 mA 

cm–2. The effect of temperature was studied between 20 °C and 60 °C at intervals of 10 

°C, a common operating temperature of the Zn-Ce RFB being 50 °C [22]. The effect of 

cell geometry and inter-electrode gap was taken into account by considering an ideal 

parallel-plate flow cell of practical laboratory dimensions. The cell is shown in Figure 

6.2 and its characteristics are summarised in Table 6.1. Both half-cells are symmetrical, 

having flow-by electrodes of 10 × 10 cm within unrestricted channels, and divided by 
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an ion-exchange membrane with a constant electrode-membrane gap of 5 mm. Positive 

and negative electrodes consist of platinised titanium plate and graphitized carbon 

polymer plate, respectively. Uniform current distribution and flow of single-phase 

electrolytes at constant temperature is assumed. The electroactive surface of the 

electrodes is taken as the projected area and parasitic reactions at the electrodes are 

neglected. 

 

Figure 6.2 Model Zn-Ce flow cell with parallel electrodes in the flow-by mode for the 

consideration of electrolyte and membrane Ohmic drops. The manifolds and cell bodies are 

omitted for clarity. 

Table 6.1 Characteristics of the Zn-Ce model unit cell. 

Parameter Details 

Positive electrode  Platinised titanium plate 

Negative electrode Graphitised carbon polymer plate 

Length of electrodes and flow channels, L 10 cm 

Breadth of electrodes and flow channels, B 10 cm 

Negative electrode thickness 0.5 cm 

Titanium current collector thickness 0.5 cm 

Copper current collector thickness 0.5 cm 

Projected geometrical area of each electrode, A 100 cm2 

Electrode-membrane gap or flow channel height of both half-cells, 

S 

0.5 cm 

Cross section area flow channels, Ax 5 cm2 

Inter-electrode gap ca. 1 cm 

Aspect ratio of each half-cell, γ 0.05 

Electrolyte volume in half-cell 50 cm3 

Channel type Unrestricted 

Hydraulic diameter of each half-cell flow channel, de 0.952 cm 

Dimensionless length group of each half-cell channel, Le 0.095 
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Mean linear electrolyte flow velocity, v 1–10 cm s–1 

 

Electrochemical parameters applied in the model along with the properties of 

electrodes, electrolytes and membrane are listed in Table 6.2. Formal potential values of 

1.65 V [103] and –0.76 V vs. SHE were considered for cerium and zinc redox couples, 

respectively. 

Table 6.2 Values of parameters used in the cell voltage model. 

Parameter Details 

Positive electrode surface material Platinum coating on titanium plate 

Negative electrode material Graphitised PVDF polymer plate 

Positive current collector material Titanium 

Negative current collector material Copper 

Positive electrode Pt coating thickness 3.5 µm 

Negative graphitised PVDF electrode resistivity 1 Ω cm 

Copper current collector electric resistance 8.5 × 10–9 Ω 

Titanium current collector electric resistance 2.15 × 10–7 Ω 

Platinum-titanium electrical connection resistance < 0.00 Ω 

Graphitised carbon polymer-copper electrical connection 

resistance 

0.005 Ω 

Membrane type Nafion 117 in proton form 

Membrane hydrated thickness 200 µm 

Membrane resistivity (25 °C) 6.5 Ω cm 

Membrane area resistance (25 °C) 0.13 Ω cm2 [250] 

Membrane area resistance (80 °C) 0.16 Ω cm2 [250] 

Zinc cathodic electron transfer coefficient 0.5 

Zinc anodic electron transfer coefficient 0.5 

Cerium cathodic electron transfer coefficient 0.2 [172] 

Cerium anodic electron transfer coefficient 0.6 [172] 

Exchange current density for Ce in Pt plate (25 °C) 2.8 × 10–3 A cm–2 [107] 

Exchange current density for Ce in Pt plate (50 °C) 4 × 10–3 A cm–2 [107] 

Exchange current density for Zn in PVDF (25 °C) 1.3 × 10–3 A cm–2 [65] 

Exchange current density for Zn in PVDF (50 °C) 3 × 10–3 A cm–2 [65] 

Zn(II) concentration at 50% SOC 1.3 (type 1), 2.35 (type 2) mol dm–3 

Ce(III) concentration at 50% SOC 0.4 (type 1), 0.3 (type 2) mol dm–3 

Ce(IV) concentration 50% SOC 0.4 (type 1), 0.3 (type 2) mol dm–3 

Applied constant current  0.1 – 10 A  

Applied constant current density 1 – 100 mA cm–2 

Temperature of operation 20 – 60 °C 

Type of electrode rate control  Charge transfer 
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The SOC was 50% and reflected in electrolyte concentrations. Cathodic and anodic 

charge transfer coefficient values of 0.2 and 0.6 (in 0.5 sulfuric acid) [172] were used 

for the cerium reaction while in the case of zinc both values were taken as 0.5. The 

electrical resistance of the current collectors was calculated using Equation 6.13 from an 

electrical resistivity of 1.7×10–6 Ω cm (25 °C) [243] and 4.3×10–5 Ω cm (25 °C) [251] 

for copper and titanium, respectively. A value of 1 Ω cm was taken for the electrical 

resistivity of the graphitised carbon-polymer electrode [252]. These values are 

considered constant with temperature since, from 25 °C to 50 °C, the change is 

relatively small, e.g., 0.16×10–6 Ω cm in the case of copper [243]. An electrical 

resistivity of 6.5 Ω cm across the membrane was considered [250], although a slightly 

higher Ohmic drop is observed at increased current density. The resistance of the 

graphitised carbon-polymer/copper current feeder contact was 0.005 Ω. 

6.5 Results and Discussion 

6.5.1 Conductivity of MSA as a function of concentration 

The electrolytic conductivity as a function of molar concentration of aqueous solutions 

of MSA, sulfuric acid [253] and potassium chloride [254] is shown in Figure 6.3 and 

conductivity data for MSA at 25 °C is given in Table 6.3.  

Table 6.3 The conductivity of MSA as a function of molar concentration. 

MSA 
concentration, c / 

mol dm–3 

Electrolytic 
conductivity, ~ / 

mS cm–1 

0.5 161.6 ± 2.0 

1.0 287.7 ± 2.5 

2.0 456.7 ± 4.9 

3.0 521.5 ± 7.4 

4.0 514.0 ± 2.1 

5.0 452.5 ± 2.1 

6.0 370.7 ± 7.3 

 

Sulfuric acid shows significantly higher values; the conductivity of 4 mol dm–3 

sulfuric acid is 838.5 mS cm–1 (26.6 °C) [253], approximately 160 % the value for MSA 
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at 25 °C at the same concentration. The molar conductivities of sulfuric and 

methanesulfonic acids at 25 °C and 1 mol dm–3 are 413.8 and 299.6 S cm2 mol–1, 

respectively [49]. As is typical for strong acids, the conductivity of MSA decreases at 

high concentrations, reaching a value of 0.59 mS cm–1 when it is completely free of 

water [50]. 

 

Figure 6.3 Molar electrolytic conductivity of aqueous methanesulfonic acid compared to 

sulfuric acid [253] and potassium chloride [254] at 25 °C. 

6.5.2 Conductivity of electrolytes as a function of MSA concentration 

The suitability of the electrolytes used in the Zn-Ce RFB was determined during early 

development stages based on the performance of the battery, their stability and the 

decrease of side reactions [21]. Ce(III) concentrations of 0.8 [22] and 0.6 [66] mol dm–3 

were chosen for the positive electrolyte to reach a compromise between maximum 

solubility of Ce(III) and Ce(IV) in MSA solutions. The solubility of Ce(III) is 0.9 mol 

dm–3 in 4.3 mol dm–3 of MSA [47] but higher concentrations can result in the 

precipitation of Ce(IV) slurries [112]. The concentration of Zn(II) was established to 

reduce the amount of hydrogen evolution reaction while maximising zinc content. 

Negative electrolytes with 1.5 mol dm–3 [22] and 2.5 [66] mol dm–3 of Zn(II) have been 

reported. The activities of these concentrated solutions could receive more attention in 

order to elucidate their physicochemical properties, however, in this work they were 

treated as ideal solutions for convenience. 
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A comparison of the conductivity as a function of MSA concentration (in addition to 

the zinc or cerium methanesulfonate) at 25 °C of all the proposed negative and positive 

electrolytes for the Zn-Ce RFB is presented in Figure 6.4. The corresponding data can 

be found in Table 6.4. The concentration of Zn(II) and Ce(III) ions represent the 

electrolyte in a battery at 0% state of charge, i.e., fully discharged. Cerium containing 

electrolytes show a higher conductivity. In all cases, the highest evaluated concentration 

of MSA was determined by the solubility limit of the solutions. The negative electrolyte 

containing 1.5 mol dm–3 Zn(II) has the highest conductivity, reaching a value of 148.7 ± 

10.2 mS cm–1 at the concentration of MSA typically used in the battery (1.0 mol dm–3). 

The conductivity of the solutions containing 2.5 mol dm–3 Zn(II) was much lower, for 

example, the solution with 1.5 mol dm–3 MSA had only 22% of the value of 1.0 mol 

dm–3 MSA. Such a low conductivity is caused by the interaction between the dissolved 

species at these relatively high concentrations, which are expressed also as the 

saturation of these solutions, i.e., they are metastable, as indicated by the crystallisation 

observed after ca. 15 h. These results discourage the use of the 2.5 mol dm–3 Zn(II) 

electrolyte as it would produce higher Ohmic drops in the battery and would be 

vulnerable to sudden crystallisation of the whole volume, if water loss takes place via 

evaporation or via transport through the membrane. 

 

Figure 6.4 Comparison of the conductivity of the electrolytes used in the Zn-Ce RFB as a 

function of excess MSA concentration at 25 °C. 

The positive electrolyte containing 0.6 mol dm–3 Ce(III) has a higher conductivity than 

the electrolyte with 0.8 mol dm–3 Ce(III). At 25 °C, the conductivities of the solutions 
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containing 4.0 mol dm−3 MSA are 256.3±1.5 and 206.7±4.7 mS cm−1, respectively. The 

conductivity of the electrolyte containing 0.6 mol dm−3 Ce(III) and 4.0 mol dm−3 MSA 

is comparable to a related work [109], and is almost the same of a MSA-based mixed 

acid electrolyte containing 0.6 mol dm−3 Ce(III), 4.0 mol dm−3 MSA and 0.5 mol dm−3 

of sulfuric acid (257 mS cm−1 at 25 °C) [182]. The area resistance (proportional to the 

electrolytic conductivity) for several MSA-based mixed acid electrolytes was measured 

by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in the same work, revealing that 

addition of 1 mol dm−3 of sulfuric acid to the electrolyte increased it conductivity. A 

similar strategy is followed in the Zn-Br RFB as KCl is added to the electrolyte in order 

to reduce their resistivity [255], although this promotes deposit roughness. 

Table 6.4 The conductivity of typical electrolytes in the Zn-Ce RFB as a function of excess 

MSA concentration at 25 °C. 

Concentration of excess MSA 

 / mol dm–3 

Electrolytic conductivity, ~ / mS cm–1 

Type 1 Type 2 

0.8M Ce(III)  1.5M Zn(II) 0.6M Ce(III) 2.5M Zn(II) 

0 66.9 ± 5.2 72.8 ± 7.0 58.4 ± 0.9 51.8 ± 5.9 

0.5 - 119.5 ± 7.9 - 61.5 ± 4.5 

1.0 169.7 ± 4.3 148.7 ± 10.2 208.2 ± 7.9 65.7 ± 6.5 

1.5 - 169.0 ± 6.9 - 66.7 ± 3.0 

2.0 230.7 ± 0.6 176.6 ± 2.8 280.0 ± 1.0 - 

3.0 235.7 ± 4.0 164.2 ± 2.6 299.7 ± 10.3 - 

4.0 206.7 ± 4.7 - 256.3 ± 1.5 - 

5.0 166.1 ± 3.2 - 202.3 ± 1.5 - 

 

6.5.3 Conductivity of typical electrolytes as a function of temperature 

The effect of the temperature on the conductivity of the typical electrolytes used in the 

Zn-Ce RFB is shown in Figure 6.5 and its data included in Table 6.5. The characteristic 

linear increment in conductivity can be observed in both cerium and zinc electrolytes, 

with the values increasing nearly 200 % from 20 to 60 °C. At the operating temperature 

of 50 °C, the negative electrolytes containing 1.5 and 2.5 mol dm−3 Zn(II) exhibited 

conductivity values of 210.0±7.2 and 106.1±2.8 mS cm–1, respectively. As observed in 

the previous section, the concentrated zinc electrolyte showed the lowest conductivity, 
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under half the value of the other negative electrolyte. At the same temperature, the 

positive electrolytes with 0.6 and 0.8 mol dm−3 Ce(III) showed conductivities of 

453.67±5.86 and 327.7±3.5 mS cm–1, respectively. A less pronounced conductivity 

increase has been observed in an electrolyte containing 0.6 mol dm−3 Ce(III), 4.0 mol 

dm−3 MSA and 0.5 mol dm−3 sulfuric acid [182]. The increment occurred from 257 mS 

cm−1 at 25 °C to 266 mS cm−1 at 40 °C. The conductivity of 4.0 mol dm−3 MSA is 514.0 

± 2.1 mS cm–1 at 25 °C. In general, the conductivity of the solution is reduced at a 

higher concentration of metallic ions. 

 

Figure 6.5 Effect of temperature on the conductivity of the electrolytes used in the Zn-Ce RFB. 

 

Table 6.5 Conductivity of the typical electrolytes of the Zn-Ce RFB as a function of 

temperature. 

Temperature, 

T / °C 

Electrolytic conductivity, ~ / mS cm–1 

Type 1 Type 2 

0.8M Ce(III) 

+ 4.0M 

MSA 

1.5M Zn(II) + 

1.0M MSA 

0.6M Ce(III) 

+ 3.5M MSA 

2.5M Zn(II) + 

1.5M MSA 

20 190.0 ± 4.4 123.0 ± 3.6 251.7 ± 5.1 51.5 ± 4.6 
25 218.7 ± 6.8 136.7 ± 5.5 277.3 ± 4.7 - 
30 238.0 ± 6.1 152.6 ± 5.4 304.3 ± 3.8 68.5 ± 3.2 
40 297.3 ± 3.5 180.0 ± 5.9 355.3 ± 5.7 86.1 ± 2.9 
50 327.6 ± 3.5 210.0 ± 7.2 453.7 ± 5.9 106.1 ± 2.8 
60 376.6 ± 1.5 238.7 ± 9.0 512.0 ± 7.0 125.9 ± 1.8 
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The same trends can be observed in the converted resistivity values shown in Figure 

6.6 and shown in Table 6.6. In this case, the resistivity decreases at higher temperatures 

and the positive electrolytes show lower values than the negative electrolytes. Under 

this scheme, the 2.5 mol dm−3 Zn(II) negative electrolyte has a significantly higher 

resistivity than the others. 

 

Figure 6.6 Effect of temperature on the resistivity of the electrolytes used in the Zn-Ce RFB. 

 

Table 6.6 Resistivity of the typical electrolytes of the Zn-Ce RFB as a function of temperature. 

Temperature, T / °C Electrolytic resistivity, z / Ω cm 

Type 1 Type 2 

0.8M Ce(III) 

+ 4.0M MSA 

1.5M Zn(II) + 

1.0M MSA 

0.6M Ce(III) 

+ 3.5M MSA 

2.5M Zn(II) + 

1.5M MSA 

20 5.3 ± 0.1 8.1 ± 0.2 4.0 ± 0.1 19.5 ± 1.8 
25 4.6 ± 0.1 7.3 ± 0.3 3.6 ± 0.1 -- 
30 4.2 ± 0.1 6.6 ± 0.2 3.3 ± 0.0 14.6 ± 0.7 
40 3.4 ± 0.0 5.6 ± 0.2 2.8 ± 0.1 11.6 ± 0.4 
50 3.0 ± 0.0 4.8 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.0 9.4 ± 0.2 
60 2.6 ± 0.0 4.2 ±0.1 1.9 ± 0.0 7.9 ± 0.1 
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6.5.4 Influence of SOC on the conductivity of typical electrolytes  

Conductivity measurements of type 1 electrolytes in an operating flow cell at 52% and 

88% SOC permitted to obtain an estimation of the variation range in operating 

conditions. The conductivity of the positive electrolyte at an operating temperature of 

50 °C increased from 327.6 mS cm–1 at 0% SOC to 375 mS cm–1 at 52% SOC and 

subsequently decreased to 370 mS cm–1 at 88% SOC. When cooled to 25 °C the 

electrolyte at 88 % SOC showed a value of 250 mS cm–1. The conductivity of the 

negative electrolyte increased markedly with the removal of Zn(II) from the solution at 

50 °C, from 210 mS cm–1 at 0% SOC to 510 mS cm–1 at 88% SOC as defined by the 

concentration of Ce(IV), and 364 mS cm–1 when cooled to 25 °C. 

6.5.5 Electrochemical effect of MSA in the positive electrolyte 

Cyclic voltammetry of type 1 and type 2 electrolytes, containing 0.8 and 0.6 mol dm–3 

of Ce(III) with increasing amounts of MSA is presented in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8, 

respectively. In both cases, the potential for the oxidation peaks shifted towards more 

negative values with higher concentration of MSA, which decreases the anodic-cathodic 

peak separation. Further, as the diffusivity of Ce(III) diminishes with increasing 

concentration of MSA, the height of the oxidation peaks is also reduced in accordance 

to the Randles-Sevcik equation. This gives the appearance of more defined peaks 

against the OER current. The heights of the cathodic peaks suggest that the amount of 

oxidised Ce(III) in the forward scan is slightly higher when using 2 mol dm–3 MSA, 

decreasing slightly as more MSA is added to the solutions. Yet, higher concentrations of 

excess MSA are required in the battery in order to allow the dissolution of practical 

amounts of cerium [22]. 

The height of the reduction current density peak was similar for the two concentrations 

of Ce(III) but at 0.8 mol dm–3 the oxidations peaks were higher. Ce(III) solutions 

lacking excess MSA produced no significant oxidation or reduction current density 

peaks (not shown), indicating that the availability of Ce ions depends on the presence of 

free MSA and H+ ions. The unidentified small reduction peak visible at –0.08 V vs. 

Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) was also present in the background electrolyte. 
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Figure 6.7 Effect of concentration of excess MSA on the cyclic voltammogram of 0.8 mol dm–3 

Ce(CH3SO3)3 at a Pt electrode. Temperature: 25 °C. 

 

Figure 6.8 Effect of concentration of excess MSA on the cyclic voltammogram of 0.6 mol dm–3 

Ce(CH3SO3)3 at a Pt electrode. Temperature: 25 °C. 

6.5.6 Effect of excess MSA in the negative electrolyte 

Cyclic voltammograms of the electrodeposition of zinc from type 1 and 2 electrolytes 

(containing 1.5 and 2.5 mol dm–3 of Zn, respectively) with increasing MSA 

concentration are presented in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10, respectively. Solubility limit 

determined the maximum concentration of excess MSA evaluated. The cyclic 

voltammograms showed an almost linear cathodic current density increment during the 

reduction of zinc due to the phase change from solution to solid deposit and high 

concentration of the active species. The linear distortion of the oxidation peak during 

the return potential sweep is also caused by the resistor-like behaviour of these 
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concentrated solutions. Some zinc re-dissolution continued after the end of the main 

oxidation peaks, probably due to its absorption into the porous C-composite surface. 

In the case of the solutions containing 1.5 mol dm–3 of zinc, increasing concentration 

of excess MSA produced higher current density values and slopes for the reduction 

process, showing little change over 1.5 mol dm–3 of the acid. This coincides with the 

observation of H2 bubbles when using 2.0 mol dm–3 and 3.0 mol dm–3 MSA. Oxidation 

peaks showed the same increment trend. Except for the solution free from additional 

MSA, the electrodeposition onset potential was –1.18 V vs. SCE. 

 

Figure 6.9 Effect of concentration of excess MSA on the cyclic voltammogram of 1.5 mol dm–3 

Zn(CH3SO3)2 at a glassy carbon electrode. Temperature: 25 °C. 

 

Figure 6.10 Effect of concentration of excess MSA on the cyclic voltammogram of 2.5 mol   

dm–3 Zn(CH3SO3)2 at a glassy carbon electrode. Temperature: 25 °C. 
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It appears that higher availability of acid (lower pH) is beneficial to the 

electrodeposition reaction before HER becomes predominant. The slope of the linear 

increment of current density produced by the electrodeposition showed little change 

when the solutions contained 2.5 mol dm–3 of Zn. The onset potential to the 

electrodeposition decreased from –1.15 V to –1.17 V vs. SCE as the MSA content was 

higher. Apparently, the quantity of available zinc is close to a limit at this concentration. 

The height of the oxidation peaks was also similar, although an increment is observed 

from the solution without excess MSA. 

6.5.7 Open circuit cell potential variation with SOC 

The variation of <K.LLMB  with SOC for the two sets of electrolytes calculated using 

Equation 6.3, the associated change in Zn concentration and Equation 6.8 is presented in 

Figure 6.11. A typical profile for batteries is observed, with a steep potential increase 

from 0 to ca. 10% SOC and then from 90 to 100%. A near linear relationship prevails 

between ca. 20 to 80% SOC, for a typical change in SOC under deep discharge 

operation. The potential values are marginally higher when using Type 1 electrolytes. A 

change in temperature from 25 to 50 °C (not shown) produces an insignificant effect on 

these Nernstian potential values. 

 

Figure 6.11 Open-circuit potential of the Zn-Ce RFB vs. SOC with different electrolyte 

compositions at 25 °C. 
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6.5.8 Ideal cell potential vs. constant current charge and discharge 

Figure 6.12 illustrates the calculated potential losses associated to each cell potential 

component for a discharge current density of 20 mA cm–2 using type 1 electrolytes at 50 

% SOC and 50 °C. The Ohmic drops are given as a function of the distance across the 

model cell, i.e., the thickness of the physical components, 0 mm indicating the outer 

surface of the copper current collector. The vertical lines represent the electrode 

potential minus the activation overpotential for each half-cell reaction. The 

overpotential for the positive electrode reaction (Ce(IV) reduction) is significantly 

larger compared to that of the negative electrode reaction (Zn oxidation) due to its lower 

electron transfer coefficient, see Table 6.2. With appropriate electrical connections, the 

Ohmic drop produced by conductive elements, such as electrodes and current feeders, is 

comparatively low. In contrast, activation overpotentials and electrolyte resistance 

account for most of the potential drop, particularly the positive electrode overpotential. 

Electrolyte resistance is significant in both negative and positive half-cells and it can be 

reduced by using a zero-gap electrode architecture. This analysis is useful to identify 

cell components which require attention in order to maximise the cell potential. 

 

Figure 6.12 Potential vs. distance caused by the cell potential components in a model Zn-Ce 

flow cell under constant current discharge (20 mA cm–2) using type 1 electrolytes at 50 % SOC 

and 50 °C. 
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The simulated <K.LL vs. current density for the model cell under discharge using type 1 

electrolytes at representative conditions of 50% SOC and 50 °C is shown in Figure 

6.13a). Under these conditions, activation overpotentials at the electrode are the main 

potential loss component, surpassing the Ohmic drop. <K.LL during charging, as shown 

in Figure 6.13b). Here, overpotentials are lower than during discharge with the 

consequence of being surpassed by Ohmic loses over ca. 35 mA cm–2. The kinetic 

overpotentials are lower during the charge as a result of the dissimilar values for the 

cathodic, rK, and anodic, rÜ, electron transfer coefficients for the cerium reaction, with 

values of 0.2 and 0.6, respectively [172]. The simulated <K.LL vs. current density for the 

model cell under discharge using type 2 is shown in Figure 6.14a). The overpotential 

loss is comparable to that taking place with type 1 electrolytes but the Ohmic loses are 

significantly higher, dominating over ca. 70 mA cm–2. Figure 6.14b) shows the same for 

the charge process, the Ohmic loss becomes higher than overpotentials at ca. 20 mA 

cm–2. In both cases, lower <K.LL is obtained due to the higher ionic resistivity of the type 

2 negative electrolyte (see Table 6.6). 

 

Figure 6.13 Cell potential as function of applied current density for a) discharge and b) charge 

in a Zn-Ce unit flow cell using type 1 electrolytes at 50% SOC at its operating temperature (50 

°C). Loss contributions of resistive components and overpotentials are shown as subtractions 

from the open circuit potential. 
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Figure 6.14 Cell potential as function of applied current density for a) discharge and b) charge 

in a Zn-Ce unit flow cell using type 2 electrolytes at 50% SOC at its operating temperature (50 

°C). Loss contributions of resistive components and overpotentials are shown as subtractions 

from the open circuit potential. 

Figure 6.15a) shows the predicted results at different temperatures for the model cell 

discharging with type 1 electrolyte. The main effect observed in these curves is the 

decrease of the resistivity of the electrolyte with the temperature. As the temperature 

increases, the Ohmic loss caused by the electrolytes also decreases. In addition to the 

improved kinetics of the cerium reaction at higher temperature [107], this effect 

contributes to improve the performance of the battery. 

Figure 6.15b) shows that with type 2 electrolytes this effect is more significant due to 

the higher resistivity of the negative electrolyte. The <K.LL at various applied current 

density values during the charge process can be seen in Figure 6.16. In this case, 

contribution of overpotential and Ohmic components produces an increase in the 

absolute value of <K.LL, which is lower at increased temperatures for a determined 

current density value. As mentioned before, the high ionic resistivity of type 2 

electrolytes result in higher <K.LL during battery charging. 
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Figure 6.15 Comparison of the effect of temperature on the discharge cell potential for a Zn-Ce 

unit cell with a) type 1 and b) type 2 electrolyte composition at 50% SOC. 

 

Figure 6.16 Comparison of the effect of temperature on the charge cell potential for a Zn-Ce 

unit cell with a) type 1 and b) type 2 electrolyte composition at 50% SOC. 

As expected, the previous plots reveal that high <K.LL values during discharge can only 

be achieved at very low current densities which can easily been achieved by using high 

surface-area porous electrodes. To maintain <K.LL over 2 V, it is necessary to operate 

under ca. 20 mA cm–1, as defined by the geometrical area of the electrodes in the model 

cell. According to the model, a cell potential of 2.2 V requires a current density of ca. 5 
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mA cm–2. In comparison, the hybrid Zn-Br RFB can typically discharge at 15-30 mA 

cm–2 [239]. Potential drop values are consistent with those observed using carbon felt 

and platinum mesh [22]. A low current density is also required under charge to 

minimise <K.LL and obtain high voltage efficiency. In both cases, a high current density 

(common in planar, 2-D electrodes) results in unacceptable potential losses. Moreover, 

low current densities also prevent gas evolution. 

The prevention of Ohmic losses has an important role in cell and stack design, as it 

comprises the electrical resistance of electrodes, external circuits and, importantly, the 

connection between current feeders and electrodes. The last value can change by an 

order of magnitude depending on mechanical compression and binding material. In a 

utility-scale RFB, area resistance values up to 11 Ω cm2 during discharge (400 A) in 

modules with 200 cells 0.75 m × 0.75 m electrode size have been observed [256]. In 

contrast, a laboratory cell with feeder-electrode contact problems exhibited 40 Ω cm2 

during charge at 10 mA cm–2 [66]. In short-term laboratory studies silver-loaded epoxy 

resin can help to obtain electrical connections in short duration studies in small 

laboratory cells but experience has shown that such metal-loaded adhesives are not 

sufficiently chemically or electrochemically stable at practical currents in the longer 

term. 

6.5.9 Effect of inter-electrode gap on cell potential 

Figure 6.17 shows the predicted potential loss during discharge with increasing inter-

electrode gap for the model cell using type 1 electrolytes at 50% SOC and 50 °C. 

Naturally, larger inter-electrode (or electrode-membrane) distance decreases the value 

of <K.LL as a result of increased electrolyte resistance. The losses are more important at 

high current density, showing again the advantage of porous electrodes with high-

surface area. The losses are more important at high current density, showing again the 

advantage of porous electrodes with high-surface area. It should be noted that only a 

fraction of the total surface of these electrodes is used and there is an optimal thickness 

established by the potential distribution. To maximise battery performance, flow cell 

and reactor design ought to maintain small inter-electrode gaps. An inter-electrode gap 

of 2.0 mm has been used in some advanced utility-scale RFBs [257]. 
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Figure 6.17 Estimated increasing Ohmic losses with larger inter-electrode gaps. Type 1 

electrolyte at 50 °C and discharge from 50% SOC. 

6.5.10 Experimental cell potential vs. constant current in Zn-Ce RFB  

Figure 6.18 shows the measured <K.LL in the laboratory Zn-Ce flow cell evaluated at 

discharge current densities up to a 100 mA cm–2 using different positive electrode 

structures. The use of a planar Pt/Ti electrode subjects the cell to a dramatic potential 

drop, decreasing the value of <K.LL from 2.37 to 0.62 V after applying a current density 

of 10 mA cm–2. Increasing the mean linear flow velocity in the cell from 4 up to 18 cm 

s–1 had a limited effect, effectively shifting the potential drop to 20 mA cm–2. This flow-

by configuration is similar to the ideal model cell considered in the estimation of the 

relationship between <K.LL and k in the previous sections. The comparison against Figure 

6.13 reveals that the results from the calculation are far from the expected values. On 

the other hand, when the Pt/Ti mesh (a porous electrode) was used, the potential loss 

was much less acute, even at a static electrolyte. This potential drop diminishes as the 

mean linear flow velocity in the cell is increased to 8.45 cm s–1, in which case the <K.LL 

vs. k is comparable with the results calculated with the ideal model cell with 2-D 

electrodes, <K.LL falling from 2.37 V at <K.LLMB 	to 1.62 V at 100 mA cm–2. 
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Figure 6.18 Measured cell potential of the laboratory Zn-Ce RFB as a function of applied 

discharge current density evaluated over a range of mean linear flow velocity. Type 1 

electrolytes at 50% SOC and 50 °C.  

The OER is most likely responsible the discrepancy between the calculated values for 

the ideal flow-cell with 2-D electrodes and the measurements obtained with the Pt/Ti 

plate. Small bubbles, observed in the positive half-cell during charge and in larger 

quantities during discharge, can produce significant Ohmic drops in flow reactors by 

increasing the resistivity of the electrolyte [258] and by shielding the electrode surface 

[259]. This would explain why the <K.LL vs. k relationship is closer to the calculated 

values when using the Pt/Ti mesh over mean linear flow velocities of 2 cm–1, conditions 

that would flush and/or detach bubbles from the electrodes. Future work should 

consider the contribution of bubble formation to estimate the cell potential more 

accurately. Multi-physics models are better suited for this study. 

In order to confirm that the potential drop was taking place at the positive electrode, 

the individual cell potentials for the positive and negative half-cells were measured. The 

results are shown in Figure 6.19. Clearly, the potential drop takes place at the positive 

electrode, indicating that either the OER or an unexpectedly high kinetic overpotential 

for the Ce(IV) reduction. Polarization curves and time-dependant experiments 

measuring limiting current over potential values will be performed to determine if this is 

also related with the regime of the cell (reactant depletion under mass transport control). 

In contrast, the 2-D Zn-covered electrode experiences a potential drop 0.08 V of at 100 

mA cm–2, consistent with its fast kinetics and lack of gas evolution. 
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Figure 6.19 Measured cell potential and individual electrode potentials of the laboratory Zn-Ce 

RFB using a mesh Pt/Ti electrode as a function of applied discharge current density in a static 

electrolyte. Type 1 electrolytes at 50% SOC and 50 °C. 

6.6 Conclusions 

• Low current density charge and discharge are required to take full advantage of 

the high cell potential of the Zn-Ce RFB. These can only be achieved by using 

high surface-area electrodes in combination with highly conductive electrolytes.  

• The ionic conductivity of the positive and negative type 1 electrolytes at 0% 

SOC and 25 °C (0.8 mol dm–3 Ce(III) and 1.5 mol dm–3 Zn(II)) is 206.7±4.7 mS 

cm−1 148.7 ± 10.2 mS cm–1, respectively. The negative electrolyte type 2 shows 

the lowest conductivity value, 66.7 ± 3.0 mS cm–1. 

• The cell potential is affected, to a lesser extent, by the changes of conductivity of 

the electrolyte produced by temperature, although operating at low current 

densities makes these effects non-significant.  

• Inter-electrode gaps should be minimised in flow-by RFB cells in order to 

prevent cell potential losses. The advantage of a zero-gap cell architecture with 

flow-by electrodes is confirmed. 
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6.7 Perspectives 

An accurate model for the <K.LL vs. k relationship in the Zn-Ce RFB unit cell (or any 

RFB with some degree of gas evolution) should take into account the change in 

electrolyte resistivity produced by gas bubbles [258,259]. Dynamic multi-physics 

models capable of describing charge-discharge cycles taking into account electrolyte 

flow, potential and current distribution at the electrodes, ageing effects, transport 

through the ion exchange membrane and evolution of bubbles at the positive electrode 

should be developed for the Zn-Ce system and constitute an opportunity for research. 
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Chapter 7: Electrodeposition of Platinum on 
Titanium Felt and Micromesh in a 
Parallel Plate Flow Cell 

7.1 Introduction 

The electrochemical conversion of cerium ions in aqueous methanesulfonic acid 

(MSA) for industrial [5] and energy storage [21] applications requires porous, flow-by 

platinised titanium (Pt/Ti) electrodes. These electrodes encompass high catalytic 

activity, corrosion resistance and low cost (in comparison to bulk platinum electrodes). 

Pt/Ti mesh electrodes have enabled the anodic production of Ce(IV) in flow reactors for 

the electrosynthesis of tetrahydroquinone [48] and vitamin K3 [260] at scales of up to 

400 tonnes per year, while the Ce(IV) oxidant has been used in the nuclear 

decommissioning industry [261] and in the disposal of hazardous organics [38]. 

Recently, Pt/Ti meshes have been used as the positive electrode in a number of 

proposed cerium-based redox flow batteries (RFBs). Such devices include: divided and 

undivided Zn-Ce [21], V-Ce [9,10,12,13], Pb-Ce [15], H2-Ce half-fuel cell [16,18], and 

a Ce-Ce concentration cell [6]. In previous work [229], Pt/Ti micromesh and Pt/Ti felt 

electrodes have been considered for the Zn-Ce RFB, quantifying the performance 

enhancement over mesh and planar electrodes for cerium ion redox: 

  Ce(III)− e– ⇄ Ce(IV)  <= =	+1.74 V vs. SHE    (7.1) 

The manufacture of Pt/Ti planar and mesh electrodes often involves the repeated 

immersion of titanium sheets in a solution followed by the thermal decomposition of the 

precursor in a tunnel furnace [262]. DSA anodes for the chlor-alkali process are 

manufactured on a large scale in this fashion [263] while industrial Pt/Ti electrodes are 

produced by electrodeposition of platinum on titanium after the application of a noble 

metal oxide inter-coating, typically IrOx [263]. Electrodeposition of platinum from acid 

and alkaline stirred plating baths is well-known and has many applications [264,265], 
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such as anodes for electroplating of chromium and gold or cathodic protection of steel 

in seawater. Aqueous electrodeposition of platinum affords several advantages over 

more hazardous, unstable and costly solvents, such as organics and ionic liquids. 

Similarly, electrodeposition in stirred and flowing baths is relatively simple in 

comparison to the more expensive chemical vapour deposition (CVP), physical vapour 

deposition (CVP), or the ‘dip/spray and bake’ methods which can prove wasteful of 

materials, difficult to control and tedious to scale-up. 

This study considers practical aspects of the electrodeposition of platinum on titanium 

micromesh and felt in a filter-press flow cell. Such three-dimensional plated structures 

provide several advantages for a number of electrochemical technologies [263], 

including surface area enhancement and mass transport improvement. An alkaline 

plating solution was preferred over an acidic chloride bath in order to reduce hydrogen 

evolution [264]. An advantage of this technique is that the plating solution flowing 

through the porous material reduces mass transport limitations. In addition, this 

provides an alternative solution to the difficulties found when a highly porous thick felt 

material needs to be impregnated with a relatively viscous precursor under non-uniform 

heating/cooling conditions. The electrodeposition of platinum using flow cells is 

unusual and seldom reported in the literature. Few examples include a rectangular 

channel (breadth 10 cm, length 18 cm) Pt/Ti electrode for a hydrodynamic study [266] 

and a cylindrical (diameter 3 mm, length 20 mm) platinum plated reticulated vitreous 

carbon glucose sensor [267]. 

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is especially well-suited to study the distribution of 

metal deposits on porous materials as well the characteristics of the substrate itself 

[268], ranging from the macro to the micro scale. Examples of CT analysis applied to 

flow through electrodes include the porosity distribution of carbon-based gas diffusion 

layers (GDL) for fuel cells [269]; porosity, surface area and mass transport properties of 

carbon felt for the all-vanadium RFB [270,271]; and the analysis of electrodeposited 

copper in a flow cell with reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) electrodes [272]. 
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7.2 Experimental Section 

7.2.1 Solutions 

The aqueous electroplating solutions were made in batches of 50 cm3 by dissolving 20 

g dm–3 (0.049 mol dm–3) of hexachloroplatinic(IV) acid (H2PtCl6) with a platinum mass 

fraction of approximately 40% (Fischer Scientific Ltd., UK) in a 0.1 mol dm–3 NaOH 

support electrolyte of pH 13 [264] at 22 °C. Deionised water of 4.3 µS cm–1 

conductivity was used. H2PtCl6 yields hexahydroxoplatinic(IV) acid (H2Pt(OH)6) in 

alkaline media [34]; the compound precipitates near neutral pH [273] but the prepared 

orange coloured solutions showed complete stability during the experiments. The 

kinematic viscosity of the NaOH support solution was measured with an Oswald 

viscometer. Its value was 9.1 × 10–3 cm2 s–1 at 25 °C. 

7.2.2 Experimental arrangement 

The electrodeposition of platinum on titanium micromesh and felt materials, used as 

the negative electrode (as cathode) in a two-compartment filter-press flow cell, was 

performed in the experimental arrangement shown in Figure 7.1. 

 

Figure 7.1 Experimental arrangement for the electrodeposition of platinum on titanium 

micromesh and felt. a) using a direct current power supply under galvanostatic control and b) at 

a constant electrode potential using a potentiostat. 
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For convenience, the two half-cells were separated by a NafionÒ 112 (Dupont Co, 

USA) ion exchange membrane. As shown in Figure 7.2, the negative flow channel was 

occupied by the titanium porous structure while the positive flow channel contained 

inert polypropylene meshes (internal aperture 4.6 × 4.2 mm, pitch 6.8 × 8.0 mm, 

thickness 1.3 mm) to maintain a constant separation between the membrane and the 

Pt/Ti plate or a PVDF graphitised carbon-polymer counter-electrode. Such plastic 

meshes are usually called inert ‘turbulence promoters’ (ITP). Silicone gaskets between 

the acrylic flow frames ensured hydraulic sealing via mechanical compression. 

 

Figure 7.2 a) Rectangular channel of the flow cell used during the electroplating of the porous 

titanium materials. An ion exchange membrane separates the positive and negative half-cells. 

For clarity, acrylic polymer bodies have been omitted and the current collectors have been cut to 

the same size of the electrodes. The plating solution flows upward in the vertical (Z axis) 

direction. b) Disposition of the Pt/Ti felt electrode and its current collector. The grid pattern 

represents the porous felt. 

The plating solution in the negative half-cell and the supporting electrolyte in the 

positive half-cell were recirculated with Masterflex L/S (Cole-Parmer Co, USA) 

peristaltic pumps. The electrolyte reservoirs were fitted with water jackets allowing 

temperature control within ±0.5 °C with the aid of a thermostatic water bath (Grant 
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Instruments Ltd, UK). During the potentiostatic coating of the micromesh, the cell was 

controlled with an Autolab potentiostat (Metrohm AG, The Netherlands). In this case, a 

three-electrode cell configuration was adopted and the electrode potential was measured 

via Luggin capillary against a Hg|HgO reference electrode. The galvanostatic coating of 

the felts was performed using a EX752M power supply (TT Instruments, UK). The two 

modes of electrical control are shown in Figure 7.1. 

7.3 Electrodeposition of Platinum on Titanium 

7.3.1 Reduction of platinum 

In an alkaline media, the electrodeposition of platinum takes place from the reduction 

of Pt(IV) species [264]. Note that the plating solution in this work, was prepared using 

HXPtClä, but HXPt(OH)ä is the predominant Pt(IV) species as the high concentration of 

hydroxyl ions used (pH = 13) shifts the equilibrium to the right hand side of the 

following reaction [34]: 

    HXPtClä + 6OH– ⇄ HXPt(OH)ä + 6Cl–    (7.2) 

The overall electrodeposition reaction can be stated as: 

    HXPt(OH)ä + 4e– ⇄ Pt+ 2HXO + 4OH–    (7.3) 

However, as pointed out by Hubbard and Anson [274] and later by Yadav et al. [275], 

hydrolysis intermediates of the form HXPt(OH)}Clät} could also be present in the 

solution. In this case, the Pt(IV) overall reduction reaction would be: 

   Pt(OH)}Clät}
Xt + 4e– ⇄ Pt+ xOH– + (6 − x)Cl–   (7.4) 

The exact reduction mechanism of platinum ions in alkaline conditions has not been 

resolved in the literature but is likely to involve at least two steps. In contrast, it is 

known that Pt(IV) reduction takes place in two or three steps in acidic chloride baths 

(see references in [276]). 

Hydrogen evolution is a common secondary reaction and causes low efficiencies 

during the platinum electrodeposition: 
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     2HXO + 2e– ⇄ HX + 2OH–     (7.5) 

By using alkaline baths with a pH of 10, the current efficiency can reach 

approximately 50% [264]. 

7.3.2 Origin and manufacture of electrodes 

The electroplated Pt/Ti micromesh and Pt/Ti felt electrodes presented in this work 

were constructed using of-the-shelf titanium materials. In order to provide a reliable 

electrical connection, the titanium materials to be plated were spot-welded to titanium 

plates which details are provided below. For comparison purposes, commercial Pt/Ti 

plate and Pt/Ti expanded mesh electrodes (Magneto BV, The Netherlands) were also 

studied. The characteristics and dimensions of the electrodes are given in Table 7.1. 

Optical photographs and details of the pore dimensions of the electrodes can be found in 

[229]. The nominal platinum coating thickness of commercial electrodes was 3.5 µm, 

which is equivalent to a platinum loading of 7 mg cm–2. The Pt/Ti plate had a thickness 

of 3 mm and was covered in one side. The Pt/Ti mesh electrode was made up by a stack 

of three meshes (internal aperture 3.2 mm × 7.1 mm, pitch 6.8 mm × 10.1 mm, 

thickness 2.4 mm) welded to a 3 mm thick titanium plate. The meshes were entirely 

covered by platinum and also the plate on the side next to them. The mesh stack had 

dimensions of 60 mm × 42 mm × 7.4 mm. 

Table 7.1 Origin, manufacturing method, porosity and hydraulic dimensions of the Pt/Ti flow 

cell electrodes. 

Electrode Origin Manufacturing 
method 

Porosity, 
é 

Length, 
3 / cm 

Breadth, 
# / cm 

Height, 
" / cm 

Equivalent 
hydraulic 

diameter, è. / cm 

Pt/Ti plate 
+ ITP 

Supplied Electrodeposition 0.78 6.0 4.0 0.355 0.652 

Pt/Ti mesh Supplied Electrodeposition 0.71 6.0 4.2 0.740 1.258 

Pt/Ti 
micromesh 

In-house Potentiostatic 
electrodeposition 

0.53 6.0 4.0 0.255 0.479 

Pt/Ti felt 
(A, B and 

C) 

In-house Galvanostatic 
electrodeposition 

0.80 6.0 4.0 0.36 0.661 
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As shown in Figure 7.3, the Pt/Ti micromesh electrode consisted on a stack of sixteen 

intercalated flat titanium meshes (Dexmet Co., USA) kept together by 9 welding spots 

on a 0.9 mm thick titanium plate (Alfa Aesar Ltd., UK). In this notation, the 1st and 16th 

micromesh are adjacent to the membrane and negative current collector, respectively. 

The dimensions of the micromesh are: internal aperture 375 µm × 625 µm, pitch 670 

µm × 1000 µm, thickness 170 µm. In order to provide space for the flowing solution, 

the pieces of flat mesh were alternated with smaller 60 mm × 5 mm pieces of the same 

material at the opposite sides of the stack along the acrylic flow channel. The porous 

electrodes had overall dimensions of 60 mm × 40 mm × 2.5 mm. 

 

Figure 7.3 a) Disposition of the Pt/Ti micromesh electrode and its current collector. The grid 

pattern represents the micromesh. b) Exploded view of the Pt/Ti micromesh stack cathode in the 

negative half-cell and the Pt/Ti plate anode in the positive half-cell as present the membrane-

divided flow cell. The turbulence promoters within the positive half-cell are also shown. For 

clarity, polymer cell frames are omitted. 

The Pt/Ti felt electrode was constructed from a 3.6 mm thick sheet of sintered, 

diffusion bonded titanium fibres (NV Bekaert SA, Belgium); see Figure 7.2. Individual 

fibres with irregular cross-sections of which the longest side length is 42.3±4.4 µm 

make up the bulk of the rigid material. Its volumetric porosity, é, is 0.80 and its average 

density 0.88 g cm–3. The surface area per unit volume of the bare titanium felt is 

approximately 255.8 cm–1; value from CT, vide infra. The overall dimensions of the 

electrode were 60 mm × 40 mm × 3.6 mm. The piece of felt to be plated was spot-
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welded to a 0.9 mm titanium plate. A similar material, non-sintered Pt/Ti felt (surface 

area 60-90 cm–1, equivalent diameter 50-60 µm), has been used by Olin Corp. as an 

electrode for the oxidation of sodium chlorite to chlorine dioxide [277]. It is understood 

that Pt/Ti felt is currently used in water electrolysers and it has also been evaluated for 

ozone generation [278], NH3 electrosynthesis [279], and unitised reversible fuel cells 

[280]. 

7.3.3 Surface preparation of titanium substrates 

Before electroplating, the titanium substrates were chemically etched in a flowing 

solution containing 10% volume/weight of oxalic acid at 80 °C [281]. For this purpose, 

one of the hydraulic circuits of the system shown in Figure 7.1 was arranged so that the 

etching solution passed only through the single half-cell holding the substrate of 

interest; no membrane or electrical connections were required. The etching solution was 

pumped until a dark brown solution colour developed [281], representing approximately 

2 hours and 0.5 hour for the micromesh and the felt, respectively. The oxalic acid 

solution was used as an alternative to traditional hot HCl or H2SO4, with the aim to 

avoid the possibility of excessive dissolution of the fine titanium fibres, which has been 

observed previously [279]. In the case of the felt, additional stronger etching was 

applied before a second and third platinum electrodeposition steps in order to improve 

the uniformity of the deposit. The etching involved an extended oxalic acid treatment 

for 4 hours (until brown colouration of the solution), followed by etching in 6.0 mol 

dm–3 HCl at 80 °C for 1 hour and in 1.0 mol dm–3 aqueous H2O2 at 80 °C for 0.5 hour. 

No evidence of corrosion or mechanical deterioration of the felt was observed. The flow 

system was thoroughly cleaned with deionised water after each etching procedure. 

7.3.4 Electrodeposition of Pt/Ti micromesh electrode 

After placing the micromesh stack as the working electrode, a volume of 50 cm3 of the 

plating solution was continuously pumped throughout the electrode at a mean linear 

flow velocity of 8 cm s–1. The solution temperature was maintained at 75 °C during 

electrodeposition. These flow conditions represent a Reynolds number ((' = :è./ë) of 

approximately 710, where è. is the equivalent hydraulic diameter of the rectangular 

flow channel,	: is the mean linear electrolyte velocity and ë is the kinematic viscosity 

of the fluid. The supporting electrolyte (0.1 mol dm–3 NaOH) flowed through the 
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positive half-cell under similar conditions. A summary of the electroplating conditions 

is given in Table 7.2. 

Table 7.2 Conditions for the electrodeposition of platinum on titanium micromesh and felt. 

Variable Value 

Hexachloroplatinic(IV) acid concentration 20 g dm–3 

NaOH concentration 0.1 mol dm–3 

Electrolyte mean linear flow rate 8.0 cm s–1 

Kinematic viscosity of NaOH solution at 75 °C, ë 5.4 × 10–3 cm2 s–1 

Channel Reynolds number (micromesh) ≈ 710 

Channel Reynolds number (felt) ≈ 980 

Temperature, d 75 °C 

 

The electrodeposition of platinum was performed at a constant potential of –0.2 V vs. 

Hg|HgO(sat.). As the process continued, no significant hydrogen evolution was observed 

while the orange colouration of the plating solution became less intense over time until 

it became colourless. At this point, profuse hydrogen evolution started and the cell was 

disconnected. The platinum ions in solution were completely consumed, as confirmed 

by both tin(II) chloride and potassium iodide spot tests [282]. 

7.3.5 Electrodeposition of Pt/Ti felt electrodes 

The titanium felt underwent three electrodeposition steps. The first one was the same 

as the described in the previous paragraph, with the exception of the Reynolds number, 

which is approximately 980 at the mean linear flow velocity of 8 cm s–1 (see Table 7.2). 

The resulting material was termed ‘Pt/Ti felt A’. As discussed in Section 7.6, the 

platinum coverage was low. As a result, the same material was plated a second and third 

time at 100 mA cm–2 (calculated from the geometrical projected area of the electrode) 

after the additional chemical etching of the substrate. Flow and temperature conditions 

were the same as in the potentiostatic step. 50 cm3 and 100 cm3 volumes of the plating 

solution were used during the second and a third plating steps and the resulting 

materials were denominated ‘Pt/Ti felt B’ and ‘Pt/Ti felt C’, respectively. 
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7.4 Analysis of Coating Morphology, Composition and Distribution 

7.4.1 Scanning electrode microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectroscopy 

(EDS) 

SEM images of the supplied and prepared Pt/Ti materials were obtained using JSM-

6500F field emission electron microscope (Jeol Inc, USA). Low magnifications were 

used to observe the macrostructure of the materials, while the microstructure and 

nucleation of platinum were observed at higher magnifications. The elemental 

composition of the coating on the substrates was determined from EDS spectra. EDS 

mapping of the visible surface of small samples of the Pt/Ti micromesh and Pt/Ti felt C 

were also obtained. The triangular samples of about 3.0 mm × 3.0 mm sides were cut 

through the thickness of each material after their electrochemical characterization. In the 

case of the Pt/Ti micromesh, the sample cut through sixteen pieces of the mesh. EDS 

images were obtained with an INCA X-Sight energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer 

(Oxford Instruments, U.K.) coupled to the electron microscope. 

7.4.2 X-Ray Computed Tomography (CT) 

CT images were acquired with a Zeiss Xradia 510 Versa X-ray microscope. Two 

different resolutions were achieved: 3.8 µm per voxel using a 4× objective and 753 nm 

per voxel using a 20× objective. There resolutions were considered sufficient to observe 

platinum deposits with reasonable scanning times. The fields of view were 3.8 mm and 

0.75 mm for the 4× and 20× objectives, respectively. In both cases, the X-ray peak 

voltage was 80 kV, yielding a current of 87 µA and the camera binning was set to 2×. In 

the case of the felt, 350 µm of SiO2 was employed as filtration and the number of 

projections taken with the 4× objective was 4001, each with an exposure time of 2.5 

seconds. The projection count was 2201 for the 20× objective, with exposure times of 

10 seconds. In the case of the micromesh, each scan consisted of 1601 projections with 

an individual exposure time of 3 seconds, employing a 1.4 mm SiO2 filter. Filtration 

was used in order to decrease X-ray artefacts produced by scattering and diffraction at 

the samples. The raw data images were processed using VGStudio MAX 2.1 CT 

visualisation software, developed by Volume Graphics GmbH (Germany). The surface 

area of the bare titanium felt was delimited by the ISO50% threshold value [283]. 
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7.5 Electrochemical performance and active area 

The electrochemical performance of the Pt/Ti micromesh and Pt/Ti felt electrodes 

towards the reaction of interest, Ce(IV) reduction, has been considered in detail in a 

complementary study [229]. In this reference, the volumetric mass transport coefficient, 

+,-., for electrochemical reactors was determined as a function of the electrolyte mean 

linear flow velocity. The porous materials yielded values with orders of magnitude 

higher than those resulted from the platinised planar electrode. Here, the interest lies 

rather on the quantification of the platinum-coated surface area at the porous structures. 

Charge transfer current ratios for the reaction of interest and the estimation of a related 

theoretical hydrogen monolayer adsorption surface area were calculated for such 

purpose. 

7.5.1 Linear sweep voltammetry of the reaction of interest 

Each electrode was used for the reduction of Ce(IV) ions in an electrolyte containing 

0.1 mol dm–3 Ce(IV) methanesulfonate and 0.7 mol dm–3 Ce(III) methanesulfonate in 

4.0 mol dm–3 methanesulfonic acid. A detailed description of the experimental 

arrangement can be found in a previous publication [229]. The potential scans were 

performed at 5 mV s–1 from –0.6 to +0.90 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) in the case of the planar, 

mesh and micromesh electrodes, and from –0.2 to +0.90 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) in the 

case of the felt electrodes. A range of flow rates were evaluated, from 0.5 cm s–1 up to 

17 cm s–1, during which, the change in Ce(IV) concentration in the reservoir was < 5% 

for all electrodes. In case of the plate and mesh, this change was insignificant. This 

change of concentration was measured using volumetric titration of Ce(IV) against 

Fe(II) [284].The temperature was maintained at 20 °C. 

7.5.2 Hydrogen electrosorption 

The electrode active area of the planar Pt/Ti electrode for hydrogen absorption was 

estimated through a classical cyclic voltammetry technique [285], using the theoretical 

value of the hydrogen adsorption monolayer charge relationship factor of 210 µC cm–2 

[286]. Three representative sections of the electrode of 0.05 cm2 each were delimited 

with electroplating organic stop-off lacquer (Lacomit® Ltd, UK). As explained below, 

this was done in order to obtain well-defined voltammograms, which are not observed 
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with the full 25 cm2 surface. A three-electrode glass cell consisting on a tube (1.5 cm 

internal diameter) with a gasketed flange to attach the electrode, was used. The 1.0 cm × 

1.0 cm Pt gauze counter-electrode was separated from the working electrode by a 

Nafion 112 proton membrane and the solution was deoxygenated with N2 bubbling for 

15 minutes. Afterwards, cyclic voltammetry was performed on these sections at 25 °C 

in 1.0 mol dm–1 sulfuric acid at a linear sweep rate of 1.0 V s–1 between potentials of –

0.65 and +0.80 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) until a stable response was observed. 

The hydrogen electrosorption technique [285] is useful in the determination of the 

roughness factor of platinum planar electrodes and the surface area of porous catalysts 

on 2-D supports. However, and in contrast to the Pt/Ti electrode described in the 

previous paragraph, in the case of the porous titanium meshes and felts, this technique 

was not used due to the difficulty in determining the projected electrode area of small 

curved surfaces and/or porous bodies. As expected, attempts to analyse the whole 

electrodes by this technique produced capacitor-like voltammograms due to the high 

currents resulting from their large surface areas (not shown). As a result, the 

electrochemical performance of these materials was studied in relation to a reaction of 

interest, the reduction of Ce(IV) ions in MSA, and related to the H adsorption surface 

area on the Pt/Ti electrode (see Section 7.6.5). 

7.6 Results and Discussion 

7.6.1 Macroscopic structure and deposit morphology (SEM images) 

SEM images of the macroscopic appearance of the Pt/Ti electrodes are presented in 

Figure 7.4. The images show the external surfaces of the porous electrode materials, 

which were adjacent to the membrane during the electrodeposition, parallel to the 

current collector and perpendicular to the overall plating solution flow direction (see 

Figure 7.2). The commercially supplied plate and mesh shown in Figure 7.4a) and 3b) 

have uniformly coated surfaces on a texturized titanium substrate. As shown Figure 

7.4c), the micromesh had a uniform, compact platinum coating with sparsely distributed 

nodular growths. The Pt/Ti felt C is shown in Figure 7.4d). Numerous platinum nodules 

cover the individual fibres, which lie predominantly across to the X-Z plane (see Figure 

7.2). 
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Figure 7.4 SEM images of the external surface of various Pt/Ti electrode materials: a) plate, b) 

mesh, c) micromesh, and d) felt C. For c) and d): the plating solution flows from left to right 

along the observed planes during the electrodeposition process. 

The junction between two fibres in Figure 7.5d) illustrates the morphology of platinum 

at the Pt/Ti felt C external surface. The two nodules shown in the figure have a diameter 

of 30 µm, and are analogous to those covering the length of most fibres. In some 

regions, the felt is densely, but incompletely covered by nucleated nodules of <1µm 

diameter. Morphologically similar but smaller platinum nodules, have been observed on 

an RVC electrode coated in a non-stirred 5.0 × 10–3 mol dm–3 Pt(IV) solution in 0.1 mol 

dm–3 sulfuric acid [278]. 

The microstuctural morphology of the related platinum deposits is shown in Figure 

7.5. The deposits at the Pt/Ti plate and Pt/Ti mesh, Figure 7.5a) and 4b), are formed by 

fused overlapping nodules of similar dimensions (<5 µm). The morphology of these two 

materials is comparable and consistent with a common manufacture technology. The 

Pt/Ti micromesh morphology is shown in Figure 7.5c), most of the surface is covered 

by flattened Pt nodules of about 5 µm in diameter; crevices can be seen between some 

nodules. The obtained platinum deposits showed higher uniformity and compactness 

than electrodeposited Pt-Ru on titanium micromesh [287], which produced incomplete 

coverage and a morphology consisting of protruding spherical particles. 
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Figure 7.5 SEM images of the platinum coating morphology of various Pt/Ti electrodes: a) 

plate, b) mesh, c) micromesh and d) felt C. 

At higher magnification (1000×), the platinum electrodeposit clearly differs from the 

platinum coating observed at the Pt/Ti mesh and Pt/Ti plate electrodes. As shown in 

Figure 7.6a) and 5b), the microstructure of these materials is characterised by rounded 

~0.1 µm protrusions. The nature of the platinum nucleation during the electrodeposition 

of the Pt/Ti micromesh and Pt/Ti felt can be seen in Figure 7.6c) and 5d). The spiny 

growths result in an optically reflective appearance, each crystal grain having 

dimensions <0.2 µm. This can be contrasted with the hemi-spherical nucleation of 

platinum observed at a carbon fibre in acid chloride solutions [288]. 

The progressive platinum coverage of the external surface of the felt electrode is 

clearly seen in the SEM images of Figure 7.7, following the second and third 

electroplating steps, corresponding to increasing volumetric platinum loading of the 

total electrode volume. The Pt/Ti felt A was incompletely covered with platinum, with 

the sparsely distributed platinum nodules having a diameter between 20 and 50 µm, as 

shown in Figure 7.5d). This material had an overall volumetric platinum loading of 4.6 

mg cm–3, as calculated from the platinum mass in solution divided by the electrode 

volume assuming its total electrodeposition (see Table 8.4 in Section 8.3.3). The growth 

of large nodules, instead of a uniform coating, was most likely the result of limited 
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nucleation at the beginning of the electrodeposition process. The platinum volumetric 

loading of the Pt/Ti felts B and C was 9.3 mg cm–3 and 18.3 mg cm–3, respectively.  

 

Figure 7.6 SEM images of the platinum coating microstructure of the evaluated Pt/Ti electrodes: 

a) plate, b) mesh, c) micromesh and d) felt C. 

The morphology of the outer surface of the Pt/Ti felt B seen in Figure 7.7b) presented 

a higher density of nodules fused together and in some regions the individual fibres 

were covered entirely. In some cases, the fibres appear to have been coated with 

nucleated nodules preferentially on the side facing the local electrolyte flow (not 

shown). In the case of the Pt/Ti felt C, seen in Figure 7.7c), the felt showed most of the 

individual fibres covered by fused platinum nodules, but the coverage seems to decrease 

on the fibres towards the interior of the material. Figure 7.8 shows the general 

appearance of the platinum deposits in the interior of the Pt/Ti felt C electrode along its 

thickness, following a straight line between the membrane and the negative current 

collector. The number of platinum growths decreases from a maximum at the external 

surface of the electrode near the membrane, Figure 7.8a), to a minimum next to the 

current collector, Figure 7.8e), respectively. Figure 7.8b), 7c) and 7d) show the 

intermediate stages. Agglomerated nodules become scarce as the distance increases 

from the membrane along the Y-axis. This is corroborated by the CT images described 

below. 
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Figure 7.7 SEM images of the platinum coating on the external surface of the Pt/Ti felt 

electrodes: a) felt A, b) felt B and c) felt C. 

 

Figure 7.8 SEM images of the platinum coating on the interior of the Pt/Ti felt C electrode 

(following the Y axis): a) at the plane adjacent to the membrane, b) at 300 µm from the 

membrane, c) at 1.0 mm from the membrane, d) at 1.5 mm from the membrane, e) at the plane 

adjacent to the current collector. 

The morphology of platinum on porous titanium materials could be optimised by 

controlling several factors: electrodeposition current density/potential, plating additives, 

improved substrate etching, increased deposition time, uniform current density and 

potential across the electrode surface. This is demonstrated by the electrodeposition of 
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noble metals on small samples of porous electrodes were the current and potential 

distribution is practically homogeneous. For instance, titanium felt (thickness 100 µm, 

fibre diameter 15 µm, porosity 40%, BET specific surface area 717 cm2 g–1) has been 

uniformly coated with ruthenium micro-granular catalysts from sulfuric acid stirred 

solutions at 75 °C and 48 mA dm–2 [279]. These and similar ruthenium coatings studied 

by EDS images revealed the significant effect of temperature, current density and 

etching conditions. Using a flowing electrolyte, uniform platinum deposits on 

reticulated vitreous carbon permitted to build a small glucose sensor [267], while highly 

smooth uniform palladium deposits have been obtained on the same substrate [289]. 

7.6.2 Composition of electrodeposit and substrate (EDS analysis) 

The elemental composition of the electrodeposited coating and the substrate was 

confirmed by their respective EDS spectrums. Figure 7.9a) and 8b) show the 

characteristic peaks for platinum and titanium observed at the deposited nodules and 

micromesh substrate of Figure 7.9c). Similarly, the characteristic peaks in Figure 7.9d) 

and 8e) confirm the identity of platinum nucleation at the titanium felt shown in Figure 

7.9f). 

 

Figure 7.9 Elemental composition of coating and substrate in SEM images of the electrodes. 

Spectrum for a) Pt and b) Ti at the corresponding sites in the Pt/Ti micromesh SEM shown in c). 

Spectrum for d) Pt and e) Ti at the corresponding sites in the Pt/Ti felt SEM shown in f). 
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EDS analysis was further exploited in order to assess the homogeneousness of 

platinum coverage at the micromesh and felt porous structures. Figure 7.10 displays 

SEM images and EDS elemental maps of the 1st, 8th and 16th micromeshes of the stack 

that comprises the Pt/Ti micromesh electrode. As seen in Figure 7.10b), platinum 

nodular growths are observed in the individual meshes close to the membrane, 

corresponding to the SEM image of Figure 7.10a). However, the coverage is not 

complete as observed in the EDS map for titanium in Figure 7.10c). 

 

Figure 7.10 Platinum coating of individual meshes in the stack of Pt/Ti micromesh electrodes 

(following the Y axis). a), d), g) SEM images of 1st, 8th and 16th mesh, respectively. b), e), h) 

Platinum EDS mapping of 1st, 8th and 16th mesh, respectively (in green). c), f), i) Titanium EDS 

mapping of 1st, 8th and 16th mesh, respectively (in blue). The 1st mesh is adjacent to the 

membrane and the 16th is adjacent to the current collector during electrodeposition. 

The 8th mesh in the stack lies approximately in the middle of the electrode thickness 

and can be seen in Figure 7.10d). A uniform platinum coverage is revealed by Figure 

7.10e) in this site, but Figure 7.10f) also shows that bare titanium surface is exposed 

throughout the mesh. The 16th mesh, which is immediately next to the negative current 

collector, can be seen in Figure 7.10g). The platinum and titanium EDS maps in Figure 

7.10h) and 9i), respectively, show that platinum is also electrodeposited in this site, 
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partially covering the substrate. In summary, the micromesh electrode is covered with a 

relatively uniform but incomplete coating of platinum. Nodular growths appear in the 

meshes close to the membrane, where the potential was higher during the reduction of 

platinum species. 

 

Figure 7.11 EDS mapping of a cross-section of the Pt/Ti felt C electrode. The vertical axis in the 

image represents the Y-axis of the cell and the top plane the surface adjacent to the membrane 

during electrodeposition. a) SEM image of sample, b) elemental mapping of titanium (in blue), 

and c) elemental mapping of platinum (in green). 

Figure 7.11 provides an SEM image and a EDS elemental mapping of a sample of a 

representative part of the Pt/Ti felt C electrode. The base of the sample in the figure was 

closest to the negative current collector and cross-sections of the electrode thickness can 

be seen at both sides of the triangular volume shown in Figure 7.11a). The platinum and 

titanium EDS maps shown in Figure 7.11b) and 10c), respectively, indicate that the top 

plane consists mostly of fully coated fibres. Meanwhile, exposed zones of the titanium 

substrate can be seen over the cross-section of the electrode (at the sides of the sample), 

together with some platinum, which appears to be present in concentrated spots. The 

Pt/Ti felt C electrode was preferentially coated with platinum in regions next to 

membrane, although a small fraction of the precious metal seems to be present through 

the whole electrode thickness, despite large zones of exposed titanium bare felt. 
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7.6.3 Mesostructure of the porous materials and internal Pt distribution (CT) 

The distribution of platinum at the porous electrode structures was determined by X-

ray CT imaging. Platinum and titanium have considerably different atomic numbers, 

resulting in well-differentiated images. 

Pt/Ti micromesh electrode 

Figure 7.12 shows a reconstructed Pt/Ti micromesh electrode formed by a stack of 

representative individual pieces of the original electrode embedded in epoxy resin. The 

reconstruction was required for the CT analysis because the micromesh electrode was 

formed by independent pieces of micromesh, in contrast to the sintered felt. Figure 

7.12b) confirms that most of the platinum is deposited on the top of the electrode, in the 

section that is farthest from the counter electrode and closest to the ion exchange 

membrane during electrodeposition. Only a few platinum nodules, marked in bright 

blue in the figure, can be observed through the thickness of the electrode and close to 

the current collector. 

 

Figure 7.12 CT image of a cylindrical volume section of a) reconstructed Pt/Ti micromesh 

electrode and b) reconstructed Pt/Ti micromesh electrode showing an area with higher coverage 

of platinum (bright blue). The reconstructed electrode consisted of sections of the 1st, 2nd, 5th, 8th, 

and 16th meshes (in order of proximity to the membrane) embedded in epoxy resin. The vertical 

axis in the image represents the Y axis of the cell. 
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The platinum deposit appears to completely cover the 1st mesh nest to the membrane, 

as shown in Figure 7.13a). The maximum thickness of the observed platinum layer is 

approximately 36 µm. At the same time, the 16th mesh observed in Figure 7.13b) 

displays no indication of a platinum layer but a dispersion of nodules between 15 and 50 

µm in diameter. 

 

Figure 7.13 CT images of individual micromeshes part of the Pt/Ti micromesh electrode 

showing the platinum (bright green, yellow and red) coating on the titanium substrate (light 

blue). a) middle cross-section (X-Z plane) of the 1st micromesh, b) middle cross-section (X-Z 

plane) of the 16th micromesh, in order of proximity to the membrane. For clarity, contrast 

artefacts were digitally replaced with the background colour. 

 

Figure 7.14 CT image of the cross section of a reconstructed Pt/Ti micromesh electrode 

indicating the platinum deposit distribution. The reconstructed electrode consisted of sections of 

the 1st, to 8th meshes (in order of proximity to the membrane) embedded in epoxy resin. Darker 

features are platinum, dark grey features are titanium, light grey is air. The vertical axis in the 

image represents the Y axis of the cell. 
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A cross-section of another reconstructed electrode is shown in Figure 7.14. A platinum 

coating is clearly visible in the first layer of micromesh next to the membrane. The 

micromeshes below appear to be bare titanium, although the platinum nodules are 

observed throughout all of them. This suggests that platinum deposits develop on places 

where the nucleation potential was high at the beginning of the electrodeposition. 

Pt/Ti felt C electrode 

CT images of volume samples of bare titanium felt and of the Pt/Ti felt C electrode are 

presented in Figure 7.15a) and 14b), respectively. The open, porous nature of the flow-

by electrode material can be observed clearly together with the relatively uniform 

distribution of fibres. In the case of the Pt/Ti felt C electrode, Figure 7.15b), the CT 

imaging reveals high concentration of platinum electrodeposits on the fibres in the 

planes adjacent and close to the ion exchange membrane in the flow cell, consistent 

with the SEM and EDS images in Figure 7.11. The interior of the electrode is populated 

by sparsely distributed platinum nodules, which can also be observed in Figure 7.8. A 

CT scan of the region with maximum platinum coverage permits to evaluate the coating 

layer surrounding the individual fibres.  

 

Figure 7.15 CT images of parallelepiped volume sections of a) bare Ti felt and b) the Pt/Ti felt 

C electrode showing an area with higher coverage of platinum (bright blue). The vertical axis in 

the image represents the Y axis of the cell. 
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The cross-sectional view in Figure 7.16a) shows a heterogeneous agglomeration of 

platinum nodules on the outermost fibres. Some of the fibres below show a platinum 

layer of variable thickness which decreases as the fibres are further from the top plane. 

Some nodules in the lower regions can also be seen. The view of one of the normal (X-

Z) planes approximately 120 µm below the fibres next to the membrane is shown in 

Figure 7.16b). Thick Pt layers and nodules appear on this part of the electrode.  

 

Figure 7.16 CT images of a section of the Pt/Ti felt C electrode showing the platinum (bright 

green and yellow) coating around the titanium felt fibres (light blue). a) Y-Z plane bisecting the 

scan region, b) X-Z plane at a depth of approximately 120 µm into the electrode. For clarity, 

contrast artefacts were digitally replaced with the background colour. 

 

Figure 7.17 CT image of the cross section of the Pt/Ti felt C electrode indicating the platinum 

deposit distribution. Darker features are platinum, dark grey features are titanium, light grey is 

air. The vertical axis in the image represents the Y axis of the cell. 
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A cross-sectional CT image of the plated felt electrode body is shown Figure 7.17, 

where platinum appears as dark features. The average thickness of the platinum coated 

region is <200 µm. Although some platinum nodules appear in lower regions, most of 

the titanium felt is not fully coated. 

7.6.4 Origin of the heterogeneous platinum electrodeposition 

The preferential deposition of the precious metal in the planes situated near the 

membrane during the electrodeposition process is explained by the effect of current and 

potential distribution at both the metal and electrolyte phases on the nucleation of 

platinum. As shown by Langlois et al. [290], the potential in the electrolyte flooding a 

porous cathode (negative half-cell) in a rectangular channel flow cell is at its maximum 

next to the membrane, decreasing as a function of distance towards the anodic current 

collector (positive half-cell). This configuration for a membrane divided cell with 

parallel plate electrodes is identical the presented in Figure 7.2a). Masliy et al. have 

further considered the current distribution through the metallic matrix [291,292], 

showing that the simplified current distribution is observed unless high conversion rates 

are archived at the electrode (e.g., at high current densities). In that case, the deposit 

distribution changes significantly along the length of the electrodes. The undesired 

extreme case of electrode blockage with the metal deposit has been dynamically 

modelled by the same authors [293]. 

Platinum nucleation takes place at the high potential regions near the membrane at the 

beginning of the electrodeposition, establishing dominant grow paths. (The potential 

drop taking place through the electrolyte phase in the porous Pt/Ti electrodes is 

calculated for the Ce redox reaction in Sections 8.4.7 and 8.4.8.) Yasin et al. [288] have 

noted the strong dependence of platinum growth on overpotential nucleation, which 

continues during the rest of the electrodeposition forming hemi-spherical nodules. This 

is also why the quantity of platinum on the substrate does not appear to decrease in a 

smooth, exponential transition across the thickness of the electrodes as would be 

demanded by the current distribution and Faraday’s laws. Instead, platinum deposits 

follow the initial nucleation sites. This also happens in the nodular growths sporadically 

distributed away from the membrane, which are most likely the result of impurities or 

local edge effects that reduce the nucleation overpotential. 
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The heterogeneous distribution of platinum was not an impediment to the use of Pt/Ti 

micromesh and Pt/Ti felt electrodes in a flow reactor [229], which showed excellent 

limiting current enhancement factors of up to 63 and 160, respectively, in comparison to 

the Pt/Ti planar electrode for the reduction of Ce(IV) ions. A significantly higher 

performance can be anticipated for fully coated materials. In industrial and energy 

storage applications, the incomplete platinum coverage will have consequences on the 

stability of the material. During anodic operation, e.g., in industrial Ce(IV) generation 

[5], incomplete platinum deposits could exfoliate, although the passivation of titanium 

could provide an acceptable life-time for the material. However, during cathodic 

operation, e.g., the discharge of a Ce-based redox flow battery [21], the uncoated 

titanium in the electrode will be susceptible to cathodic corrosion, especially under 

repeated cycling between the anodic and cathodic regimes. 

The preferential deposit of platinum at the felt electrode region next to the membrane, 

were the potential in the solution is higher [290], can be compared to a platinised RVC 

structure in the amperometric glucose sensor reported by Heider et al. [267]. Likewise, 

2-dimensional X-ray images of the material revealed a heterogeneous platinum 

deposition driven by a potential gradient. More platinum was deposited from the 

phosphate buffer solution at the RVC region close to the counter-electrode in this 

undivided flow cell. Yet, the deposits appear to be more uniform than the titanium felt, 

probably as a result of the low current density (0.1 mA cm–2 calculated from an 

estimated volumetric surface area) applied over an extended period of 18 hours. 

Regarding the practical implications of the potential distribution profile through the 

porous electrodes in the electrodeposition of metals in large flow cells, it is worth noting 

the previous literature. The same heterogeneous deposit effect is clearly shown in the 

study of an early Zn-Br flow battery [294]. X-ray radiographs of cross sections of the 10 

cm × 10 cm RVC electrodes show that zinc electrodeposits concentrated in the plane 

closer to the positive electrode reaching depths close to 1 mm regardless the electrolyte 

flow rate. The reported images resemble Figure 7.17. A similar behaviour was verified 

in a flow cell for zinc removal [295], were 2-dimensional X-ray tomography images of 

electrode planes at different depths showed that the metal deposit layer had a thickness 

of ca. 1.5 mm. In addition to the results here presented, these works suggest that only 

thin porous electrodes can be uniformly plated in flow cells.  
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The scale-up of an industrial electrodeposition process based on this technique might 

be limited to thin porous structures plated for long times at low current densities. The 

electrodeposition of platinum could be improved by promoting nucleation at more 

negative potentials, applying longer deposition times and using suitable plating 

additives. It is known that a thin ceramic undercoating improves the adhesion and 

distribution of the electrodeposited platinum [263]. Bipolar electrodeposition [296], 

pulse electrodeposition [297], and ultrasound-aided electrodeposition [298] from 

flowing plating solutions could significantly improve this method. However, platinum 

electroless deposition [265] and chemical vapour deposition [299] on porous titanium 

substrates might be especially useful for obtaining uniformly-coated porous materials. 

7.6.5 Estimation of electrode active surface area 

In order to obtain an estimation of the active electrode area, -Ü, of the platinised 

electrodes, the reduction current for Ce(IV) ions at the charge-transfer region in 

polarization curves of the porous electrodes has been related to that of the planar 

electrode. Since the current, /B\, developed under full charge-transfer control at a 

specific overpotential value near the open circuit potential is directly proportional to the 

active electrode area, -Ü, it follows that the area of porous electrodes can be related to 

that of a plate by the ratio of their currents. In these conditions, mass transport has no 

effect on the electrode current which is given by [300]: 

    /B\ = 24-Ü+1 exp(r24N/(d)    (7.6) 

Table 7.3 presents the approximate charge transfer current ratio of the porous 

electrodes to the Pt/Ti plate electrode, Ψ determined by this method from the 

polarisation curves shown in Figure 7.18. The values were calculated from the average 

values of open-circuit potential and reduction current, their mean and standard deviation 

being given in Table 7.3. The charge transfer current ratios suggest that the platinum-

covered area in Pt/Ti micromesh and Pt/Ti felt C electrodes is approximately 5 and 20 

times larger than on the plate, respectively. 

In order to express -Ü for the various electrodes, the current ratios were used to relate 

the value of -Ü for H adsorption of the Pt/Ti plate electrode to a theoretical -Ü for H 

adsorption at the porous platinised electrodes. The active electrode area -Ü should 

maintain the same proportion as with the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) redox couple. Considering the 
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well-known charge to area relationship of H absorption in 1.0 mol dm−3 sulfuric acid 

[285], the roughness factor of the Pt/Ti plate was determined to be 31.2±0.7, which is a 

typical value for non-polished, planar electrodes. The related voltammogram is shown 

in Figure 7.19. The value of -Ü for this electrode was obtained by multiplying its 

projected geometrical area, -, (see Section 7.5.2) by its roughness factor and is 

presented in Table 7.3. 

 

Figure 7.18 Linear sweep voltammetry of various Pt/Ti electrodes for the reduction of 0.1 mol 

dm–3 Ce(IV) at 25 °C near their open-circuit potential. 

The theoretical surface area for H adsorption at the porous electrodes in presented in 

Table 7.3. While the active area for H absorption of the Pt/Ti plate is 748.8±16.8 cm2, 

the values are ≈ 6,800 cm2 and ≈ 15,300 cm2 for the Pt/Ti micromesh and Pt/Ti felt C. In 

other words, the electrode active area of highly porous electrodes is significantly higher 

than that of a plate. It should be noted that the real H adsorption was not measured at the 

mesh, micromesh and felt electrodes in view of difficulties in cutting or insulating a 

small section of precise known geometrical area, which is further complicated by their 

curved porous surfaces; hence the extrapolation approach. Voltammetry of the whole 

electrodes in sulfuric acid resulted in capacitor-like responses. The hydrogen absorption 

technique was unsuitable for such relatively large (25 cm2 projected area) electrodes. 
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Table 7.3 Estimated charge transfer current ratios for the porous electrodes vs. the Pt/Ti plate (+ 

ITP) electrode and their respective theoretical values of -. for H adsorption based on their 

charge transfer-controlled current for the reduction of 0.1 mol dm–3 Ce(IV) at N = –20.0 mV. 

Electrode Open-circuit 
potential vs. 

Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.), 
<l / mV 

Current 
(charge 

transfer), /B\ 
/ mA 

Current ratio 
to Pt/Ti plate 
electrode + 

ITP, ì / 
dimensionless 

Active electrode 
area for H 

adsorption, -Ü / 
cm2 

Volumetric active 
electrode area for 
H adsorption, -. / 

cm–1 

Pt/Ti plate + 
ITP 

+883.5±2.9 –13.5±2.6 1.0 748.8±16.8 87.9±2.0 

Pt/Ti mesh +885.7±3.2 –65.3±13.7 4.8 ≈ 3,600 ≈ 190 

Pt/Ti 
micromesh 

+882.8±0.1 –113.1±2.3 8.4 ≈ 6,300 ≈ 1,010 

Pt/Ti felt A +884.4±1.1 –164.3±22.8 12.2 ≈ 9,100 ≈ 1,050 

Pt/Ti felt B +881.3±1.2 –245.9±32.0 18.2 ≈ 13,600 ≈ 1,570 

Pt/Ti felt C +896.2±2.9 –275.6±16.5 20.4 ≈ 15,300 ≈ 1,770 

 

The charge-transfer current ratios approach to -Ü estimation has several limitations. 

The determination of /B\ at N = –20 mV from the equilibrium potential of each 

electrode has an error in the order of 20% due to the variation in multiple polarisation 

curves and the exponential effect of N. Indeed, the estimation of accurate and precise -Ü 

in large electrodes for flow cells by electrochemical methods is problematic. For 

instance, -Ü could be determined for the Zn-Br battery developed at Sandia National 

Laboratories (planar electrodes) with an accuracy of only 20% from capacitance 

measurements using cyclic voltammetry [255], provided the knowledge of a 

proportionality constant related to electrolyte composition and electrode material. The 

approach based on /B\ ratios is simpler and can yield similar error margins. Meanwhile, 

the surface area measured by BET provides an inaccurate, high active area [301], 

although it is useful for comparisons. 

Real surface area measurements are known to depend on methodology, adsorbate 

stoichiometry, active species, electrolyte properties, etc. [285]. For instance, the 

roughness factor of platinum catalysts determined with Ag adsorption is nearly 50% that 

for H adsorption [302]. There are practical advantages in treating +,-. as a product, 

rather than attempting to elucidate separate +, and -. values when studying porous 
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electrodes. +,-. as a function of flow rate at the studied Pt/Ti electrodes is given in the 

next section. 

 

Figure 7.19 a) Cyclic voltammogram for a 0.05 cm2 area of the Pt/Ti planar electrode in 1.0 mol 

dm–3 H2SO4 at 25 °C. Linear potential sweep rate: 1.0 V s–1. b) Cyclic voltammogram of a 

typical polished Pt disc electrode (0.07 cm2) for comparison. The regions of charge used for 

area estimation are shaded. 

7.7 Conclusions 

• Platinised-titanium porous electrodes with high catalytic activity and high 

surface area can be prepared by electrodeposition in flow cells using alkaline 

plating solutions. Either potentiostatic or galvanostatic modes are possible. This 

rapid, convenient, and low waste technique is suitable for application to thin 

porous materials on laboratory and medium-size scales. 

• The platinum coverage of the studied 3.6 mm thick Pt/Ti felt and 2.6 mm thick 

Pt/Ti micromesh electrodes is non-uniform, decreasing significantly in both 

cases as a function of the distance from the membrane towards the current 

collector. 

• Heterogeneous platinum deposition in the interior of porous electrodes takes 

place as a result of the potential drop at the electrolyte phase and electrode 

material along the thickness of the material in parallel plate flow cells. 
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• Thinner porous titanium materials (e.g., felt <0.5 mm thick) are more suitable 

for electrodeposition processes in a flow cell resulting in uniform platinum 

coatings. Such materials would also reduce electrode volume and pressure drop 

losses. 

• In order to fully-coat relatively thick porous electrodes, low pulsed current 

densities applied over extended period of time could be more suitable in flow 

cells. Otherwise, alternative methods such as bipolar deposition in stirred baths 

or electroless deposition should be used (see Section 5.3.5). 

• Uniformly-coated platinised titanium felts and micromeshes can be implemented 

to increase the yield of electrochemical filter-press reactors in several 

applications, including: redox flow batteries, water electrolysers, unitised 

reversible fuel cells, electrosynthesis and environmental remediation. 
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Chapter 8: Mass Transport and Active Area 
of Porous Pt/Ti Electrodes for the 
Zn-Ce RFB Determined from 
Limiting Current Measurements 

8.1 Introduction 

The zinc-cerium redox flow battery (RFB) has been the subject of semicontinuous 

development over the past decade; its progress and research challenges have been 

recently reviewed [21,168]. Its main advantages are a higher cell potential (open-circuit 

cell potential of 2.48 V) and lower electrolyte toxicity than vanadium or Zn-Br RFBs. In 

summary, diverse electrode materials have been studied for both positive [22,303] and 

negative [58,65] electrode reactions, as well as alternative electrolyte compositions 

[7,148,180,182]. The inhibition of hydrogen evolution as a secondary reaction, or via 

open-circuit corrosion, at the zinc negative electrode by organic and metallic electrolyte 

additives has also been considered in order to prevent self-discharge [101]. A previous 

study [304], showed how thermodynamic, kinetic and Ohmic components of the cell 

potential of an ideal unit cell contribute to cell potential losses in the Zn-Ce RFB, 

evaluating the effect of electrolyte conductivity and inter-electrode gap. Other cerium-

based RFBs have been proposed, including: a Ce-Ce concentration cell [6], an 

undivided Zn-Ce [7], a V-Ce RFB [9,10,12,13], a Pb-Ce RFB [15] and a H2-Ce half-

fuel cell [16,17]. 

Cerium-based RFBs rely on reduction of Ce(IV) ions at the positive electrode during 

discharge, usually in aqueous methanesulfonic acid (MSA), with the reverse process 

during charge: 

  Ce(IV)+ e– 
Discharge

⇄
Charge

 Ce(III)  <= =	+1.61 V vs. SHE   (8.1) 
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Pt and Pt-IrOx coated materials are suitable electrodes for this reaction due to their 

catalytic activity for cerium conversion together with their stability to highly oxidising 

Ce(IV) ions, in contrast to carbon-based electrodes [107,108]. The negative electrode 

also supports oxygen evolution during anodic Ce(III) oxidation at high current densities 

on planar electrodes or under low mass transport conditions, resulting in a lower current 

efficiency for reaction (1) and a higher overpotential: 

  H2O
Charge

	1
2

O2	(g)	+	2H+	+	2e–  <= =	 +1.23 V vs. SHE   (8.2) 

Porous electrodes can reduce these limitations by decreasing the operational local 

current density and increasing mass transport of Ce(IV) ions to the electrode surface. 

Enhanced electrolyte flow through these materials also can help to prevent electrode 

shielding by gas bubbles and Ohmic loses due to gas voidage in the electrolyte. The 

extended surface area of porous electrodes enables a faster conversion rate of active 

species. 

Despite the use of Pt/Ti mesh in much of the literature, no quantitative or comparative 

studies have been undertaken on the reaction environment at the diverse Pt/Ti electrode 

structures for cerium ion redox, i.e., mass transport coefficient and active electrode area 

have not been quantified. Here, the quantitative performance of such Pt/Ti porous 

electrode materials is expressed as the volumetric mass transport coefficient +,-. (the 

product of mass transport coefficient and electroactive volumetric electrode area) 

derived from dimensionless analysis as a function of the electrolyte flow rate and 

associated flow characteristics. Assuming plug-flow and diffusion control, +,-. allows 

the fractional conversion of the active species, îy to be predicted, as well as the 

electrode dimensions and maximum operational current for an specific admissible 

potential loss [305]. In this way, cost-effective materials can be found and further 

insight into the dynamic relationship between the operational cell potential, current 

density and the reaction environment at the different electrode materials/structures can 

be provided. 

The performance factor was determined from limiting current measurements for 

Ce(IV) ion reduction in half-cell experiments. This is relevant to RFB technology since 

few studies have considered the experimental reaction environment from the perspective 

of dimensionless group analysis as a practical tool to compare laboratory and pilot-scale 
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flow cells as well as different electrode materials (including different compressions of 

carbon felt in all-V RFBs) and an essential step in the scale-up of electrochemical 

technology. An exception is a detailed study of the bromine-polysulfide RFB [246]). As 

discussed in a recent review [5], the performance of Pt/Ti electrodes is also important to 

the diversity of industrial electrochemical operations reliant on anodic generation of 

Ce(IV), such as the electrosynthesis of tetrahydroquinone [48] and vitamin K3 [260], 

nuclear decontamination and decommissioning [261], destruction of hazardous waste 

[38], elimination of persistent organic pollutants [306] and noxious gas scrubbing [307]. 

Electrode optimisation is certainly desirable for increasing space-time yield and 

minimising electrolyte material, electrolytic cell potential and energy consumption in 

these applications. 

8.2 Theoretical Considerations 

8.2.1 Cell geometry and flow expressions 

The characteristics of a rectangular flow cell required for mass transport 

characterization include: equivalent (hydraulic) diameter, è. dimensionless length 

group, 3' and the aspect ratio of the channel, ï. These are defined as: 

è. =
2-Ñ
#+"        (8.3) 

3' = è'
3         (8.4) 

ï = "
#                                                                         (8.5) 

where #, " and 3 are the breath, span, and length of the channel, respectively, and -} is 

the cross-sectional area (-} = #"). The relationship between the mean linear electrolyte 

flow velocity, : [cm s–1] and the volumetric flow rate,	ñó [cm3 s–1] through a 

rectangular channel of uniform volumetric porosity, é and cross-sectional area, -} is 

given by: 

: =
ñ:
é-Ñ

       (8.6) 
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8.2.2 Dimensionless group correlations 

The mass transport in a uniform cross-section, rectangular channel electrochemical 

flow cells can be described by the correlation of dimensionless numbers: 

"ℎ = ô('ö"1�/Z      (8.7) 

where "ℎ is the Sherwood number, (' is the Reynolds number, "1	is the Schmidt 

number and ô	and õ are empirical constants. They are defined as: 

"ℎ = +úè'
ù        (8.8) 

(' = :è'
ë        (8.9) 

"1 = ν
ù                                                             (8.10) 

where +, is the mass transport coefficient, ù is the diffusion coefficient of the active 

species, and ë is the kinematic viscosity of the electrolyte. The characteristic length 

used in this work is the equivalent or hydraulic diameter of the channel, è.. Table 8.1 

states the physical significance of these dimensionless numbers. 

Table 8.1 Physical significance of the dimensionless numbers characterizing mass 

transport in electrochemical flow reactors. 

Dimensionless number Significance 

Sherwood number, "ℎ Ratio of convection mass transport 
rate to diffusion mass transport rate 

Reynolds number, (' Ratio of inertial to viscous forces 

Schmidt number, "1 Ratio of momentum diffusivity or 
viscosity to diffusion coefficient 

 

8.2.3 The electrode performance factor ü†°¢ 

Under mass transport controlled reaction conditions, the performance of porous 

electrodes can be expressed using the factor, +,-., i.e., the product of the average mass 

transport coefficient, +,, and its volumetric electrochemical area, -. [223,228]. These 

variables are often considered as a product in view of the difficulties in the experimental 
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determination of their individual magnitudes in flow cells containing practical electrode 

sizes and structures. For instance, it is known that the surface area determined by BET 

is much higher than the real electrochemical active area [301], while the geometrically 

calculated surface area often results in conflicting results when +, is estimated from the 

limiting current measured with different redox couples, e.g., ferricyanide/ferrocyanide-

bromine/bromide for a RFB cell [308] or ferricyanide/ferrocyanide-Hg(II)/Hg for 

carbon felt [309]. The performance factor +,-. can be determined in two ways: a) from 

the limiting current achieved at the electrodes or b) by following the conversion rate of 

the active species as described by a plug-flow reactor model [228]. Mass transport rate 

control is assumed in both cases. In this work, the limiting current method is used for 

convenience and speed. 

The volumetric mass transport coefficient +,-. is obtained from the dimensionless 

groups by expanding Equation 8.7 and multiplying it by the volumetric active electrode 

area -.. Further rearrangement gives +,-. as a function of the electrolyte mean 

electrolyte flow velocity, :. If the other variables are grouped as the constant	ô′, +,-. 

can be expressed in the form of an empirical power law: 

+,-. = ô′:ö§      (8.11) 

The values of ô′ and õ′ can then be used to quantitatively characterize different 

electrodes. Approximate +, values and other empirical correlations (such as Sh vs. Re 

relationships) can be obtained directly from Equation 8.7 once -. is known. 

The relationship between +,-. and the limiting current for Ce(IV) ion reduction at 

the porous electrode /0 is: 

+,-. =
/3

2415'
      (8.12) 

where 5. is the volume of the electrode, 2 is the number of electrons involved in the 

written reaction, 4 is the Faraday constant, and 1 the bulk concentration of the reactant. 

Alternatively, the mass transport coefficient in an electrochemical reactor can also be 

estimated from the measurement of reactant conversion over time and subsequent fitting 

to a plug-flow reactor model, including for cerium conversion [310]. The average +, 

has been determined in a pilot-scale bromine-polysulfide RFB using this method [246]. 
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The current enhancement factor, • expresses the ratio of limiting current in a porous 

material compared to a planar electrode, /0′: 

• = /3
/3′

= -'5'
-       (8.13) 

Under full mass transport control, • shows the relationship between the active area of 

the porous electrode, -.5. and the active area of a planar electrode, -. 

Limiting currents for mass transport studies have been classically measured using 

reversible reactions such as the reduction of ferricyanide ions, e.g., [222,311,312], or 

copper ions, e.g., [313,314]. It is important, however, to consider the 

electrode/electrolyte conditions used in Ce-based RFBs and for this reason the present 

study uses Pt/Ti in a MSA electrolyte containing Ce(IV) ions at typical concentrations. 

This is similar to the case of limiting currents determined directly from reduction of Ag+ 

ions [315] and O2 reduction [316]; the determined mass transfer is characteristic for the 

considered active species and electrolyte composition [309]. 

8.3 Experimental Section 

8.3.1 Electrolytes 

Half-cell limiting current, voltammetry and charge-discharge experiments were 

performed using type 1 electrolytes for the Zn-Ce RFB: 0.8 mol dm–3 Ce(III) 

methanesulfonate in 4.0 mol dm–3 MSA (positive electrolyte) and 1.5 mol dm–3 Zn(II) 

methanesulfonate in 1.0 mol dm–3 MSA (negative electrolyte). Methanesulfonate 

solutions were prepared by neutralising hydrated cerium carbonate (99% purity, 

Treibacher Industrie AG, Austria) and basic zinc carbonate (97% purity, Alfa Aesar, 

UK) with their appropriate stoichiometric volumes of MSA (99% purity, Acros 

Organics, USA). MSA was added to reach the required acid concentration. The 

concentration of cerium was determined by volumetric titration against Fe(II) using 

ferroin as indicator [244]. Deionised water, having a conductivity of 4.5 µS cm–1, was 

used. The viscosity of the positive electrolyte was measured with an Oswald viscometer. 

The properties of the electrolyte used in the limiting current measurements are 

summarised in Table 8.2. 
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8.3.2 Flow cell and electrolyte recirculation 

Limiting current and charge-discharge experiments were performed in the filter-press 

flow cell shown in Figure 8.1a). The cell bodies were manufactured in acrylic by CNC 

machining, fitting interchangeable electrodes with geometrical areas of 24 to 26 cm2. 

The flow frames had a thickness of 2.75 mm, except for the coarse Pt/Ti mesh electrode, 

which had a thickness of 6.5 mm. The half-cells were divided by a Nafion 115 (Dupont 

Co, USA) proton exchange membrane and its components were separated by 0.5 mm 

(~0.4 mm compressed) thick silicon gaskets (PAR Group Ltd, UK) held together by 

mechanical compression. A VPX-20 anionic membrane (Fumatech GmbH, Germany) 

was also tested, but it quickly deteriorated in the presence of Ce(IV), despite showing 

stability in 4 mol dm–3 MSA. As shown in Figure 8.1b), electrolyte recirculation was 

performed with two Masterflex L/S (Cole-Parmer Co, USA) peristaltic pumps. Pressure 

pulse dampeners were incorporated in the hydraulic circuit to minimise pulsating flow. 

A thermostatic water bath (Grant Instruments Ltd, UK) controlled the temperature 

within ±0.5 °C. 

Table 8.2 Properties of the electrolyte used in the characterization pf the reaction 

environment. 

Property Value 

Ce(III) concentration, [A'(///)] 0.7 mol dm–3 

Ce(IV) concentration, [A'(/5)] 0.1 mol dm–3 

Density, z 1.37 g cm–3 

Diffusion coefficient of Ce(IV), ùB.(DE) 8.6×10–7 cm2 s–1 

MSA concentration, [MSA] 4.0 mol dm–3 

Schmidt number, "1 45348 

Kinematic viscosity, ë 3.9×10–2 cm2 s–1 

Dynamic viscosity, © 5.3×10–2 g cm–1 s–1 

Temperature, d 25 °C 
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8.3.3 Preparation of the electrodes 

The evaluated positive electrodes are shown in Figure 8.2 and their dimensions and 

hydraulic properties in the rectangular channel flow cell are given in Table 8.3. The 

Pt/Ti plate and coarse Pt/Ti mesh electrodes were ordered from a commercial supplier 

(Magneto BV, The Netherlands), while the fine Pt/Ti mesh and Pt/Ti felt were 

constructed from commercially available Ti materials and platinised in-house. A 

detailed description of their manufacture and the characterization of the Pt coatings is 

given in Section 7.6. 

 

Figure 8.1 a) Electrochemical flow cell components and b) experimental arrangement for half-

cell measurements of limiting current at Pt/Ti electrodes. 
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The porosity of the turbulence promoter (for the planar electrode) and mesh electrodes 

was determined by measuring the internal void with a liquid of known density (acetone) 

in specially constructed polymer boxes around the electrodes. In the case of Ti felt, the 

porosity was measured gravimetrically by comparing the mass of a known volume of 

the rigid felt material to the expected mass of the same solid volume of the metal, as 

calculated from its nominal density. SEM images were taken on a JSM-6500F field 

emission electron microscope (Jeol Inc, USA). 

 

Figure 8.2 Evaluated Pt/Ti electrode structures: a) plate, b) mesh, c) micromesh and d) felt. 

The Pt/Ti plate electrode consisted of a 3 mm thick titanium sheet coated on one side 

and had a roughness factor of 31.2±0.7, as determined by H electrosorption. The flow 

channel contained three stacked inert polypropylene meshes (internal aperture 4.6 × 4.2 

mm, pitch 6.8 × 8.0 mm, thickness 1.3 mm) as inert turbulence promoters (ITP) 

between the Pt/Ti sheet and the membrane in order to keep a constant electrode-

membrane separation and enhance mass transport. The mesh electrode consisted of a 

stack of three identical, expanded titanium meshes (internal aperture 3.2 × 7.1 mm, 

pitch 6.8 × 10.1 mm, thickness 2.4 mm) spot-welded to a titanium plate forming a 60 × 

42 × 7.4 mm porous electrode. The flat area next to the mesh was also covered with 
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platinum. In both cases, the externally supplied platinum coating had a nominal 

thickness of 3.5 µm, with an approximate platinum loading of 7 mg cm–2. It is 

understood that these electrodes were prepared by platinum electrodeposition following 

the application of a conductive IrOx inter-coating to the etched titanium materials for 

enhanced stability. 

Table 8.3 Characteristics of the positive electrodes and their respective flow channels. 

Electrode Length, 

3 / cm 

Breath, 

# / cm 

Height, 

" / cm 

Aspect 

ratio, ï 

Equivalent 

diameter, 

è. / cm 

Porosity, 

é 

Projected 

area, - / 

cm2 

Cross- 

section area, 

-} / cm2 

Volume, 

5. / cm3 

Pt/Ti plate 

+ ITP 

6.0 4.0 0.355 0.089 0.652 0.78 24.0 1.42 8.52 

Pt/Ti mesh 6.0 4.2 0.740 0.176 1.258 0.71 25.2 3.11 18.7 

Pt/Ti 

micromesh 

6.0 4.0 0.255 0.064 0.479 0.53 24.0 1.02 6.24 

Pt/Ti felt 
(A, B and C) 

6.0 4.0 0.36 0.090 0.661 0.80 24.0 1.44 8.64 

 

The Pt/Ti micromesh electrode was formed from sixteen, identical 60 × 25 mm flat 

titanium meshes (internal aperture 375 µm × 625 µm, pitch 670 µm × 1000 µm, 

thickness 170 µm) (Dexmet Co., USA) spot-welded to a 0.9 mm thick 99.7% Ti plate 

(Alfa Aesar Ltd., UK). The individual pieces of mesh, which have a smaller breath than 

the overall electrode, were stacked alternately with strips of mesh (60 mm × 5 mm) to 

leave space for the flowing electrolyte and to form a 60 mm × 40 mm × 2.5 mm porous 

electrode. Sintered titanium fibre (NV Bekaert SA, Belgium), commonly used in water 

electrolysers, was used for the Pt/Ti felt electrode. This material has also been evaluated 

for ozone generation [278], NH3 electrosynthesis [279], and unitised reversible fuel 

cells [280]. The bar-like fibres had irregular rectangular cross-sections with an average 

side length of 42.3±4.4 µm; the rigid bulk material had a density of 0.884 g cm–3 and a 

volumetric porosity of 0.80. The thickness of the felt was 3.6 mm, resulting in an 

electrode having dimensions 60 mm × 40 mm × 3.6 mm. The felt was spot-welded to a 

Ti plate to ensure an effective electrical contact. 
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The Pt/Ti micromesh and felt electrodes were platinised in a flowing Pt-containing 

alkaline electrolyte using the cell shown in Figure 8.1. (Platinising Ti in flow cells has 

also been performed in acid solutions [266].) Firstly, a single half-cell configuration was 

adopted for the etching of the Ti substrates using a 10% volume/weight oxalic acid 

solution at 80 °C until a dark brown colouration was developed [281]. This took ca. 2 

hours for the micromesh and 0.5 hour for the felt A (during its first electroplating). The 

previous method was performed in order to avoid the use of etchants such as 20% HCl, 

which results in the deterioration of the electrode material within a few minutes, 

affecting its mechanical properties [279]. Following this, the etching solution was 

removed and the system was triply cleaned with deionised water. A Nafion protonic 

membrane divided cell was used with a planar Pt/Ti electrode as anode. A 50 cm3 

volume of the platinising solution containing 20 g dm–3 hexachloroplatinic (IV) acid 

(Fischer Scientific Ltd., UK) in a 0.1 mol dm–3 NaOH solution (pH 13) [264] was 

recirculated in the positive half-cell at a flow rate of 8 cm s–1, maintaining a temperature 

of 75 °C. The negative half-cell contained only 0.1 mol dm–3 NaOH. Pt deposition was 

performed at a constant potential of –0.2 V vs. Hg|HgO(sat.). The deposition was stopped 

after the yellow colour of the solution disappeared and significant hydrogen evolution 

was observed. The total consumption of dissolved Pt was confirmed by the absence of 

tin(II) chloride and potassium iodide in spot tests on the residual solution [282]. 

As discussed in Section 7.6, the first electroplating of Ti felt did not result in a 

satisfactory Pt coverage. So, the felt was electroplated a second and a third time, using 

50 cm3 and 100 cm3, respectively of the platinising solution. During these stages, the 

treatment with oxalic acid was extended to 4 hours in view of the time required to 

observe a change in colouration, due to the diminished Ti exposed surface. This was 

followed by additional chemical etching at the same temperature in 6.0 mol dm–3 HCl 

for 1 hour and in 1.0 mol dm–3 aqueous H2O2 for 0.5 hour. SEM images of the coated 

electrode surface showed no deterioration of the substrate during the etching step. 

Electroplating was performed galvanostatically at 100 mA cm–2 until the onset of 

oxygen evolution, indicating that a low residual Pt concentration. The volumetric Pt 

loading, given in Table 8.4, was estimated from the metal mass fraction in 

hexachloroplatinic (IV) acid, approximately 40%. The change in porosity with 

increasing Pt loading was found to be negligible. 
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A 5 mm thick graphitised fluorocarbon polymer-composite, Sigracet BMA5® plate 

(SGL Carbon GmbH, Germany) was used as the battery negative electrode. Its area was 

limited to 60 mm × 40 mm and it was connected to a 2.3 mm thick copper plate current 

feeder of the same dimensions. In order to ensure effective electrical contact, the 

electrode and current collector were bonded with a cured silver-loaded epoxy resin, 

Circuitworks® (Chemtronics, USA). The negative flow channel contained the same 

turbulence promoters to maintain a constant electrode-membrane gap. 

Table 8.4 Overall approximate platinum loading of the evaluated porous electrodes. 

Electrode Volumetric Pt loading           

/ mg cm–3 

Pt/Ti micromesh 6.4 

Pt/Ti felt A 4.6 

Pt/Ti felt B 9.3 

Pt/Ti felt C 18.6 

 

8.3.4 Electrochemical experiments 

The electrochemical response of cerium in the industrial electrolyte containing 4.0 mol 

dm–3 MSA was assessed by cyclic voltammetry at Pt disc electrodes and the diffusion 

coefficient of the Ce(IV) ions was studied by analysis of limiting current vs. square root 

of rotation speed rotating disc limiting current measurements, using the Levich 

equation. An Autolab digital potentiostat was used (Metrohm AG, The Netherlands). 

The potential sweep in the cyclic voltammetry was performed from 0 V to +1.5 V vs. 

Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) at a linear potential sweep rate of 20 mV s–1. The linear sweep 

voltammetry for the Levich study was performed from –0.6 V to +1.0 V vs. 

Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) at a scan rate of 5 mV s–1. Rotation rates between 100 rpm and 2025 rpm 

were used. The reduction of Ce(IV) ions was studied to avoid parasitic currents due to 

OER during oxidation of Ce(III) ions. 

The cell potential of the flow battery as a function of discharge current density (cell 

polarisation) was measured for each electrode material at increasing electrolyte flow 

rates in the positive half-cell using a BST8-A3 battery analyser (MTI Corp., USA). 
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Each cell potential value was recorded after 60 s at the specified current density. The 

experiments were carried out at the typical operative temperature of 50 °C after 

charging the battery to a state of charge (SOC) of 50% (0.4 mol dm–3 Ce(IV)). The flow 

rate of the Zn negative electrolyte was maintained at 4 cm s–1 in all cases. The charge-

discharge cycling of the unit Zn-Ce flow cell using a Pt/Ti felt C electrode and the 

resulting cell potential vs. time profiles were conducted under the same conditions. The 

electrical resistance of all electrode/current collector assembles and their electrical 

connections was < 0.001 Ω, as measured with a high-impedance multimeter (Thurby 

Thandar Ltd., UK) as were other experiments carried out in the flow cell. 

Electrode polarization curves for the reduction of Ce(IV) ions were recorded with the 

evaluated materials, except the felts, in half-cell studies by performing linear sweep 

voltammetry (LSV) from –0.6 V to +0.90 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) at 5 mV s–1. The lower 

potential value was chosen to avoid the hydrogen evolution region. The potential sweep 

was carried out in the positive direction in order to prevent the apparition of a small 

reduction peak (not shown) observed with the Pt disc, and planar and mesh Pt/Ti 

electrodes near +0.10 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) (possibly related to the reduction of Pt 

oxides). This approach produced insignificant variation between the currents measured 

via LSV and chronoamperometry. For consistency, the micromesh LSV was performed 

in the same direction, but in this case the polarisation curves yielded a current ca. 10% 

higher than chronoamperometry probably due to activation of the electrode for 

hydrogen evolution at the low potential of –0.6 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.). For the Pt/Ti felts 

the LSV current for scans in the positive direction was almost 20% higher than 

chronoamperometry (not shown). Therefore, the potential sweep was carried out in the 

common direction away from the open-circuit potential, producing polarisation curves 

in which the current differed at most by 4% from that measured by chronoamperometry 

at the imposed potential; the previously mentioned reduction peak was not observed 

with this material. For the Pt/Ti felts, LSV was carried out from –0.2 V to +0.90 V vs. 

Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) to avoid hydrogen evolution, which shifted to higher potentials due to 

the great surface area and catalytic activity of the Pt deposits. Before these experiments, 

the electrochemical response of the Pt/Ti felt electrodes was stabilised by performing 

120 voltammetric cycles from –0.2 V to +1.2 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) at 1 V s–1. The 

positive half-cell reservoir contained 1.3 dm3 of positive electrolyte with 0.1 mol dm–3 

Ce(IV) methanesulfonate and 0.7 mol dm–3 Ce(III) methanesulfonate in 4.0 mol dm–3 
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MSA. The negative half-cell contained a planar Pt/Ti or graphitised polymer counter-

electrode while its reservoir contained 0.1 dm3 of a zinc-free 4.0 mol dm–3 MSA 

solution (also used to measure the background current at the positive electrodes). The 

electrolyte flow rates were controlled and the temperature of the electrolyte was 

maintained at 25 °C. 

The limiting current at the positive electrodes was measured by chronoamperometry 

for convenience and to help minimise the change in Ce(IV) concentration (0.1 mol    

dm–3) in the 1.3 dm–3 volume of electrolyte. The cell configuration and temperature 

were the same as in the polarization curve measurements. A potential of +0.2 V vs. 

Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) was imposed with the potentiostat and the current was recorded during 

successive steps of increasing flow rate performed every 30 s, except for the micromesh 

and the felt, when the interval was 15 s. The values used in data analysis were an 

average of the current recorded during the last 10 s of each step taken from triplicate 

measurements. The change in Ce(IV) concentration over the duration of each 

experiment was <1% with the plate and mesh electrodes and <5% for the micromesh 

and felt electrodes, hence the shorter intervals between flow rate steps. 

8.4 Results and Discussion 

8.4.1 Cyclic voltammetry and rotating disc experiments 

The cyclic voltammetry in Figure 8.3 illustrates the overall redox behaviour of cerium 

ions in typical electrolytes used in the Zn-Ce RFB. The oxidation of Ce(III) ions 

overlaps with oxygen evolution at potentials near +1.1 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) and 

increases at more positive potentials. The current peak for the oxidation of Ce(III) can 

be found near +1.26 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) while the current peak corresponding to the 

reduction of Ce(IV) is located near +0.58 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.). The peak separation is 

approximately 0.68 V. These results are similar to those reported in other MSA-based 

electrolytes for the Zn-Ce battery [107]. 

Well-developed cathodic limiting currents for 0.1 mol dm–3 Ce(IV) in the industrial 

composition electrolyte at the Pt RDE are shown in Figure 8.4a). The small reduction 

current of Pt can be observed at potentials below –0.2 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.). Performing 

the potential sweep from negative to positive potentials minimised this current, thus the 
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H2 evolution region was not scanned in order to avoid the formation of bubbles at the 

electrode surface. There is no significant background current in 3.5 mol dm–3 MSA. The 

corresponding Levich analysis is presented in Figure 8.4b). The linear correlation (slope 

value = 9.34 × 10–4; std. error = 5.2 × 10–6; R2 = 0.999) between k and ™�
X corroborates 

that the electrochemical reaction is under full mass transport control. 

 

Figure 8.3 Cyclic voltammetry showing the behaviour of cerium ions in a typical electrolyte for 

the Zn-Ce RFB. The electrolyte contains 0.8 mol dm–3 Ce(III) in 4 mol dm–3 MSA at 25 °C. 

The diffusion coefficient of Ce(IV) at a concentration of 0.1 mol dm–3 is 8.61×10–7 

mol dm–3. Diffusion coefficient values with increasing concentration of Ce(IV) in the 

battery electrolyte are shown in Table 8.5. The diffusion coefficient increases slightly 

from 8.88×10–7 cm2 s–1 at 0.10 mol dm–3 Ce(IV) to 1.02×10–6 cm2 s–1 at 0.74 mol dm–3 

Ce(IV). This is explained by the increasing removal of free methanesulfonate ions from 

the bulk of the solution to form Ce(IV) methanesulfonates (Equation 4.1), which results 

in higher mobility of these complexes in the electrolyte. (As expected, the diffusivity of 

Ce(III) and Ce(IV) ions diminishes with higher concentrations of supporting acid [319], 

i.e., more methanesulfonate ions in the bulk of the solution.) Relatively low diffusion 

coefficients are a result of the viscosity of the solution (3.88×10–2 cm2 s–1 at 25 °C). In 

comparison, the viscosity of a 2.5×10–3 cm2 Ce(III) solution in 6 mol dm–3 MSA was 

2.45×10–2 cm2 s–1 [47]. 
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Figure 8.4 a) Limiting current for Ce(IV) reduction at a Pt RDE with increasing rotation rate. b) 

Levich plot for the determination of the diffusion coefficient. Electrolyte composition: 0.1 mol 

dm–3 Ce(IV) + 0.7 mol dm–3 Ce(III) in 4 mol dm–3 MSA. 25 °C. 

These results are comparable to literature values. A diffusion coefficient of 1×10–6 cm2 

s–1 was found for Ce(III) ions MSA industrial electrolytes [47,318], which is similar to 

the results here presented. Ce(IV) diffusion coefficients at Pt have been reported for 

other concentrations, for instance, 2.17×10−7 cm2 s−1 in 0.6 mol dm–3 MSA in a RFB 

electrolyte [107] and 2.7×10−6 cm2 s−1 in 2.0 mol dm−3 MSA [103]. To put this in 

perspective, the diffusion coefficient for Ce(IV) in 3.0 mol dm–3 sulfuric acid is 2.5 × 

10–6 cm2 s–1 [319]. 
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Table 8.5 Diffusion coefficient of Ce(IV) as a function of its concentration in an electrolyte with 

an initial composition of 0.8 mol dm–3 Ce(III) in 4.0 mol dm–3 MSA. 

Concentration of Ce(IV), 
[A'(/5)] / mol dm–3 

Concentration of Ce(III), 
[A'(///)] / mol dm–3 

Diffusion coefficient of 
Ce(IV), ùB.(DE) / cm2 s–1 

0.01 0.79 8.88×10–7 

0.10 0.70 8.61×10–7 

0.20 0.60 9.23×10–7 

0.40 0.40 9.46×10–7 

0.60 0.20 9.42×10–7 

0.74 0.06 1.02×10–6 

 

8.4.2 Operational cell potential as function of discharge current density 

Cell polarization curves showing the effect of electrolyte flow at the positive electrode 

in a Zn-Ce battery are presented in Figure 8.5. The measured initial <K.LL is presented as 

a function of increasing discharge current density under galvanostatic control at 

different flow rates for each of the evaluated positive electrode structures. The materials 

show no appreciable kinetic activation losses but different ability to maintain the high 

operational <K.LL, required to achieve high energy efficiency in a RFB, and different 

<K.LL response to increasing electrolyte flow rate. The current density is calculated here 

from the geometrical area. Nevertheless, the true local current density at the electrode 

surface is lower at the porous electrodes, while approaching the values of geometrical 

area at the planar electrode.  

Figure 8.5a) shows that the planar electrode subjects the cell to a dramatic potential 

loss, decreasing <K.LL from 2.37 V to 0.62 V after applying a current density of only 10 

mA cm–2 at a linear flow velocity of 4 cm s–1 (corresponding to an area resistance of 

20.7 Ω cm2), which is in same range as that reported for a Zn-Ce RFB with planar 

electrodes of different dimensions operating at a linear flow velocity of 12 cm s–1 (50 Ω 

cm2) [66]. On the one hand, this suggests that the mass transport at the electrode is not 

high enough to prevent the depletion of the active species at the electrode surface, 

causing concentration polarization. Yet, increasing the electrolyte flow rate to 17 cm s–1 

had little effect in extending the operational <K.LL. This can be explained in view of the 
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low +, implied by its low +,-., vide infra. Nevertheless, the potential loss at these 

planar electrodes appears to be the result of OER. Small bubbles, are observed in the 

positive half-cell during battery charge and in larger quantities during discharge. 

Bubbles can produce significant Ohmic drops in flow reactors by increasing the 

resistivity of the electrolyte [258] and by shielding the electrode surface [259]. This 

would be consistent with the fact that no large potential losses were predicted for an 

ideal Zn-Ce model cell with planar electrodes under the assumption of no OER [304]. 

Consistently, a steep fall in current efficiency with increasing current density due to the 

OER was observed during Ce(III) oxidation in sulfuric acid at dished planar electrodes 

[320]. 

 

Figure 8.5 Measured initial cell potential a Zn-Ce RFB unit cell as a function of applied 

discharge current density for different positive electrodes: a) Pt/Ti plate, b) Pt/Ti mesh, c) Pt/Ti 

micromesh. Type 1 electrolytes at 50% SOC and 50 °C. 

In contrast to the plate electrode, the cell polarization for the Pt/Ti mesh electrode 

reveals a much lower effect of concentration polarization and Ohmic loss due to OER, 

as shown in Figure 8.5b). Under static electrolyte conditions, <K.LL losses are lower than 
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those experienced by the planar electrode at a linear flow velocity of 17 cm s–1. 

Actually, the behaviour of the mesh provides a highly illustrative example of the effect 

of mass transport in a flow cell. Although the potential drop is significant at low 

electrolyte flow rates, <K.LL develops higher values as the mean linear velocity in the cell 

is increased to 8.5 cm s–1, due to a reduction in overpotential and the amount of oxygen 

evolution. The resulting linear fall in <K.LL	from 2.37 V at <K.LLMB 	to 1.62 V at 100 mA cm–

2 (corresponding to an area resistance of 7.5 Ω cm2) is consistent with kinetic and 

Ohmic losses similar to those observed in another Zn-Ce RFB with a mesh electrode (an 

area resistance of 9.2 Ω cm2 at 50 mA cm–2) [22] and comparable to that in a model cell 

with 2-D electrodes [304]. Acceptable <K.LL vs. k relationships for a RFB are observed at 

a mean linear electrolyte velocity of 2.8 cm s–1, under conditions that would flush and/or 

detach bubbles from the electrode surface and maintain good mass transport rates. 

The <K.LL vs. k relationship for the micromesh electrode is presented in Figure 8.5c). 

Concentration polarization losses occur only when there is no electrolyte flow and a 

linear decay in <K.LL consistent with Ohmic loss predominance is developed even at the 

lowest flow rate of 0.25 cm s–1, with insignificant change at increasing flow rates. This 

implies that the surface area and mass transport in the micromesh are high enough to 

minimise concentration overpotential and local current density, reducing OER and the 

effects of bubble voidage/shielding. The slope of <K.LL vs. k is steeper than the case of 

the mesh electrode, indicating higher Ohmic resistivity in the cell (an area resistance of 

11.2 Ω cm2 at 100 mA cm–2). As mentioned in the experimental section, the electrical 

resistivity of the electrodes, current collectors and other connections cannot account for 

this loss. In view of the area resistance of Nafion being 0.13 Ω cm2 [250], Ohmic 

resistance lies either at the electrolyte or electrical connections. The behaviour of the 

battery with the Pt/Ti felt C electrode in Figure 8.5d) is similar to that of the micromesh 

electrode, although Ohmic loses are considerably lower. <K.LL decreases from 2.36 V at 

<K.LLMB 	to 1.20 V at 100 mA cm–2 at a mean linear flow velocity of 1 cm s–1 (an area-

specific resistance of 6.8 Ω cm2). The mass transport was sufficient to provide 

electroactive species. 

The polarization curves for these cells can be compared to those obtained from other 

RFBs. For instance, The overall behaviour an all-vanadium RFB was similar to the Zn-

Ce RFB, showing a linear <K.LL decrease dominated by Ohmic components [321]. The 
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internal area resistance at 152 mA cm–2 was 4.6 Ω cm2 at an estimated approximate flow 

rate of 5 cm s–1 (the authors did not provide clear electrode dimensions or a normalised 

mean linear flow rate). The resistance of the vanadium flow cell can be decreased by 

using serpentine flow fields and carbon paper to 0.66 Ω cm2 [321]. In the case of 

bromine-polysulfide RFB cell with nickel foam electrodes the cell area resistance is 

comparatively much lower [322]. <K.LL decreased from 1.5 V at <K.LLMB 	to 1.25 V at 500 

mA cm–2 (area resistance of 0.5 Ω cm2) at an electrolyte flow rate of 0.5 cm3 s–1 (the 

authors did not provide the electrode dimensions or a mean linear flow rate). In both 

cases, thin electrodes and means to increase flow rates extended the operational 

discharge current density of the flow cells, suggesting that thin felt electrodes (e.g., 

<500 µm) should be used in the Zn-Ce cell. Similarly, unitised reversible fuel cells 

using Ti felt electrodes suffer lower potential losses over a much wider current density 

range [280]. In summary, the contribution of Ohmic components is predominant in Zn-

Ce and other RBFs, provided mass transport conditions that avoid concentration 

polarisation. 

 

Figure 8.6 Cell potential and individual electrode potentials vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) of a Zn-Ce RFB 

unit cell as a function of applied discharge current density in a static electrolyte. The positive 

electrode is a Pt/Ti mesh. Type 1 electrolytes at 50% SOC and 50 °C. 

The fact that the observed potential losses take place at the positive electrode was 

confirmed by measuring the individual electrode potentials in the cell, as shown in 

Figure 8.6. Clearly, the potential drop takes place at the positive electrode. The cell 

potential of the negative electrode coated with a zinc deposit during charge does not 
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experience significant concentration overpotential or gas evolution during the duration 

of this experiment (600 s), even when the electrolyte remains static. 

8.4.3 Performance of a Zn-Ce unit cell using Pt/Ti felt C 

The charge-discharge performance of a Zn-Ce unit cell using Pt/Ti felt C at 20 mA 

cm–2 and typical operational conditions is shown in Figure 8.7. Both charge and 

discharge cycles had a duration of 30 min. and were separated by periods of 3 min. 

during which the open-circuit potential was monitored. At this relatively low current 

density, the average current efficiency of the cell (after the first 5 cycles) was 87.5%, 

although the energy efficiency diminished from a maximum of 75.9% after the first 

cycle to an average of 66.7%, decreasing to 63.4% in the last cycle. The average cell 

potentials during charge and discharge were 2.67 V and 2.09 V, respectively, while the 

average open-circuit potential after charge was 2.36 V. 

 

Figure 8.7 Charge-discharge cell potential of a Zn-Ce RFB unit cell using a Pt/Ti felt C 

electrode in constant charge regime at 20 mA cm–2 and a mean linear flow rate of 4 cm s–1, 

operating at 50 °C. Start conditions: 50% SOC; 0.4 mol dm–3 Ce(IV). 

The dramatic cell potential loss at end of the discharge cycles (following the 6th cycle) 

is caused by the complete stripping of Zn at the negative electrode. In these conditions, 

a number of 23 charge-discharge cycles were recorded before the cell failed due to a 

large overpotential, mostly likely resulting from oxygen evolution at the positive 

electrode during charge. This was verified by the final concentration of Ce(IV) ions, 

which was 0.65 mol dm–3. In turn, such high concentration of Ce(IV) ions following a 
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discharge step appears to be the result of the increasing dephasing of the individual SOC 

of each half-cell over increasing cycling due to the low efficiency and self-discharge of 

the negative electrode via hydrogen evolution. As the battery is charged, the less 

efficient negative compartment fails to achieve the same individual SOC as the positive 

compartment. This means that during the subsequent discharge step the available mass 

of deposited Zn is insufficient to allow full conversion of Ce(IV) ions to Ce(III), an 

effect that accumulates over time. The battery capacity could be restored by chemically 

reducing Ce(IV) ions, for instance, in a column packed with a IrO2 or RuO2 catalyst 

[12]. 

The charge-discharge cell potential of the same cell employing a Pt/Ti felt C electrode 

at a higher current density of at 80 mA cm–2 is presented in Figure 8.8. At this current 

density, the battery displays a very similar an average current efficiency of 87.8%, but 

the overall energy efficiency is only 35.7% due to the excessive overpotentials over 

both charge and discharge. The average cell potentials during charge and discharge 

were 3.59 V and 1.43 V, respectively. Significant water electrolysis can be expected 

with such high overpotentials, especially at an electrode coated with Pt. The average 

open-circuit cell after the discharge cycles was 2.42 V. The ovepotentials increased at 

the end of each constant current step along number of cycles, in particular during 

charge. These effects suggest a progressive dephasing of the individual SOC of each 

half-cell, similar to the previous experiment carried out at 20 mA cm–2. However, this 

experiment stop after reaching the cut-off potential of 3.75 V. 

In contrast, a reported Zn-Ce divided RFB operating with a Pt/Ti mesh electrode at 50 

mA cm–2 and otherwise similar conditions displayed a cell potential of 1.8 V during 

discharge, showing current efficiencies of up to 75% and voltage efficiencies up to 60% 

[22]. Overall, this represents a better performance than the Pt/Ti felt C cell at the same 

conditions (not shown), where it afforded an average energy efficiency of 67.8% over 7 

cycles. Even at 20 mA cm–2, the cell using the Pt/Ti felt C electrode yielded only a 

comparable energy efficiency to the cell with a mesh electrode. This might be the result 

of the potential drop at the felt electrode thickness (see Section 7.6.4) in combination 

with the catalytic activity of a larger Pt surface area in relation to the mesh. 

Nevertheless, as shown in Sections 8.4.7 and 8.4.8, cerium-based RFBs with Pt/Ti felt 

electrodes greatly increase the fractional conversion rate of Ce ions and are 
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advantageous for rapid charge or discharge in this compartment under mass transport 

control regime (if the negative electrode process has a suitable current efficiency). 

 

Figure 8.8 Charge-discharge cell potential of a Zn-Ce RFB unit cell using a Pt/Ti felt C 

electrode in constant charge regime at 80 mA cm–2 and a mean linear flow rate of 2 cm s–1, 

operating at 50 °C. Start conditions: 50% SOC; 0.4 mol dm–3 Ce(IV). 

8.4.4 Polarization curves of Pt/Ti electrodes 

Polarization curves of the different electrode materials in potential range between –0.6 

V to +0.9 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) are shown in Figure 8.9. Higher reduction currents for 

Ce(IV) ions are achieved with increasing electrode material area, following the order: 

plate < mesh < felt A < micromesh < felt B < felt C. As seen in Figure 8.9a) and Figure 

8.9b) limiting current plateaus are obtained with plate and mesh Pt/Ti electrodes, in 

agreement with steady-state conditions, such in the ideal case of small Pt disc electrode 

under fully developed laminar flow; see Figure 8.4a). In the Pt/Ti plate the limiting 

current region starts at potential value close to +0.2 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.), therefore this 

value was chosen to apply during the chronoamperometry experiments. For consistency, 

the same potential was used with the other electrodes. 

As seen in Figure 8.9c) and Figure 8.9d), the current measured at high-surface area 

electrode materials such as Pt/Ti micromesh and Pt/Ti felt displayed a less ideal 

behaviour, continuing to increase as the potential is more negative. Deviation from 

steady-state conditions at higher currents and increased conversion rates are responsible 

for this trend. Similar non-steady state ‘plateaus’ have been observed in thick graphite 
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felt electrodes due to Ohmic potential drop [309]. The deviation also reflects the fact 

that the current distribution and mass transport (related to electrolyte velocity and 

direction) are not uniform throughout the porous structures, leading to a gradient of 

required time to achieve a limiting current [323]. These are an average of the different 

local potential and modes of rate control which are, in turn, also a function of the 

distance along the electrode in plug-flow reactors [290]. Notwithstanding the use of 

pulse dampeners, an effect due to the peristaltic pumps can be also expected. With 

higher nominal flow rates, the suction power progressively reaches a limit and affords 

lower real volumetric flow rates. See Section 9.3.3. Other deviations observed in 

limiting currents for mass transport measurements include [323]: a) active electrode 

area increase (more common with metal deposition), b) ion migration (in electrolytes 

with low conductivity), c) concentration decrease in the limited electrolyte volume (here 

measured to be <5%), d) non-uniform current distribution, and e) electrode poisoning. 

 

Figure 8.9 Polarization curves for the reduction of Ce(IV) at different positive electrodes: a) 

Pt/Ti plate, b) Pt/Ti mesh, c) Pt/Ti micromesh, d) Pt/Ti felt C. Electrolyte composition: 0.1 mol 

dm–3 Ce(IV) + 0.7 mol dm–3 Ce(III) in 4 mol dm–3 MSA at 25 °C. 
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It should be noted that the initial high current observed with the plate and mesh 

electrodes at the start of the polarisation curve, –0.6 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.), corresponds 

to the charge of the double layer and not to H2 evolution, as the onset potential for this 

reaction was intentionally avoided; see Figure 8.9a) and Figure 8.9b). On the other 

hand, the H2 evolution can be observed below ca. –0.4 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) at the 

micromesh electrode, see Figure 8.9c), while the felt electrodes displayed an intense 

catalytic activity towards H2 evolution due to the large surface area of the Pt catalyst at 

potentials under –0.2 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.); see Figure 8.9d). In the particular case of the 

micromesh, the current response was noisy and Figure 8.9c) shows a smoothed signal. 

8.4.5 Limiting current and enhancement factor 

Figure 8.10 shows the limiting and quasi-limiting current measured at increasing 

electrolyte flow rates with the different evaluated electrodes using chronoamperometry 

at a potential of +0.2 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.). The overall current follows the same 

sequence as in the polarisation curves: plate < mesh < felt A < micromesh < felt B < felt 

C. As explained in the experimental section, the current values for plate, mesh and felt 

electrodes measured by this method have an excellent agreement (maximum difference 

of 4%) with those observed in the polarization curves at the same potential (see Figure 

8.9). In contrast, the current values observed in the polarisation curve of the micromesh 

were higher by approximately 10% due to the change in concentration and possibly to 

the oxidation of adsorbed/trapped hydrogen that takes place during the LSV as it was 

performed in the positive direction. In summary, the chronoamperometry for the 

micromesh in Figure 8.10c) is more accurate than the curve in Figure 8.9c). (For this 

reason, LSV of the Pt/Ti felt C was performed in direction away of the open-circuit 

potential.) 

The increments of current at the Pt/Ti plate and mesh were linear with flow velocity 

over a certain flow rate step range, but further steps produce lower current increments 

(Figure 8.10a) and 11b). This is attributable to electrolyte bypassing the electrode in this 

particular flow cell at higher hydraulic pressure. In the case of the micromesh (Figure 

8.10c) the current signal also became noisy. The current observed at the felt C electrode 

increased with higher electrolyte flow rates according to a power law. The limiting 

current response for the reduction of Ce(IV) ions vs. flow rate at different electrode 

materials is more clearly appreciated in the current density calculated from the projected 
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area shown in Figure 8.11. Evidently, porous electrodes develop higher current 

densities, discouraging the use of planar electrodes for efficient Ce conversion. The 

behaviour of the plate and the mesh electrodes follows an apparent linear relationship 

before reaching what appears to be underperformance result of flow bypass in the flow 

cell revealed by a sudden change of slope. This takes place for the mesh (é = 0.71) at 

velocities over 5 cm s–1, while the plate + ITP (é = 0.78) shows a similar effect over 10 

cm s–1. The current measured at the micromesh (é = 0.53) and felts (é = 0.80) increases 

in a parabolic fashion. The current at the felt electrodes was directly proportional to the 

Pt loading, felt A having a lower loading than the micromesh. 

 

Figure 8.10 Limiting current for the reduction of Ce(IV) for different positive electrodes as 

measured by chronoamperometry at +0.2 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) with increasing mean linear 

electrolyte velocity: a) Pt/Ti plate, b) Pt/Ti mesh, c) Pt/Ti micromesh, d) Pt/Ti felt. Electrolyte 

composition: 0.1 mol dm–3 Ce(IV) + 0.7 mol dm–3 Ce(III) in 4 mol dm–3 MSA at 25 °C. 

Assuming that +, does not suffer significant variation with the concentration of active 

species, the cathodic limiting current density of the cell at other concentrations of 

Ce(IV) can be estimated at a certain flow rate using Equation 8.12. In the case of the 

Pt/Ti mesh electrode, the expected current density (from projected area) for 0.6 mol  
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dm–3 Ce(IV) at 5 cm s–1 would be 0.215 A cm–2. For comparison, an industrial 

electrochemical reactor with a similar mesh electrode operating at 28 cm s–1 required an 

oxidation limiting current of ca. 0.25 A cm–2 for 1 mol dm–3 Ce(III) assuming an 

efficiency of 100% [318]. These values are comparable; the higher current in [318] is 

most likely the result of a higher concentration and flow rate. 

 

Figure 8.11 Limiting current for 0.1 mol dm–3 Ce(IV) reduction as a function of electrolyte 

mean linear velocity for different electrode materials. Current obtained by chronoamperometry 

at 0.2 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.). Initial electrolyte composition: 0.8 mol dm–3 Ce(III) in 4 mol dm–3 

MSA. Temperature 25 °C. 

The current enhancement factor, • compared to a flow cell with a Pt/Ti planar 

electrode in an empty channel is shown in Figure 8.12. As expected, when highly 

porous structures are used the value of • is greatly increased. For the mesh • is between 

14.5 and 19.7, for the micromesh stack between 51.5 and 62.3, and for the felt C 

between 160 and 108 at the studied electrolyte flow rates. These values are typical for 

porous electrodes. The felt shows the highest increase in limiting current for a given 

projected electrode area, although this effect reduces with increasing electrolyte linear 

flow rate. The plate electrode in combination with an inert turbulence promoter showed 

values between 2.2 and 3.0, which are similar to the values of the mass transport 

enhancement factor, ï, reported for turbulence promoters (• = ï	for flat electrodes), 
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e.g., up to 2.2 [213], and up to 3.5 [222]. The use of turbulence promoters nearly 

doubled the current efficiency of anodic Ce(III) oxidation in comparison to flat 

electrodes in an obsolete process performed in sulfuric acid solutions [320]. 

 

Figure 8.12 Current enhancement factor vs. mean linear flow velocity for Ce(IV) at different 

Pt/Ti electrode materials. Current data obtained by chronoamperometry at 0.225 V vs. 

Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.). Electrolyte composition: 0.1 mol dm–3 Ce(IV) + 0.7 mol dm–3 Ce(III) in 4 mol 

dm–3 MSA. Temperature 25 °C. 

In all cases, a decrease of • is observed with increasing electrolyte mean linear flow 

velocity. This a consequence of a non-linear relationship between mass transport and 

mean linear flow velocity at the Pt/Ti electrode in the unrestricted channel, which is the 

enhancement baseline. A possible cause is internal flow by-pass in the empty channel 

due to stronger manifold flow jets at higher pumping rates. 

The main benefit of a high surface area porous material for a Zn-Ce RFB is the 

availability of higher operational current densities and reduced voltage efficiency losses. 

Limiting currents are not necessarily achieved in RFBs, since these devices are 

charge/discharged under constant current. This effect is obvious in the all-vanadium 

RFB, which uses carbon felt electrodes. 
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8.4.6 Determination of ü†°¢ and its empirical correlation to electrolyte flow rate  

The volumetric mass transport coefficient +,-. was calculated using Equation 8.12 

from the current measured at the electrodes by triplicate chronoamperometry 

experiments as presented in Figure 8.10, assuming steady-state mass transport control. 

A logarithmic-logarithmic plot in Figure 8.13a) shows +,-. as a function of mean 

linear velocity for the various electrode materials studied. Figure 8.13b) shows +,-. as 

a function of the space-averaged Reynolds number. The +,-. values of the electrodes 

increase in the sequence: plate < mesh < felt A < micromesh < felt B < felt C. The 

values for the empirical constants ô′ and õ′ that describe each electrode are shown in 

Table 8.6. In all cases, the value of +,-. increases with flow rate due to higher mass 

transport and it is described by the empirical constant õ′. This gradient is an indication 

of the flow regime. As the value approaches the unity, the flow becomes more turbulent. 

In the classical correlation in Equation 8.7, 	õ > 0.8 for fully turbulent flow at a plate 

[228]. In the form used here (Equation 8.11), õ′ is analogous to õ. The values of õ′ in 

Table 8.6 suggest a laminar regime, which is consistent with the values of (' in Figure 

8.13b). On the other hand, the constant ô′, which incorporates the other terms of the 

expanded correlation, is related to the active area (and Pt loading) of the electrodes. 

A restriction of the limiting current approach is that it assumes full mass transport 

control, which is only partially achieved with the electrodes with high surface area 

evaluated with concentrated electrolytes, i.e., felt, as is evident in the polarization 

curves. The reasons for these deviations were discussed in Section 8.4.4. (Still, the mass 

transport control potential range for the reduction of Ce(IV) ions is more than 1.0 V, see 

Figure 8.4a.) Thus, the +,-. values for the Pt/Ti felt electrodes are in fact slightly 

lower than the real values, but they are considered for convenience; a compromise is 

necessary between experimental accessibility and theoretical rigour. The maximum 

values of +,-. are achieved by the Pt/Ti felt C, which has the highest volumetric Pt 

loading (see Table 8.4), followed by the Pt/Ti micromesh stack electrode. These results 

are in agreement with the literature, e.g., nickel felt produces higher values of +,-.than 

micromesh or foam for ferricyanide reduction [301]. The lower performance of felts A 

and B is due to their reduced Pt coverage, observed as bare Ti at the external surface in 

SEM images; see Figure 7.7a) and b) in Section 7.6.1. The product +,-. of felts can be 

augmented by using shorter travel distances trough the material [309], which can be 
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implemented using interdigitated flow fields similar to those found in fuel cells. The 

values of +,-. for the mesh electrode are nearly an order of magnitude lower than 

those of the micromesh, while the planar electrode yields the lowest values. 

 

Figure 8.13 Logarithmic-logarithmic plot of electrode performance factor +,-. for Ce(IV) 

reduction as a function of a) electrolyte mean linear velocity, b) Reynolds number (assuming 

developed laminar flow) for different electrode materials. Electrolyte composition: 0.1 mol dm–3 

Ce(IV) + 0.7 mol dm–3 Ce(III) in 4 mol dm–3 MSA. Temperature 25 °C. 
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Table 8.6 Constants describing the performance of Pt/Ti porous electrodes in an industrial-type 

MSA electrolyte according to the power law, +,-. = ô′:ö´. From current data of 0.1 mol dm–3 

Ce(IV) reduction in 4.0 mol dm–3 MSA. 

Electrode ô′ õ′  

Pt/Ti plate + ITP 6.70 × 10–4 0.526 

Pt/Ti mesh 2.24 × 10–3 0.492 

Pt/Ti micromesh 2.48 × 10–2 0.385 

Pt/Ti felt A 1.57 × 10–2 0.211 

Pt/Ti felt B 2.65 × 10–2 0.248 

Pt/Ti felt C 4.82×10–2 0.286 

 

The consideration of +,-. and its empirical description allows to circumvent the 

problems in the determination of +, in flow cells with porous electrodes by using 

unmodified dimensionless number correlations of the form shown in Equation 8.7, 

which are valid only for developed flow in open channel cells, i.e., planar electrodes. 

For instance, Harrison [318] used these relationships to characterize an industrial flow 

reactor for Ce(III) oxidation with a Pt/Ti mesh (porous) anodes and noted that the 

limiting current densities estimated from values of +, were unexpectedly inadequate to 

predict the relatively low current efficiencies at mesh electrodes. In other work, 

Harrison et al. indirectly related mean linear flow velocity and electrode structure 

(functions of +,-.) to the current efficiency of Ce(III) oxidation [48]. In their work at a 

current density of 0.4 A cm–2, a Pt/Ti plate showed a current efficiency of 65% while a 

Pt/Ti mesh and a double mesh stack showed values of 93% and 99%, respectively; a 

recognizable behaviour. Those results can be easily rationalised by the different values 

of +,-. for these materials. 

For comparison, Table 8.7 includes values with the empirical correlations ô′ and õ′ 

found in the literature for diverse electrode materials obtained for flowing electrolytes 

of distinctive composition. Variation is due to the different diffusivity, viscosity, 

concentration, equivalent hydraulic diameter (comprising the thickness of porous 

electrodes), etc. The effect of these variables, which are included in Equations 8.8, 8.9 

and 8.10, are gathered into the empirical constant ô′. Langlois et al. characterized the 
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+,-. of different grades of nickel foam [311], showing that materials with smaller pore 

sizes yielded much larger values, although not as high as carbon felt [309]. 

Table 8.7 Constants describing the performance of selected diverse electrodes reported in the 

literature according to the power law, +,-. = ô′:ö§. 

Electrode ô′ õ′ Electrolyte composition / mol dm−3 Reference 

Carbon felt 4.1 0.36 0.001 [Fe(CN)6]3−, [Fe(CN)6]4− + 0.5 NaOH [309] 

Nickel foam 100 
ppi * 

1.18 0.47 2.5 × 10−3 [Fe(CN)6]3− + 0.125 [Fe(CN)6]4− 
+ 1.0 NaOH 

[311] 

Nickel foam 60 
ppi * 

0.61 0.46 2.5 × 10−3 [Fe(CN)6]3− + 0.125 [Fe(CN)6]4− 
+ 1.0 NaOH 

[311] 

Nickel foam 45 
ppi * 

0.41 0.46 2.5 × 10−3 [Fe(CN)6]3− + 0.125 [Fe(CN)6]4− 
+ 1.0 NaOH 

[311] 

Stainless steel 
fibres 

0.015 0.49 0.97 Rh3+ + 0.005 Pd2+ + 0.008 Nd3+ + 1 
HNO3 

[324] 

Nanostructured 
Ni plate 

0.08 0.23 0.001 [Fe(CN)6]3− + 0.01 [Fe(CN)6]4− + 1.0 
Na2CO3 

[312] 

RVC 45 ppi  0.011 0.93 2.4 × 10−4 O2 + 0.5 Na2SO4 [316] 

BDD plate + ITP 7.0 × 10–4 0.84 2.4 × 10−4 O2 + 0.5 Na2SO4 [316] 

* Data taken from a plot showing : in m s−1 and converted before calculating constants. 

In other cases, +,-. in the literature has been given for a specific flow rate. In their 

characterization of Ni porous electrodes from limiting current measurements 

Marrachino et al. reported +,-. values of 0.81 s−1 for Ni felt (é = 0.95, thickness 1.3 

mm) and 0.46 s−1 for Ni foam (é = 0.95, thickness 1.4 mm) at a mean linear flow rate of 

4.6 cm s−1 [301]. These values are higher than ours due to their diluted low-viscosity 

electrolyte: 0.001 mol dm−3 [Fe(CN)6]3−, 0.05 mol dm−3 [Fe(CN)6]4− in 0.5 mol dm−3 

NaOH. Ni foam (é = 0.87, thickness 4 mm) and a stacked Ni mesh (é = 0.62, thickness 

7.5 mm) had +,-. values of 0.09 s−1 and 0.19 s−1, respectively, at a mean linear flow 

rate of 9 cm s−1 for the reduction of 0.001 mol dm−3 [Fe(CN)6]3− in presence of 0.05 mol 

dm−3 [Fe(CN)6]4− in 1.0 mol dm−3 KOH using the FM01-LC flow reactor [325]. In other 

porous material, RVC (45 ppi), +,-. was 0.07 s−1 at 33.3 cm3 s−1 for the reduction of 

50 mg dm−3 Zn(II) in 0.1 mol dm−3 KCl [295]. At a different RVC grade (30 ppi) +,-. 

was 10.7 × 10−3 s−1 at 1.33 cm3 s−1 for the reduction of 100 mg dm−3 Cr(VI) [326]. In a 

FM01-LC flow reactor with a plate electrode + ITP, +,-. was 7.6 × 10−4 s−1 at 9 cm s−1 

for the reduction of 0.97 mol dm−3 Rh3+, 0.005 mol dm−3 Pd2+ and 0.008 mol dm−3 Nd3+ 
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in 1 mol dm−3 HNO3 [324]. In other case, at a planar Cu electrode +,-. was 3.7 × 10−5 

s−1 at 600 L h−1 for the reduction of 0.3 mol dm−3 Cu2+ in 0.1 mol dm−3
 HNO3 [327]. The 

values at planar electrodes are consistently orders of magnitude lower than at porous 

electrodes. 

Shorter electrolyte flow pathways can increase +,-., as demonstrated for Br [328] 

and [Fe(CN)6]4− [309] reduction at carbon-based felt electrodes. It follows that +,-. 

could be increased significantly if Pt/Ti C felt was used in flow-across configuration 

with inter-digitated electrolyte channels (similar to a fuel cell), which could also reduce 

the hydraulic pressure drop across the porous material. Also, thinner felts might prevent 

trapped gas trapped bubbles inside the electrodes, which were observed in thick or 

dense felt electrodes at low flow rates [301,311]. 

Reliable experimental studies for mass transport in other RFBs are surprisingly 

uncommon. For instance, polarisation curves have been constructed from 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy data for carbon felt electrodes in a vanadium 

RFB under static electrolyte conditions [329]. Unfortunately, incorrectly labelled 

‘limiting currents’ (rather the intercept on the current density axis of an extrapolation of 

the Ohmic cell potential decay) obtained at different SOC were then used to estimate 

mass transport coefficients for vanadium ions without consideration to the volumetric 

surface area of the felt. More awareness of electrochemical engineering of RBFs is 

necessary in the scientific literature. 

8.4.7 Electrode and unit cell design equations 

The design of electrochemical reactors and RFBs via dimensionless relationships can 

be performed with an acceptable degree of accuracy utilizing the experimental values of 

+,-.. The length, 3, and thickness, ", of efficient porous electrodes can be estimated 

for the required fractional conversion, îy, and tolerable potential loss, ∆<, using a 

simplified approach [228,305,330,331]. First, the inlet and outlet concentrations, 1eP and 

1¨≠J, of the electroactive species in a porous electrode in the positive half-cell are 

considered as a single-pass plug flow reactor: 

1¨≠J = 1eP exp − ÆØy
∞±

     (8.14) 
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Diffusional control at all points of the electrode, insignificant change in concentration 

along the channel breath and thickness, and isothermal conditions are assumed. The 

previous equation can be modified to be expressed in terms of the length of the 

electrode channel, 3, and the mean linear velocity of the electrolyte at which +,-. was 

measured. The previous equation is expanded in order to introduce -. (- = -.5.) and 

the volume of the electrode channel (5. = "#3): 

1¨≠J = 1eP exp − ÆØya≤0É
∞±

      (8.15) 

The term ñó can then substituted by the cross-sectional area of electrode channel, 

-} = #", multiplied by the mean linear velocity of the empty channel, :}, in other 

words, the inlet manifold velocity at the entrance of a particular size of cell. However, 

since the mean linear velocity past the electrode surface, :, offers a normalized flow 

rate for porous electrodes in any cell and because it has been used to determine +,-., 

ñó is instead substituted using Equation 8.6. Eliminating the terms # and ", it yields: 

1¨≠J = 1eP exp − ÆØya
ó≥

3       (8.16) 

The mass balance in Equation 8.14 is maintained. Since the fractional conversion in a 

plug flow reactor, îy¥^[, is given by: 

îy¥^[ = 1 − Kµ∂G
K∑h

     (8.17) 

îy¥^[ can therefore be related to the electrode length, 3, by: 

îy¥^[ = 1 − exp − ÆØya
ó≥

3      (8.18) 

As an example, Figure 8.14 shows the estimated îy¥^[ for Ce(IV) reduction at the 

studied Pt/Ti porous electrodes as a function of their length, according to Equation 8.18, 

at a typical mean linear flow rate, :, of 4 cm s–1. Their +,-. values were obtained from 

the empirical relationships given in Table 8.6 and are presented in Table 8.8 along their 

porosity. 

It is clear that the Pt/Ti felt and Pt/Ti micromesh develop higher fractional conversion 

rates. In order to achieve a îy¥^[ of 0.5 in a single pass, a cell with these electrodes must 

be approximately 36 cm and 52 cm, respectively. In contrast, 100 cm long Pt/Ti mesh 
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and Pt/Ti plate + ITP electrodes will produce îy¥^[ of only 0.13 and 0.04, respectively. 

The fractional conversion for other reactor models, such as simple batch, plug flow in 

batch recirculation and cascade can be further considered [332-334], although this goes 

beyond the scope of this work. The modelling and simulation of these conditions can 

enable the fast evaluation and optimisation of general and particular cases. For instance, 

in bromine-polysulfide [308] and vanadium RFB [335]. 

 

Figure 8.14 Single pass fractional conversion for Ce(IV) reduction at various Pt/Ti porous 

electrodes as a function of their length. In all cases, the mean linear velocity is 4 cm s–1 at the 

cross-sectional plane at the entrance of the electrode channel. 

Another dimension that can be estimated from +,-. is the required electrode 

thickness, ", for a certain admissible potential loss in the electrolyte [290,305,331]. For 

this, the Ohmic drop that takes place through the electrolyte in the porous electrode at 

the entrance plane of the electrode channel is calculated by: 

<(≤) − < l = ∆< = ÆØya]^K∑h≤∏

XÅ
     (8.19) 

<(≤) is the potential near the separator, at the distance " from the current collector, i.e., 

the electrode height in this notation and <(l) is the potential at the planar current 

collector/feeder. This potential drop, ∆<, gives a good approximation of that taking 

place across the length of the electrode [305]. Equation 8.19 is an analytical solution of 

the electrolyte potential at the porous electrode obtained from the differential charge 
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balance and is valid for electrodes with relatively low single pass conversion 

productivity, a case suitable for batch recirculation reactors such as RFBs. The resulting 

potential loss is directly related to the conductivity of the electrolyte, ~, inside the 

porous matrix. It is also possible to estimate the potential drop across the length of the 

electrode [228,290,305,331]. 

Table 8.8 Volumetric mass transport coefficient and porosity of the evaluated Pt/Ti electrodes at 

an electrolyte mean linear velocity, :, of 4 cm s–1. 

Electrode Porosity, 

é 

Volumetric mass transport 

coefficient, +,-. / s–1 

Pt/Ti plate NA 5.21 × 10–4 

Pt/Ti plate + ITP 0.78 1.57 × 10–3 

Pt/Ti mesh 0.71 5.40 × 10–3 

Pt/Ti micromesh 0.53 0.0547 

Pt/Ti felt C 0.80 0.0771 

 

Figure 8.15 gives the potential drop at the evaluated Pt/Ti electrodes as a function of 

their thickness at a mean linear flow rate at the entrance of the electrode channel, :., of 

4 cm s–1. The corresponding values of ñó, : and +,-. are the same of Table 8.8. In this 

particular case, the inlet concentration, 1eP, is 0.4 mol dm–3 Ce (IV) (50% SOC in the 

positive electrolyte), having a measured conductivity of 375 mS cm–1; see Section 6.5.4. 

As shown by Figure 8.15, porous electrodes with high surface area, such as the Pt/Ti 

felt and Pt/Ti micromesh, must be relatively thin to be effective, as they are more 

susceptible to the potential drop. More open materials yielding a lower +,-. can allow 

for thicker electrode channels, as in the case of the Pt/Ti mesh. Meanwhile, planar 

electrodes with low conversion rates can operate with relatively large electrode-

membrane separation, e.g., 1 cm. The potential drop within the electrolyte in the 

positive Pt/Ti electrode of a discharging Zn-Ce RFB should not be over 1.0 V in order 

to prevent the Ce(IV) reduction reaction from leaving mass transport control and 

inducing intense OER (see Figure 8.4). For this scenario, Pt/Ti felt and Pt/Ti micromesh 
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should have a maximum thickness of approximately 1.8 mm and 1.9 mm, while the 

Pt/Ti mesh could be up to 6.0 mm thick. 

 

Figure 8.15 Potential drop across the thickness of various Pt/Ti porous electrodes at a mean 

linear velocity is 4 cm s–1 at the cross-sectional plane at the entrance of the electrode channel. 

The conductivity of the electrolyte corresponds to a SOC of 50%. 

8.4.8 Reactor design equation: A pilot Zn-Ce RFB 

A divided RFB connected to two electrolyte reservoirs can be approximated as two 

plug flow reactors in batch recirculation. The model expression for the electrode process 

at each half-cell would then be [228,330,332]: 

1eP J = 1eP l exp − J
π∫

1 − exp − ÆØyaEa
ñ:

    (8.20) 

1eP l  is the inlet concentration at the start of operation (! = 0), 1eP J  is the inlet 

concentration at a given time, and º\ is the mean residence time in the reservoir, which 

is the volume of the electrolyte in the reservoir divided by ñó: 

º\ =
5d
ñ:

      (8.21) 

Since the expression for fractional conversion in this reactor model is: 

îy,J¥^[ = 1 −
K∑h G

K∑h i
     (8.22) 
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Then the îy,J¥^[ at each of the electrolyte reservoirs as a function of time is given by: 

îy,J¥^[ = 1 − exp − J
π∫

1 − exp − ÆØyaEa
ñ:

   (8.23) 

In addition to time, an alternative way to visualise the operation of a plug flow reactor 

in batch recirculation consist on determining the theoretical number of times that the 

electrolyte passes through the reactor: 

Ω[ =
!
ºd

      (8.24) 

This rector model can provide a good estimation of the conversion of the active 

species in the electrolyte reservoir, and hence the SOC in a RFB. 

Table 8.9 Characteristics of the positive half-cell compartment of a 20 cell pilot RFB stack 

using different Pt/Ti electrodes and operating at a pump capacity of 1,000 cm3 s–1. 

Electrode Electrode 

thickness, " / 
cm 

Total electrode 

volume, 5. / 

cm3 

Mean linear flow rate 

in the porous 

electrode, : / cm s–1 

Volumetric mass 

transport coefficient, 

+,-. / s–1 

Pt/Ti plate 0.6 24,000 2.08 4.0 × 10–4 

Pt/Ti plate + ITP 0.6 24,000 2.67 1.1 × 10–3 

Pt/Ti mesh 0.6 24,000 2.93 3.8 × 10–3 

Pt/Ti micromesh 0.18 7,200 13.10 0.0653 

Pt/Ti felt C 0.15 6,000 10.42 0.0942 

 

In the following example, îy,J¥^[ in the positive electrolyte reservoir of a pilot Ce-based 

RFB during discharge from a SOC of 100% ([Ce(IV)] = 0.8 mol dm–3) is estimated as a 

function of time when different Pt/Ti electrodes are used. The system consists of a 

single stack with 20 unit flow cells, each with a Pt/Ti electrode of dimensions, # = 

40.0, 3 = 50.0 cm. As a compromise, "	has the value required to sustain a maximum ∆< 

of 1.0 V, according to Figure 8.15, except for the planar Pt/Ti electrodes, in which the 

channel thickness was set to 6 mm. The characteristics of each type of electrodes in the 

stack are given in Table 8.9. For each case, the overall 5. is given by the summation of 

all the individual unit cell electrodes. The stack of 20 electrodes is fed at a ñó of 1,000 
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cm3 s–1, as established by pump capacity. This value divided by 20 yields the volumetric 

flow rate of each unit cell, which is converted to : according to Equation 8.6. Their 

+,-. values are obtained from the empirical relationships of Table 8.6. The reservoir 

contains 500,000 cm3 of Ce-based electrolyte, which gives a º\ of 500 s (8.33 minutes). 

Full mass transport control, uniform flow, adiabatic operation and 100% faradaic 

efficiency are assumed. 

Figure 8.16 gives îy,J¥^[ in the reservoir over ! and Ω[ for the pilot stack described in 

the previous paragraph. As in the single pass plug flow reactor, electrodes with higher 

surface area achieve faster conversion of the Ce(IV) in the reservoir. However, the 

thickness of each electrode and the imposed fixed volumetric flow, results in a 

noticeably higher îy,J¥^[ when the Pt/Ti mesh electrode is employed, in comparison to 

the previous case. Some improvement is also seen for the Pt/Ti planar electrodes. A 

conversion of 0.55 and 0.50 is reached in the 500 dm3 reservoir by the Pt/Ti felt C and 

Pt/Ti micromesh electrodes after 15 min. during the discharge of the battery. The same 

transformation requires 71 min. for the Pt/Ti mesh, while the Pt/Ti plate + ITP converts 

only 0.25 after 90 min. 

 

Figure 8.16 Fractional conversion as a function of time and number of recycles in the positive 

reservoir of a 20 cell pilot Ce-based RFB stack for different Pt/Ti electrodes under steady state 

conditions. The reservoir has a volume of 500 dm–3 and the pump a capacity of 1,000 cm3 s–1. 

The electrode reaction is the reduction of Ce(IV), starting at a SOC of 100%. 
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8.5 Conclusions 

• The volumetric mass transport coefficient, +,-., has been determined for 

various platinised-titanium electrodes for conversion of cerium ions in MSA. 

Apart from allowing their quantitative comparison, this figure can be used to 

estimate fractional conversion of the active species and the dimensions of 

efficient electrodes. 

• The characteristic discharge cell potential of a Zn-Ce RFB using these electrode 

materials has been explained as the result of the reaction environment in the 

positive half-cell. Highly porous materials must be used as positive electrodes in 

Ce-based RFBs. 

• Titanium felt with high degree of platinum coverage provides the highest values 

of +,-.. Higher cerium conversion rates might prove useful in anodic 

generation of Ce(III) for diverse electrochemical applications. 

• Fully-coated platinised-titanium micromesh is more effective as electrode 

material than the platinised-titanium mesh currently used in Ce-based RFBs and 

other electrochemical operations. Titanium micromesh can be coated more 

easily than titanium felt. 

• The high potential losses in Ce-based RFBs and the low conversion efficiency in 

anodic generation of Ce(III) observed with planar platinised-titanium electrodes 

can is the result of their extremely limited surface area and insufficient mass 

transport. 

8.6 Perspectives 

• Thin platinised felt electrodes should be implemented in flow-across 

configuration in order to further increase the conversion rate of cerium ions by 

enhancing mass transport while reducing pressure drop in comparison to flow-by 

electrodes. 

• Optimisation of platinum coverage of porous titanium structures can be 

performed by further control of etching, deposition time, current 

density/potential, and the use of electrolyte plating additives. 
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• The cathodic corrosion of uncoated titanium in platinised electrodes (e.g., during 

battery discharge) should be investigated. A suitable combination of electrolyte 

additives might inhibit this process. 

• The area resistance of the flow cells observed with different porous electrodes 

can be further studied using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. 

• The challenge of finding non-corroding means of electrical connection between 

a current collector and alternative carbon felt electrodes. 
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Chapter 9: Pressure Drop at Porous Pt/Ti 
Electrodes and the Volumetric 
Mass Transport Coefficient 

9.1 Introduction 

Three-dimensional platinised titanium (Pt/Ti) structures are preferred electrodes for 

the conversion of cerium ions in electrochemical flow reactors [5]. Following use in 

mediated electrosynthesis [48,336], nuclear decommissioning [261] and disposal of 

hazardous organics [38], the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) redox couple has received attention in the 

field of electrochemical energy storage. The Zn-Ce redox flow battery (RFB) has a 

thermodynamic cell potential of 2.48 V and has been developed over more than a 

decade [21], being followed by the proposal of alternative systems, such as V-Ce 

[9,10,12,13], Pb-Ce [15], H2-Ce half-fuel cell [16,17], and Ce-Ce concentration cell [6]. 

In Chapter 6, the contribution of thermodynamic, kinetic and resistive components to 

the cell potential of the Zn-Ce RFB was estimated and in Chapter 8 the electrochemical 

performance of diverse Pt/Ti electrodes in terms of the volumetric mass transport 

coefficient, +,-., was established from limiting current measurements. In this study, 

the hydraulic properties of these electrode materials as described by the static pressure 

drop, Δ%, produced on the cerium-based flowing electrolyte. The pressure drop through 

the electrodes of a RFB is directly related to its pumping power demand and hence its 

overall energy efficiency. It is essential to measure such losses and to relate them to the 

electrochemical performance of the electrodes in order to develop strategies to decrease 

pumping costs and increase the efficiency. 

Pressure losses in RFBs have been considered since early developments at NASA 

[337,338], while the measurement of ∆% has been common in other types of 

electrochemical reactors and electrolyzers, e.g., [222,339]. Since, measurement and 

control of pressure drop has been undertaken in several RFBs, for instance, intermittent 

pump action was proposed in order to increase the efficiency of the Fe/Cr RFB [340], 
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although precise control would have been required to prevent electrode ‘starvation’ and 

gas build-up. Regarding experimental studies in utility-scale RFBs, the pressure drop 

and frictional losses of bromine-polysulfide stacks with 7,200 cm2 planar electrodes 

have been reported [246,257], showing that pressure drop can increase exponentially as 

a function of mean linear electrolyte flow velocity and that constricted manifolds can 

account for significant losses. 

More recently, the pressure drop and pumping losses in vanadium RFB stacks have 

been simulated, optimising the dimensions of the carbon felt electrodes and other flow 

features in relation to shunt currents [341], permitting the estimation of losses in a 40 

cell stack [342]. Optimisation of pump operation related to the internal resistance losses 

in vanadium flow cells has also been performed based on the permeability of the carbon 

felt electrodes [343]. Pump power losses for different types of bends, valves, and tube 

diameters in the electrolyte circuit have been also considered [344]. The degree of 

compression of the felt in vanadium RFBs has an important effect on pressure drop 

[345], as well as electrolyte viscosity change over state of charge (SOC) [346]. 

Different pressure drop at the positive and negative half-cells can be significant [347], 

and the cell design should aim to reduce this difference. Finally, it has been shown that 

interdigitated felt electrodes could reduce ∆% in vanadium RFB stacks to 30% in 

comparison to conventional designs [348,349]. Yet, most simulation results have not 

been validated by experimental data and there is need for experimental studies. 

The pressure drop in several types of recently proposed RFBs employing viscous and 

non-Newtonian electrolytes has not received sufficient attention. Electrolytes based on 

ionic liquids, deep eutectics, slurries, ‘flowing electrodes’ and suspensions (see 

Chakrabarti et al. [350]) will significantly reduce the efficiency of such systems, 

requiring either more permeable three dimensional electrodes or possibly planar 

electrodes. For instance, relatively open reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) electrodes 

were needed to permit the flow of a semi-solid electrolyte in a Li-air RFB [351]. 

It should be noted that pressure losses over RFB stacks can be significantly higher 

than those predicted by the sum of the pressure drop at individual unit cell electrodes, 

e.g., in [337]. The consumption of pumping power by a stack at a given flow rate and 

temperature increases also as a result of tortuous or constricted manifolds, long 

tubes/channels, small cross-sectional areas, abrupt changes in the flow direction, 
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turbulence and electrolyte viscosity. It has been observed that the actual fluid flow 

through electrode channels in large stacks can deviate from their ideal behaviour, being 

not uniform or not fully developed [256]. Although analytical estimation [341] and 

computer fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation [352] can certainly account for the expected 

ideal pressure drop in RFB systems, actual measurements over the built RFB stacks 

remain as one of the main tasks required during pilot and full-scale testing. 

9.2 Theoretical Considerations 

9.2.1 Flow description and pressure drop 

The restriction imposed by porous materials to incompressible fluids as they flow 

through, can be described as the static pressure drop vs. the mean linear electrolyte flow 

rate or an associated Reynolds number. Basic normalised indicators of hydraulic 

behaviour, such as Darcy’s friction factor, æø and Darcy’s permeability, ¿ can be 

calculated, assuming homogeneous, isotropic porous structures in steady state laminar 

flow. Other expressions can be more suitable for the description of fluid flow through 

highly porous media, such as the general Ergun equation, e.g., [313,353], and the 

Kozeny-Carman equation, e.g., [354]. The Kozeny-Carman equation considers pore size 

and has found use in characterising carbon felts used in RFBs. Anisotropy in porous 

materials such as meshes with different orientation or felts having fibres aligned in 

preferential directions has to be considered. 

The Darcian flow rate employed in porous electrodes is the mean linear electrolyte 

flow velocity, :, past the electrode surface, which considers the cross-sectional area, -}, 

of the porous body. The resulting mean electrolyte flow velocity through the porous 

electrode is given by: 

: = ñ
é-Ñ

       (9.1) 

The pressure drop over the electrode as a function of mean linear electrolyte flow 

velocity or Reynolds number can be described by a power law [222,355], in the form: 

Δ% = '(')      (9.2) 

Where the coefficient, ', and (' exponent, ℎ, are empirical constants. 
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9.2.2 Electrochemical performance 

The electrochemical performance of a porous electrode can be expressed, in turn, as 

the volumetric mass transport coefficient, +,-. [223]. This is product of the average 

mass transport coefficient of the electroactive species, +,, and the volumetric active 

area of the electrode, -., valid under full convective diffusion reaction control. Close 

approximations of the required dimensions of the units cells and stacks in 

electrochemical reactors can be obtained from this factor [290,305]. +,-. can be 

established from electrode limiting current measurements or by following the reactant 

conversion over time [228,305]. In the first case, +,-. is related to the limiting current 

at the porous electrode, /0, by: 

+,-. =
D¡

]^KEa
      (9.3) 

where 1 the bulk concentration of the reactant, 4 is the Faraday constant, 5. is the 

volume of the electrode and 2 is the electron stoichiometry. +,-. is usually given as a 

function of electrolyte mean linear electrolyte velocity but it can also acquire an 

economical significance when related to ¬%. An empirical relationship can be 

established between the two terms [222]: 

+,-. = √Δ%ƒ      (9.4) 

where √ and ≈ are empirical constants. 

9.3 Experimental Section 

9.3.1 Flowing electrolyte 

Pressure drop measurements were performed using a typical electrolyte for the 

positive half-cell of Ce-based redox flow batteries, except in the case of the felt 

material, where deionised water was used (see details below). The solution had a 

composition of 0.8 mol dm–3 Ce(III) methanesulfonate in 4.0 mol dm–3 methanesulfonic 

acid (MSA).  A suspension of hydrated cerium carbonate (99% purity, Treibacher 

Industrie AG, Austria) was prepared in deionised water (conductivity of 4.5 µS cm–1) 

and neutralised under constant stirring with the stoichiometric volume of 

methanesulfonic acid (99% purity, Acros Organics, USA), followed by the addition of 
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4.0 mol dm–3 of the same acid. The concentration of Ce(III) methanesulfonate was 

verified by volumetric titration against Fe(II) [284]. The viscosity of the solution was 

measured with an ASTM calibrated Oswald viscometer (Poulten Selfe & Lee Ltd, UK). 

The temperature in the viscometer was controlled to ±0.5 °C by immersing it in a 

thermostatic bath and allowing 5 minutes for equilibration. The properties of the 

solution are given in Table 9.1. 

Table 9.1 Properties of the electrolyte used in the pressure drop measurements. The electrolyte 

concentration was 0.8 mol dm–3 Ce(III) methanesulfonate in 4.0 mol dm–3 methanesulfonic acid 

at 25 °C. 

Property Value 

Density, z 1.37 g cm–3 

Dynamic viscosity, © 5.31×10–2 g cm–1 s–1 

Kinematic viscosity, ë 3.9×10–2 cm2 s–1 

Schmidt number, "1 45,348 

 

9.3.2 Characteristics of the electrodes 

The Pt/Ti plate + ITP and Pt/Ti mesh electrodes, the latter shown in Figure 9.1b), were 

obtained from Magneto Special Anodes BV (The Netherlands). The platinum coating of 

the Pt/Ti plate and Pt/Ti mesh had an approximate thickness of 3.5 µm. The Pt/Ti plate 

electrode had a thickness of 3.0 mm and it was platinum plated on one side only. Inert 

turbulence promoters (ITP) consisting of a stack of three 1.3 mm thick polypropylene 

meshes were placed in the rectangular flow channel of the electrode, in a similar fashion 

as in membrane-divided flow reactors. The internal aperture and pitch of the 

polypropylene mesh was 4.6 mm × 4.2 mm and 6.8 mm × 8.0 mm, respectively. The 

Pt/Ti mesh electrode was formed by a stack of three pieces (each 2.4 mm thick) of 

expanded titanium mesh spot-welded to a 3.0 mm titanium plate. The internal aperture 

of this mesh was 3.2 mm × 7.1 mm with a pitch of 6.8 mm × 10.1 mm. The porosity of 

these materials is given in Table 2.1. 
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Figure 9.1 SEM images of the porous structures of the evaluated Pt/Ti electrodes: a) 

polypropylene inert turbulence promoter (ITP) used in the Pt/Ti plate + ITP electrode, b) Pt/Ti 

mesh, c) Pt/Ti micromesh and d) Pt/Ti felt C. 

The Pt/Ti micromesh electrode, shown in Figure 9.1c), was constructed by spot-

welding a stack of sixteen individual pieces of 170 µm thick titanium micromesh 

(Dexmet Co., USA) to a solid 0.9 mm thick titanium plate. The size of these pieces was 

60 mm × 25 mm and strips of 60 mm × 5 mm were intercalated between them as a way 

to provide a space for the flow between the flat (non-expanded) micromesh. The 

internal aperture of the micromesh was 375 µm × 625 µm and the pitch 670 µm × 1000 

µm. The average volumetric Pt loading of this electrode was 6.4 mg cm−3. The Pt/Ti felt 

electrode, shown in Figure 9.1d), was a continuous, 3.6 mm thick body of sintered 

titanium fibres (NV Bekaert SA, Belgium), spot-welded to a 0.9 mm titanium current 

collector. The cross-sections of the individual titanium fibres were approcimately 

rectangular, with an average side length of 42.3±4.4 µm. The Pt/Ti felt electrode 

underwent three electroplating steps [356], and the resulting electrodes were termed: 

Pt/Ti felt A, Pt/Ti felt B and Pt/Ti felt C, which had average volumetric Pt loadings of 
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4.6 mg cm−3, 9.3 mg cm−3, and 18.3 mg cm−3, respectively. Computer tomography (CT) 

imaging revealed that Pt was deposited in a zone approximately 200 µm deep from the 

outer surface of the felt electrodes, in the plane opposite to the current collector [356]. 

The coated zone was still porous, as seen in Figure 9.1d). It can be safely assumed that 

the porosity and pressure drop of these electrodes were not altered compared to the bare 

Ti felt. The Pt coated zone represents approximately 5.6% of the cross-sectional area 

reported in Table 9.2. 

Table 9.2 Dimensions and hydraulic characteristics of the porous platinised titanium electrodes. 

ITP: Inert turbulence promoters. 

Electrode Length, 
3 / cm 

Breath, # 
/ cm 

Height, " 
/ cm 

Equivalent 
hydraulic 

diameter, è.  / 
cm 

Porosity, 
é 

Volume, 
5.  / cm3 

Projected 
area, - / 

cm2 

Cross- 
sectional 
area, -}  / 

cm2 

Pt/Ti plate + 
ITP 

6.0 4.0 0.36 0.65 0.78 8.5 24.0 1.42 

Pt/Ti mesh 6.0 4.2 0.74 1.26 0.71 18.7 25.2 3.11 

Pt/Ti 
micromesh 

6.0 4.0 0.26 0.48 0.53 6.2 24.0 1.02 

Pt/Ti felt (A, 
B and C) 

6.0 4.0 0.36 0.66 0.80 8.64 24.0 1.44 

 

9.3.3 Measurement of pressure drop 

The hydraulic pressure drop characteristics of the different porous electrodes were 

determined using the rectangular channel flow cell in Figure 9.2a). As seen in Figure 

9.2b), these connections passed through drilled openings in the electrode frame into the 

flow channel at symmetrical positions, 10.0 mm below and above the porous electrodes 

(vertical axis). This configuration permits to measure the pressure drop through the 

porous materials, avoiding that taking place over the flow cell manifolds. In order to 

avoid external flow bypass, silicone rubber gaskets were placed space between the Pt/Ti 

+ ITP and Pt/Ti electrodes and the walls of the acrylic flow frame (<1.0 mm). In the 

case of the Pt/Ti micromesh and felt, this (<0.5 mm) space was filled with silicone 

sealant. Measurements were performed with a Digitron 2023P manometer (Sifam 

Instruments Ltd, UK) using the flow system shown in Figure 9.3. The pressure taps 

were connected to the manometer via two polypropylene tubes of 2.0 mm internal 
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diameter and a MasterflexÒ L/SÒ (Cole-Parmer Co, USA) peristaltic pump was used to 

circulate the electrolyte. Flow pulsation was removed by connecting a pulse dampener 

to the pump outlet. The temperature of the fluid was set at 25.0±0.5 °C at the beginning 

of each experiment using a thermostatic water bath (Grant Instruments Ltd, UK). 

The pressure drop through the Pt/Ti plate + ITP, Pt/Ti mesh and Pt/Ti micromesh was 

measured using the battery electrolyte described in Table 9.1. However, the pressure 

drop at the Pt/Ti felt exceeded the operational range of the peristaltic pump and was 

measured instead using deionised water, which has a dynamic viscosity of 8.9×10–3 g 

cm–1 s–1. (The peristaltic pump head P/SÒ Easy-loadÒ suffers a decrease in pressure 

suction capacity over 58.8 kPa [357].) These values permitted to calculate the 

permeability of the Pt/Ti felt and thus the theoretical pressure drop with the battery 

electrolyte by considering its dynamic viscosity. The extrapolated pressure drop values 

are reliable, as solutions of inorganic acids and low molecular weight compounds (non-

polymers) are Newtonian fluids [358]. 

 

Figure 9.2 a) Filter-press type flow cell used in the measurement of pressure drop. b) cross-

section of assembled flow cell. 1 and 5, compression plates; 2, acrylic polymer flow channel; 3, 

silicone gasket; 4, acrylic polymer electrode frame; 6, porous electrode. Bolts are not shown. 
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Figure 9.3 Recirculation system used in the pressure drop measurements. 

9.3.4 Determination of ü†°¢ for Pt/Ti porous electrodes 

A detailed description of the experimental procedure for the determination of the 

volumetric mass transport coefficient +,-. has been provided [229]. The value of 

+,-. was determined as a function of the mean linear electrolyte flow rate for each 

electrode by the limiting current technique, which relates the current to the mass 

transport coefficient of the electroactive species dissolved in the flowing electrolyte and 

the electrode surface area. The current for the reduction of 0.1 mol dm–3 Ce(IV) was 

measured by chronoamperometry at a potential of +0.2 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) for 

increasing electrolyte flow rate steps (applied every 15 or 30 seconds) using an Autolab 

potentiostat connected to a 20 A booster (Metrohm AG, The Netherlands). 

9.4 Results and Discussion 

9.4.1 Electrolyte viscosity as a function of composition and temperature 

The kinematic viscosity of the electrolyte containing 0.8 mol dm−3 Ce(III) is shown in 

Figure 9.4 for varying concentrations of excess MSA as a function of temperatures. The 
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viscosity of the solutions increases along with MSA concentration, showing a quasi-

linear decrease with temperature increment. 

 

Figure 9.4 Effect of temperature on the kinematic viscosity of the 0.8 mol dm−3 Ce(III) positive 

electrolyte with different concentrations of excess MSA. a) 0, b) 1.0, c) 2.0, d) 3.0, e) 4.0, and f) 

5.0 mol mol dm−3 excess MSA. 

Data is presented in Table 9.3. The viscosity of the typical positive electrolyte with 0.8 

mol dm−3 Ce(III) and 4.0 mol dm−3 MSA at the temperature of operation (50 °C) is 

2.94±0.6 × 10–2 cm2 s–1. This represents a decrease of 24.2% from the 3.88±0.1×10–2 

cm2 s–1 value measured at 25 °C. In contrast, the kinematic viscosity of pure MSA at the 

same temperature is 7.6×10–2 cm2 s–1 [50]. 

Table 9.3 Kinematic viscosity the 0.8 mol dm−3 Ce(III) positive electrolyte as a function of 

temperature and excess MSA concentration. 

Temperature, 
T / °C 

Kinematic viscosity, ë / 10–2 cm2 s–1 

+ 0 MSA + 1.0 MSA + 2.0 MSA + 3.0 MSA + 4.0 MSA + 5.0 MSA 

20 1.82 ± 0.04 2.06 ± 0.06 2.51 ± 0.06 3.10 ± 0.05 4.13 ± 0.09 5.64 ± 0.09 

25 1.69 ± 0.01 1.90 ± 0.08 2.30 ± 0.12 2.89 ± 0.10 3.88 ± 0.01 5.13 ± 0.22 

30 1.58 ± 0.01 1.75 ± 0.06 2.16 ± 0.06 2.69 ± 0.04 3.66 ± 0.14 4.82 ± 0.11 

40 1.36 ± 0.03 1.56 ± 0.07 1.91 ± 0.06 2.38 ± 0.02 3.22 ± 0.04 4.37 ± 0.07 

50 1.27 ± 0.04 1.38 ± 0.05 1.67 ± 0.04 2.16 ± 0.05 2.94 ± 0.07 3.93 ± 0.03 

60 1.04 ± 0.05 1.19 ± 0.09 1.46 ± 0.08 2.02 ± 0.01 2.51 ± 0.08 3.42 ± 0.06 
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9.4.2 Hydraulic pressure drop through porous Pt/Ti electrodes 

The pressure drop produced by the electrode materials as a function of mean linear 

electrolyte velocity and Reynolds number, respectively is presented in Figure 9.5a) and 

Figure 9.5b). A wide range of pressure drop values are obtained over the diverse 

structures. In all cases, ∆% increases with the mean linear flow rate according to power 

relationships in the 6.0 cm long electrodes. The Pt/Ti felt electrode results in the highest 

∆% (max. 259.5 kPa at 12 cm s–1), followed by the Pt/Ti micromesh (max. 28.83 kPa at 

14 cm s–1). The polypropylene ITP within the Pt/Ti planar electrode flow channel 

displays ∆% values approximately two orders of magnitude lower than the felt (max. 

1.03 kPa at 17 cm s–1). The lowest ∆% is observed at the relatively open Pt/Ti mesh 

(max. 264.4 Pa at 8 cm s–1). As expected, materials with small size openings and high 

surface area offer more resistance to fluid flow. 

These findings can be contrasted to the pressure drop produced over other porous 

materials, although Reynolds number and normalized parameters such as Darcy’s 

friction factor and permeability are more appropriate for these comparisons (see the 

following sections). As an example, the pressure drop through a 4.0 cm long rectangular 

channel containing an uncompressed 20 ppi Al is intermediate between the Pt/Ti mesh 

and Pt/Ti plate + IPT electrodes (see Figure 9.5a) [359], while 10 ppi and 40 ppi Al 

foam can reach up to 420 Pa and 1.42 kPa at a mean linear electrolyte flow velocity of 

20 cm s–1 of water [359]. The pressure drop through inert mesh spacers (3.5 cm long) 

for desalination reactors has been close to 2.0 kPa at a mean linear electrolyte flow 

velocity of 30 cm s–1 of the same fluid [214]. 

The combined pressure drop over electrode materials and electrolyte manifolds in 

electrochemical flow cells has also been considered. For instance, the FM01-LC reactor 

containing inert turbulence promoters type ‘D’ and a planar electrode developed 

pressure drops from 1.0 kPa at 5 cm s–1 to 8.3 kPa at 16 cm s–1 when using a 1.0 mol 

dm–3 Na2CO3 based electrolyte (see Figure 9.5a) [339]. The overall pressure drop in an 

ElectroSynCellÒ industrial flow reactor, equipped with 60 ppi nickel foam electrodes, 

was 14.6 kPa at a maximum volumetric flow rate of 133.3 cm3 s–1 of a 0.5 mol dm–3 

NaOH solution [360], of which approximately 1.7 kPa appeared over the foam. In a cell 

containing a carbon felt electrode (length 12 cm) with a compression ratio of 80% the 

pressure drop reached 21.7 kPa at a flow velocity of 20 cm s–1 using 0.5 mol dm–3 
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Na2SO4 as fluid [354]. These data show that low pressure drop is common in reactors 

using planar or expanded metal electrodes. 

 

Figure 9.5 Pressure drop vs. a) electrolyte mean linear velocity, b) Reynolds number (assuming 

developed laminar flow) for different electrode materials. Current data obtained by 

chronoamperometry at 0.225 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.). Electrolyte composition: 0.8 mol dm–3 

Ce(III) in 4 mol dm–3 MSA. 25 °C. Results are compared to the FM01-LC reactor (promoter 

type ‘D’) [339] and an uncompressed 20 ppi Al foam by Boomsa et al. [359]. 
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Limited experimental data is available on pressure drop on RFB cells and stacks. In a 

10 unit cell (3 = 108.0 cm, # = 76.0 cm, " = 1.0 mm) stack for an utility scale bromine-

polysulfide RFB, the total pressure drop was 20.0 kPa at an electrolyte mean linear 

(bromine) electrolyte flow velocity of 2 cm s–1 [257]. This figure is relative low due to 

the use of planar electrodes and a single turbulence promoter in each unit cell with a 

porosity of 0.73. Most literature on vanadium RFBs reports simulated, rather than 

experimental data. For instance, the approximate expected pressure drop over a single 

unit cell (3 = 30.0 cm, # = 50.0 cm, " = 3.0 mm) with a carbon felt electrode is 15.0 

kPa at a channel volumetric flow rate of 9.3 cm3 s–1 in the design by Ye et al. [341]. 

9.4.3 Empirical correlation between pressure drop and Reynolds number 

As shown in Figure 9.6, a logarithmic-logarithmic plot can be used to establish the 

relationship between Δ% and the electrode channel (' in the form of an empirical power 

law. In this plot, the correlations are predominantly linear (R2 > 0.99). The Δ% through 

the Pt/Ti electrodes can be compared with that in the FM0l-LC reactor [355] and a 

reactor by Colli et al. [361], both as empty channels and with turbulence promoters.  

 

Figure 9.6 Pressure drop as a function of Reynolds number for different Pt/Ti electrode 

materials measured in a solution containing 0.8 mol dm–3 Ce(III) in 4 mol dm–3 MSA at 25 °C. 

Results are compared to the FM01-LC reactor (5.5 mm inter electrode gap) [355] and the 

reactor by Colli et al. (1.0 mm inter electrode gap) [361]. 
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The empirical constants ' and ℎ for the Pt/Ti electrodes are given in Table 9.4, along 

the correlation values for compared cells. The values of ' are <1 in the compared 

reactors due to their larger ℎ slopes, which cause the intercept to acquire a negative 

value in the logarithmic plot. In the present work, the ℎ slopes indicate lesser 

increments of Δ% as a function of ('. 

Table 9.4 Constants in the power law Δ% = '(') describing the relationship between pressure 

drop and Reynolds number through platinised titanium porous electrodes. ITP: Inert turbulence 

promoters. 

Electrode ' / Pa ℎ Reference 

Pt/Ti plate + ITP 10.1 0.82 This work 

Pt/Ti mesh 9.2 0.61 This work 

Pt/Ti micromesh 114.6 1.07 This work 

Pt/Ti felt (A, B, C) 1,083.2 1.07 This work 

FM0l-LC reactor (empty channel) 6.9×10–3 1.39 [355] 

FM0l-LC reactor (promoter C) 4.0×10–2 1.25 [355] 

Colli et al. (empty channel) 2.0×10–2 1.29 [361] 

Colli et al.  (promoter EPM2) 4.1×10–2 1.61 [361] 

 

9.4.4 Darcy’s friction factor of porous Pt/Ti electrodes 

Darcy’s friction factor, æø, of the porous electrodes was determined for the range of 

mean linear electrolyte flow rates using Δ% measurements according to the relationship: 

æø =
X∆¥«a
0{ó∏

       (9.5) 

where è. is the hydraulic equivalent diameter of the flow channel, 3 is the length of the 

porous electrode, z is the electrolyte density and : is the mean linear electrolyte 

velocity. As shown in Figure 9.7, the friction factor values fall as the mean linear 

electrolyte flow rate increases due to the :X term in the denominator of Equation 9.5. 

Figure 9.7a) shows æø as a function of :. The relatively closed Pt/Ti felt material 

exhibits the highest impediment to flow (æø	= 2,903 to 78,157), followed by the more 

open Pt/Ti micromesh (æø = 173 to 3,399). In this plot, Pt/Ti mesh (æø = 12.6 to 375) 
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and Pt/Ti plate + ITP (æø = 5.6 to 151) show a very similar relationship over the 

evaluated mean linear electrolyte flow rate. On the other hand, in Figure 9.7b), where æø 

is a function of Reynolds number, the Pt/Ti plate + ITP clearly shows the lowest 

frictional loss in the flow cell. 

 

Figure 9.7 Darcy’s friction factor vs. a) electrolyte mean linear velocity, b) Reynolds number 

(assuming developed laminar flow) for different electrode materials. Current data obtained by 

chronoamperometry at 0.225 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.). Electrolyte composition: 0.8 mol dm–3 

Ce(III) in 4 mol dm–3 MSA. 25 °C. Results are compared to the friction factor of metal 

electrodes in the FM01-LC reactor, as given by Brown et al. [222]. 
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These values can be compared to those observed at other three-dimensional electrodes 

in measurements carried out at the FM01-LC electrochemical flow reactor (converted 

from the Fanning friction factor,	æ̂ , using the relationship æø = 4æ̂ ) by Brown et al. 

[222]. The æø values display an interesting apparent trend continuity for electrode 

materials with similar geometry and pore size openings, e.g., the metal ‘stacked net’ in 

[222] is comparable to the Pt/Ti micromesh and the ‘expanded metal L’ to the Pt/Ti 

mesh. The flow is less restricted at open metal mesh electrodes, independently of their 

lower electrochemical performance. Modified friction factors can also be used in the 

case of planar electrodes [222] and roughened parallel plate electrodes [362]. Friction 

factors have also been used to relate ∆% to the density and viscosity of the electrolyte in 

electrochemical flow cells [305]. 

9.4.5 Darcy’s permeability of porous Pt/Ti electrodes 

Another indication of the hydraulic perviousness of porous materials is given by 

Darcy’s permeability, ¿. This property is related to ∆% by: 

¿ = ó»0
∆¥

       (9.6) 

where © is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. Lower ¿ values indicate more resistance 

to fluid flow and higher Δ%. The results shown in Figure 9.8 are in accordance with æø. 

In order of increasing average permeability: Pt/Ti felt (¿ = 1.31×10–6 cm2), Pt/Ti 

micromesh (¿ = 1.67×10–5 cm2), Pt/Ti plate + ITP (¿ = 4.45×10–4 cm2), and Pt/Ti mesh 

(¿ = 7.10×10–4 cm2). The lowest permeability is shown by the electrode with smallest 

pore openings, i.e., the felt. Permeability values show little change over the evaluated 

mean linear electrolyte flow rate, except in the case of the Pt/Ti mesh, due to the 

difficulty of eliminating internal and external flow bypass within a cell of relatively 

small dimensions. In contrast to æø, ¿ values of Pt/Ti mesh and Pt/Ti plate + ITP are 

well differentiated, either plotted against mean linear electrolyte velocity or Reynolds 

number. These results can be compared to the permeability of a ‘95-02’ compressed 

aluminium foam for water (ε = 0.88) reported by Boomsa et al. [359] and shown in 

Figure 9.8a). Another grade of aluminium foam (ε = 0.70) had a lower permeability of 

1.2 ×10–5 cm2 [363]. These structural analogues of RVC [364] and nickel foam [353] 

electrodes have a higher permeability than Pt/Ti micromesh. The type of carbon felt 
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used in the vanadium RFB has a measured permeability of approximately 2.4×10–6 cm2 

(ε = 0.96) [343], a value slightly below the Pt/Ti felt. 

 

Figure 9.8 Darcy’s permeability vs. a) electrolyte mean linear velocity, b) Reynolds number 

(assuming developed laminar flow) for different electrode materials.  Electrolyte composition: 

0.1 mol dm–3 Ce(IV) + 0.7 mol dm–3 Ce(III) in 4 mol dm–3 MSA. 25 °C. Results are compared 

to a compressed ‘95-02’ Al foam by Boomsa et al. [359]. 
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9.4.6 The Ergun equation  

The pressure drop over a porous body can be described as a function of the mean 

linear electrolyte flow rate by the Ergun equation: 

∆¥
0
= …:2 + Ω:       (9.7) 

In this empirical correlation, … represents the turbulence forces and Ω represents the 

inertial forces. The first depends on the fluid density, surface area and porosity, and the 

second on the type of porous body and fluid viscosity. As shown in Figure 9.9, the 

relationship ¬%(3:)t� vs. : is linear for the Pt/Ti micromesh at all mean linear flow 

velocities and for the Pt/Ti felt up to a mean linear flow velocity of 8 cm s–1 (37.5 kPa 

with water, near the pump suction capacity limit). The values of the empirical constants 

… and Ω are given in Table 4. The Ergun plots for a carbon felt electrode (ε = 0.98) 

obtained by Gonzalez-García et al. [365] in water are also presented in Figure 9.9. 

Different grades of felt/compartment thickness ratios (compression) are shown. The 

empirical constants values are also given in Table 9.5, being intermediate between the 

micromesh and the felt. In a flow cell with a relatively small channel volume the 

permeable Pt/Ti mesh and Pt/Ti plate + ITP do not conform to the Ergun equation. 

 

Figure 9.9 Ergun plots for the different electrode materials. Electrolyte composition: 0.8 mol 

dm–3 Ce(III) in 4 mol dm–3 MSA at 25 °C. Results are compared to a carbon felt electrode with 

different electrode/compartment thickness compression ratios by González-García et al. [365]. 
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The Ergun constants can be used to estimate the surface area and tortuosity of highly 

porous electrodes, such as foams [353] (a corrected relationship is given in [313]) or 

felts [365], and have also been related to +,-. values [311]. These and other semi-

empirical expressions are not universal to all porous geometries, e.g., those based on 

packed-bed models require empirical modifications to describe the pressure drop 

through expanded metal. 

Table 9.5 Ergun constants the relation between pressure drop and Reynolds number through 

platinised titanium porous electrodes. ITP: Inert turbulence promoters. Carbon felt constants 

calculated from Gonzalez-García et al. [365]. 

Electrode … Ω Reference 

Pt/Ti plate + ITP NA NA This work 

Pt/Ti mesh NA NA This work 

Pt/Ti micromesh 4.90×106 2.89×106 This work 

Pt/Ti felt (A, B, C) 4.39×107 3.93×107 This work 

Carbon felt ‘8/8’ 1.66×107 4.03×106 [365] 

Carbon felt ‘9/8’ 4.93×107 9.19×106 [365] 

Carbon felt ‘13/8’ 6.66×107 1.61×107 [365] 

 

9.4.7 Empirical correlation between ü†°¢ and pressure drop 

The electrode performance factor +,-. can be related to ∆% to give a description of 

the energetic cost associated to the pump requirements of different three dimensional 

electrodes. This relationship has economic significance and implications to the design of 

the electrochemical cell/reactor. Figure 9.10 shows a logarithmic-logarithmic plot where 

the +,-. factor of the different Pt/Ti electrodes is related to a distinct ∆% range, which 

is related, in turn, to the mean linear electrolyte velocity in Figure 9.5a). The empirical 

constants √ and ≈ characterizing each electrode are presented in Table 9.6. The constant 

√ has higher values for electrodes with greater +,-., while the ≈ exponent appears to 

be smaller in the case of materials producing high ∆%. Materials with large surface area 

(related to -.) and smaller pore sizes enhance mixing and turbulence, producing both 
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higher +, and ∆%. Permeable mesh electrodes have a limited surface area which results 

in relatively low +,-. values. 

 

Figure 9.10 Electrode performance factor +,-. for Ce(IV) reduction as a function of pressure 

drop for different Pt/Ti electrode materials. Current data for +,-. was obtained by 

chronoamperometry at 0.2 V vs. Hg|Hg2SO4(sat.) in 0.1 mol dm–3 Ce(IV) + 0.7 mol dm–3 Ce(III) 

in 4 mol dm–3 MSA at 25 °C. Pressure drop measured in a solution containing 0.8 mol dm–3 

Ce(III) in 4 mol dm–3 MSA at 25 °C. Results are compared to porous electrodes in the FM01-

LC reactor for 5.0×10–3 mol dm–3 [Fe(CN)6]3− in 1.0 mol dm–3 KOH [222]. 

Figure 9.10 also shows the +,-. vs. ∆% relationship for other metallic porous 

electrodes, as measured in the FM01-LC reactor for the reduction of 5.0×10–3 mol dm–3 

ferricyanide in a 1.0 mol dm–3 KOH supporting solution [222]. The constants in Table 

9.6 can be contrasted to those observed in the FM01-LC reactor. At these structures, √ 

ranged from 7.6×10–4 to 7.2×10–3 and ≈ varied from 0.22 to 0.64. The values of ∆% 

seem consistent for electrode geometries, but +,-. is higher for in the FM01-LC 

reactor due to the low viscosity of the electrolyte. In comparison, the electrolyte used in 

this study contains 0.8 mol dm–3 of cerium methanesulfonate in 4.0 mol dm–3 

methanesulfonic acid having, hence the lower contribution of +, to the performance 
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factor. Using semi-empirical expressions, the pressure drop through other three-

dimensional electrodes has alternatively been expressed in terms of -. [366] and related 

to +, [311], when one of the terms is accurately known. 

Table 9.6 Constants in the power law +,-. = √Δ%ƒ describing the relationship between 

pressure drop and volumetric mass transport coefficient through platinised titanium porous 

electrodes. ITP: Inert turbulence promoters. 

Electrode √ / s–1 ≈ Reference 

Pt/Ti plate + ITP 4.6×10–5 0.60 This work 

Pt/Ti mesh 6.5×10–5 0.81 This work 

Pt/Ti micromesh 1.7×10–3 0.36 This work 

Pt/Ti felt A 1.5×10–3 0.23 This work 

Pt/Ti felt B 2.3×10–3 0.24 This work 

Pt/Ti felt C 2.5×10–3 0.29 This work 

Expanded metal S 7.2×10–3 0.22 [222] 

Expanded metal L 2.7×10–3 0.44 [222] 

Twin grid 2.7×10–3 0.37 [222] 

Metal foam 3.9×10–3 0.47 [222] 

Stacked net 7.6×10–4 0.64 [222] 

 

Returning to Figure 9.10, permeable three dimensional electrodes, such as Pt/Ti mesh 

and Pt/Ti plate + ITP, yield low pressure drop and require less pumping power. 

However, the relatively low +,-. of the Pt/Ti mesh results in high cell overpotentials 

in a RFB and implies relatively low conversion per pass [229]. Furthermore, in the Pt/Ti 

plate + ITP +,-. is low enough to induce concentration polarisation and significant 

oxygen evolution with associated low voltage and current efficiencies in a Zn-Ce RFB 

[229]. On the other hand, the less permeable Pt/Ti micromesh presents +,-. values 

nearly an order of magnitude superior to the Pt/Ti mesh producing in consequence 

higher pressure drop. The Pt/Ti felt has the smallest pore openings and therefore the 

pressure drop experienced by the electrolyte is the highest, although still below a 

manageable 1 bar (in this cell). The degree of Pt coverage of the Pt/Ti felt gives 

different +,-. values. The electrode performance of Pt/Ti felt A and Pt/Ti felt B offers 
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no advantage over the micromesh, while the Pt/Ti felt C (highest Pt content) shows a 

superior performance to that of the micromesh at any given electrolyte mean linear 

electrolyte flow rate over 1 cm s–1 (22.9 kPa), although at the cost of higher pressure 

drop in the cell. A Pt/Ti felt with 100% Pt coverage can be expected to improve these 

results. In a complementary work [229], a Zn-Ce RFB afforded cell potentials of 1.2 V 

and 1.7 V when using the Pt/Ti micromesh and Pt/Ti felt C as positive electrodes, 

respectively, at a discharge current density of 100 mA cm–2. 

The ∆% over electrode materials such as the micromesh and felt can be reduced by 

shortening their effective flow path length, which can be achieved by adopting a flow-

across configuration (rather than the present flow-by) and electrolyte feeding through 

interdigitated flow fields machined into the bipolar electrodes. For instance, carbon felt 

electrodes in such configuration produce a pressure drop in the range of 500 Pa at a (' 

= 220 in a 80 mm × 51 mm rectangular channel, which is comparable to the Pt/Ti mesh 

electrode (see Figure 9.5b) [367]. The use of thinner, fully coated Pt/Ti felt would 

exhibit high electrode performance and comparatively lower pressure drop. 

9.5 Conclusions 

• Each of the available Pt/Ti electrode structures for Ce-based RFBs produces a 

distinct pressure drop as measured with a typical battery electrolyte. This has 

implications to required pumping power and energy efficiency of these 

electrochemical energy storage systems. 

• The pressure drop at a given mean linear electrolyte flow rate or Reynolds 

number increases with larger surface area and smaller pore size in the materials 

and can be predicted by an empirical power law. 

• The expanded metal Pt/Ti mesh displays the highest average permeability, 

followed by the Pt/Ti plate + ITP and the Pt/Ti micromesh. The permeability of 

Pt/Ti felt is nearly two orders of magnitude lower than that of the mesh 

electrode. 

• The electrochemical performance of the electrodes can be related to their 

hydraulic losses and quantitatively characterized, for instance, by empirical 

constants. Electrodes yielding high +,-. values have, naturally, larger surface 
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areas and smaller pore sizes which also increase the frictional losses on the 

flowing electrolyte. 

• Despite the large variation in the permeability of electrodes, pumping losses in 

well-designed RFB stacks with felt structures are generally quite manageable 

and high electrochemical performance is usually more important to achieve than 

low pressure drop. In any case, it is known that the pressure drop through 

micromeshes and felts can be reduced by implementing flow-across cell designs. 
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Chapter 10: Summary, Conclusions and 
Future Work 

10.1 Summary 

In order to set a reference framework and define the objectives of the present work, the 

state of the art of the Zn-Ce RFB was first reviewed. In general, it was found that 

previous work had focused on the kinetics of the cerium redox couple, suitability of 

electrode materials, electrolyte composition, and the efficiency of laboratory-scale unit 

cells under different charge-discharge regimes. The use of highly stable porous 

electrodes in the positive half-cell was necessary in order to avoid drastic potential 

losses and low energy efficiency due to an otherwise predominant parasitic OER, e.g., 

at planar electrodes. Meanwhile, HER inhibitors were found to be a viable option to 

reduce self-discharge and prevent the formation of dendritic deposits in the negative 

half-cell. Mixed acid electrolytes are thought to enhance cerium kinetics, but might 

promote precipitation. The negative electrode reaction and the inhibition of HER had 

been studied in depth by others. 

It was apparent that the published literature on cerium-based RFBs lacked quantitative 

mass transport studies, which are the first step in the sizing of electrochemical reactors 

and the scale-up and electrochemical energy storage technology. Moreover, the voltage 

efficiency as a function of current density of industrially relevant electrolytic and 

galvanic cells for cerium conversion had not been linked to the electrode material 

structure, either at planar or porous geometries. In addition to the opportunity to conduct 

research of unusual lanthanide electrochemistry in aqueous media, it was considered 

that the mass transport and surface area of the critical positive electrodes deserved the 

attention of the present project. The following work aimed to study the performance of 

the Zn-Ce battery with different Pt/Ti electrode structures, determining their volumetric 

mass transport coefficient and hydraulic characteristics. 
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The first task consisted in the design of a new electrochemical flow cell for the 

realisation of the experiments, seeking to improve on previous Zn-Ce laboratory cells. 

The cell design comprised increased electrode sizes, lower internal electrical resistance 

and better flow dispersion at the electrolyte manifolds. Initially, the polymeric electrode 

frames and flow channel prototypes were manufactured by extrusion 3D-printing. Fast 

prototyping helped to take the cell design over several iterations, reducing manifold 

pressure drop and augmenting reliability. Nevertheless, the porosity of extruded 3D- 

printed materials was found unsuitable and the final cell was manufactured by CNC in 

acrylic polymer. A derivation of this work was the manufacture and mass transport 

characterisation of 3D-printed stainless steel electrodes for electrochemical reactors. 

The perspectives for 3D-printed electrodes in field of RFB and other electrochemical 

reactors were discussed. 

In parallel, an ideal benchmark of the cell potential vs. applied current density was 

simulated for a Zn-Ce unit cell under charge transfer regime employing traditional 

planar electrodes. The contribution of Ohmic and kinetic cell components was estimated 

from the resistivity of electrolytes and the electrical resistance of the electrodes, as well 

as from available kinetic data of the electrode reactions. Temperature and electrolyte 

composition affected the cell potential, but operation at low current density in the 

positive electrode, i.e., by employing porous electrodes, can minimise the losses. The 

ionic resistivity of both electrolytes and the overpotential of the cerium redox reactions 

are significant, but the associated potential drop can be mitigated by using inter-

electrode gaps under 5 mm. Comparison against experimental cell polarization curves 

showed that the potential drop at flat positive electrodes is much higher than the 

predicted values, due the electrode shielding effect and electrolyte voidage result of 

OER bubbles. 

In order to carry out the study of several porous positive electrodes in a Zn-Ce flow 

cell, new high surface area Pt/Ti electrodes for cerium conversion were first prepared in 

the laboratory. Titanium felt and micromesh were chosen as suitable electrode materials 

and were electroplated with Pt in the divided flow cell developed for the project, as 

paint/thermal treatment Pt coating was considered inadequate for highly porous 

materials. A flowing alkaline plating solution was employed. The morphology and 

distribution of Pt on the Ti substrate was analysed via SEM, EDS and X-ray CT. It was 

found that the noble metal deposited following its initial nucleation at high potential 
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regions near the membrane, in accordance to potential distribution theory. The 

electrochemical active surface area of each porous electrode was estimated from the 

charge transfer current at an ovepotential of –20 mV from the equilibrium potential and 

related to a theoretical hydrogen electrosorption area on the basis of the experimental 

roughness factor of the plate electrode determined by the same technique. 

As the main contribution of this work to the field, the electrochemical performance of 

the diverse porous Pt/Ti electrodes was quantitatively determined as the volumetric 

mass transport coefficient, +,-., from limiting current measurements by both potential 

sweep voltammetry and chronoamperometry. Notably, the positive electrolyte of the 

Zn-Ce battery was used in the study instead of ferricyanide. The results were expressed 

as a function of mean electrolyte flow rate and Reynolds number. The volumetric mass 

transport coefficient values were significantly superior at the new prepared Pt/Ti 

electrodes and explained the different cell potential vs. applied current density 

behaviour of each material in the battery and the coulombic and voltage efficiency of 

previously reported reactors for industrial cerium conversion. 

Assuming mass transport rate control and plug flow reactor conditions, the volumetric 

mass transport coefficients of the evaluated Pt/Ti electrodes were employed to predict 

the behaviour of the positive half-cell compartment of a theoretical cerium-based pilot 

RFB. The single-pass fractional conversion of cerium ions could then be used to 

determine the optimal length and thickness of electrodes. In batch recirculation, the time 

and number of recycles to achieve a given fractional conversion in an electrolyte tank 

was also estimated. Pt/Ti felt with high Pt coverage would afford the highest conversion 

rates in the tank, followed by Pt/Ti micromesh or perhaps Pt/Ti foam. 

Finally, the pressure drop produced by the porous Pt/Ti electrode structures, which is 

used to estimate the pumping energy demand in a RFB system, was measured in the 

flow cell using a differential manometer. The volumetric mass transport coefficient was 

related to the pressure drop at each material, in addition to the calculation of the friction 

factor and permeability. Such normalised figures are helpful in reactor design. For the 

Pt/Ti felt electrode, the Ergun constants were also determined. The results were 

compared against other porous materials and electrochemical reactors. As expected, the 

opposition to fluid flow was more substantial at electrodes with smaller pore sizes and 

larger surface areas. Electrode electrochemical performance was then related to pressure 
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drop, showing that electrodes with high +,-. tend to increase pressure drops in flow-

by configurations, indicating the need for design compromises. 

10.2 Conclusions 

The overall conclusions of this project are here presented in order of relevance: 

• The volumetric mass transport coefficient, +,-., is an essential measure of the 

performance of RFB electrodes and stacks. Efficient positive half-cells for the 

Zn-Ce and other Ce-based RFBs can be designed and sized for a variety of Pt/Ti 

porous electrodes via dimensionless number correlations by considering their 

experimentally measured +,-. values. The application of this approach during 

the early stages of the scale-up process of electrochemical reactors for energy 

storage could improve the reliability of these devices on solid practical grounds. 

• Among the studied electrode structures, the one with the highest Pt active 

surface area, Pt/Ti felt ‘C’, yielded the highest electrochemical performance; its 

+,-. values are approximately two orders of magnitude superior to the planar 

electrodes. Pt/Ti micromesh electrodes yielded an electrochemical performance 

similar to the Pt/Ti felt electrodes with lower Pt content, but still significantly 

higher than the conventional Pt/Ti expanded metal mesh. 

• The electrodeposition of platinum for the manufacture of Pt/Ti felt and Pt/Ti 

micromesh electrodes can be performed in rectangular channel flow cells under 

galvanic and potentiostatic control. However, in order to obtain fully-coated 

materials, their thickness must be restricted to under approximately 200 µm due 

to the potential and current distribution throughout their structure and the 

flooding electrolyte. Otherwise, Pt is deposited preferentially near the cell 

divider plane due to higher initial nucleation potential, which would result in the 

eventual cathodic corrosion of the exposed Ti. X-ray CT can be a valuable tool 

in the analysis of porous flow-by electrodes. 

• Fully-coated Pt/Ti felt and Pt/Ti micromesh can be used in a new generation of 

Ce-based RFBs and other reactors for cerium conversion, replacing Pt/Ti 

expanded metal. To achieve this at pilot and utility-scale, thin, fully-coated Pt/Ti 

felt should be prepared by alternative methods such as bipolar electrodeposition 

in stirred baths, pulsed electrodeposition, electroless deposition or chemical 
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vapour deposition. Pt/Ti micromesh could be a more robust and cost-effective 

option, provided an adequate electrical connection to the current collector or 

bipolar plate. 

• The active surface area of porous electrodes of relatively large dimensions can 

be estimated by obtaining the ratio of their charge transfer current, at a 

determined overpotential value, against the observed charge transfer current at a 

planar electrode. Furthermore, in the case of Pt/Ti electrodes, an extrapolated 

active surface area for H monolayer electrosorption can be given if this value is 

known for the planar electrode. 

• In order to understand the losses in the cell potential of a RFB with increasing 

current density, both during charge and discharge, it is essential to identify and 

quantify the contribution of the thermodynamic, kinetic and Ohmic components 

of the cell potential equation. A knowledge of reaction kinetics, as well as the 

electrical and ionic conductivity of electrodes, electrical connections and 

electrolytes is required. 

• The hydraulic pressure drop produced by porous electrode materials as a 

function of mean electrolyte flow rate can be characterized in terms of Darcy’s 

friction factor, Darcy’s permeability and Ergun’s equation. These experimentally 

determined figures can allow for the estimation of the pressure drop in unit cells 

and stacks and a realistic consideration of the expected pumping energy losses. 

• 3D-printing and other additive manufacture techniques hold the potential to 

create free-form porous electrodes with tailored performance for advanced 

electrochemical reactors. In fact, specialised fully 3D-printed electrochemical 

flow cells and reactors are now possible. Furthermore, 3D-printing fast 

prototyping can be useful in the early stages of the design and development of 

RFB stacks and other industrial electrochemical reactors. 

10.3 Future Work 

Aspects of this project merit further research are here presented in order of relevance: 

• Regarding the development of the Zn-Ce RFB. Despite the possibility of 

selecting Pt/Ti electrode materials with suitable conversion rates for the positive 

half-cell reaction, the imbalance produced by the low coulombic efficiency and 
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self-discharge at the negative half-cell via HER at the planar Zn deposit must be 

resolved. Zn electrodeposition on a porous electrode is clearly not a practical 

option. HER inhibitors and other plating additives could have an important 

mitigating effect but, eventually, the SOC of the positive electrolyte 

(concentration of Ce(IV) ions) reaches the solubility limit while the amount of 

deposited Zn in the negative electrodes is negligible. A simple way to prevent 

this is to restore a low concentration of Ce(IV) ions by passing the excessively 

charged positive electrolyte through a packed bed of catalyst, releasing O2 [12]. 

Additionally, better separators are needed to prevent the electrolyte cross mixing 

and the resulting loss of efficiency boosted by higher acid concentration at the 

negative half-cell compartment. 

• Concerning the industrial electrogeneration of Ce(IV). High surface area Pt/Ti 

electrodes, e.g., micromesh, are now available for increasing conversion rates 

and space-time yield of cerium ions. It might be possible to re-visit and attempt 

a number of mediated electrosynthesis reactions under more efficient conditions 

in compact reactors. The same is true for Ce(IV) oxidant recycling for nuclear 

decontamination and HAZMAT waste destruction. 

• Given the benefits of porous electrodes, methods for producing uniform metal 

catalyst coatings should be studied. Electroless deposition in flow cells appears 

to be a promising way to achieve a whole range of industrially applicable Pt/Ti, 

Ni/SS, and metalized carbon felts without the complications of potential drop 

through the electrolyte in electroplating procedures. 

• High resolution X-ray CT should be employed to obtain close estimations of the 

geometrical surface area of porous electrodes, being meshes, foams or felts. 

Experiments under charge transfer and diffusion convection control could be 

carried out to determine the real active electrochemical area of these structures, 

correlating them to the geometrical value. The same approach, area 

determination via X-ray CT, has already been applied to the validation of fluid 

flow theory at porous matrixes. 

• The development of RFBs in general should put more emphasis on the 

principles of electrochemical engineering, even for laboratory development. 

Correct use and statement of normalised expressions and figures of merit, cell 

and stack design, and reaction environment description are essential to an 
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informed scale-up process. Mass transport studies constitute an initial approach 

to electrode, cell and stack characterization and comparison. Many proposed 

RFB system can undergo similar studies. 

• 3D-printing manufacture of new types of electrochemical flow reactors should 

be explored. High surface area electrodes with tailored electrochemical and 

hydraulic performance are now possible, together with specifically designed 

material compositions such as alloys or composites containing catalyst. Free-

form, optimised electrochemical flow cells can be manufactured in innovative 

geometries for many specialised applications. 

• Several challenges remain regarding the chemistry of cerium in aqueous and 

non-aqueous solvents, mainly in relation to its relatively low solubility and is 

proclivity to thermal precipitation at high concentrations, specially Ce(IV) ions. 

Alternative solvents or new complexating agents could enable new types of 

cerium compounds. For instance, it should be possible to prepare concentrated 

solutions of cerium polyoxometalates or acetylacetonates. Such complexes could 

also display selectivity for certain organic electrosynthesis reactions. 

• The search for non-precious, stable electrode materials for conversion of cerium 

ions with minimal parasitic reactions should continue. Electrodes such as boron-

doped diamond, Magnéli phases and perhaps tungsten should receive more 

attention in future investigations. Furthermore, corrosion and lifetime studies of 

traditional materials such as Pt/Ti electrodes have not been reported. 

• Similarly, the electrodeposition of zinc in aqueous solvents is notoriously 

difficult and inefficient without great care in the purity of the electrolytes and the 

employment of HER inhibitors. New developments in this field, such as the 

possibility of zinc electroplating from ionic liquids or coordination compounds 

could potentially allow reliable hybrid RFBs and specialized electrowinning and 

separation operations, e.g., for recycling. 
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Appendix 
 

Computational Fluid Dynamics 

Definition and application to electrochemical systems 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) comprises the macroscopic analysis of fluid 

flow in a physical system through computer-solved mathematical models. This 

approach is based on the application of the theoretical framework of fluid flow to 

particular cases as an alternative or complement to experimental studies. CFD if mostly 

used as a predictive design tool in engineering, especially in situations where 

experiments are problematic or non-cost effective [368]. 

CFD has been implemented to electrochemical flow reactors with the aim of 

optimizing the design of electrode compartments, manifolds and flow fields, i.e., 

achieving uniform flow for high mass transport rates while minimizing pressure drop. 

More importantly, CFD can also be coupled to the electrochemical conversion of the 

redox species by calculating the diffusive and convective mass transport rates at the 

electrodes, which enables the calculation of electrical fields, electrochemical potentials 

and current densities [368]. Hence, CFD can be used to optimize the design of 

electrochemical systems and predict their performance in applied settings. This is 

especially useful given the high complexity of these systems and the wide spectrum of 

possible operational conditions, such as flow rates, current density, temperature, 

concentration of reactant, etc. 

In general, CFD software is structured around the following components [368]: 

• Pre-processor: Defines the geometry and boundary conditions of the system, 

creates a grid and specifies the physical properties of the fluid. 

• Solver: Implements the numerical solution algorithm, typically finite element 

method (FEM). This code integrates the governing equations over the fluid flow 

domain, converts the output to algebraic equations and solves them by iterative 

methods. 

• Post-processor: Presents the numerical value of the solutions and generates 

graphs to visualize the data in a convenient format. 
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The following sections describe the fundamental theory behind the CFD simulations 

of an incompressible fluid carried out as an assistance to the design of the flow cell used 

in this work. The simulation parameters and its results are detailed in Section 5.2.5. 

Governing equations 

These equations are the mathematical expression of the laws of physics obeyed by real 

fluids. In CFD, these conditions are maintained in each of the three-dimensional fluid 

elements in which the fluid flow is discretized for analysis. Expressions are available for 

compressible and incompressible fluids in vector, indicial and Cartesian forms [369]. 

Here, the vector form is used. 

Mass conservation 

This principle states that the mass flowing through a fluid element is conserved. The 

net mass flow into (or out) the fluid element is equal to the time rate of mass increase 

(or decrease). For incompressible fluids and implying a constant density of the fluid: 

∇ ∙ Ã = 0 

where ∇ is the del operator and Ã is the mean averaged velocity vector. 

Momentum conservation 

Newton’s second law demands that the net force applied to the fluid element will 

produce an acceleration proportional to its mass. In a scalar form, the momentum 

conservation is described by the Navier-Stokes equations. For incompressible flow: 

z
ùÃ
ù!

= zÕ − ∇% + ©∆Ã 

where	z is density, ! is time, Õ is the gravity vector, © is the dynamic viscosity, % is 

pressure, and ∆ is the Laplacian operator. 

Energy conservation 

This is a consequence of the first law of thermodynamics: the amount of energy 

remains constant in the system. The rate of energy change inside the fluid element is 

equal to the net flux of heat into it, plus the rate of work done by the body and surface 

forces. In compact notation: 
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z
ùÃ
ù!

= z≈Œ + +∆d + Φ 

where ≈Œ is the rate of heat generation per volume, + is the coefficient of thermal 

conductivity, d is temperature, and Φ is the viscous dissipation rate. 

Turbulent flow 

The simulation in this work considered laminar flow only, but CFD is capable of 

modelling turbulent flow as well. In these conditions, the fluid motion varies randomly 

as a function of time and location. Therefore, statistical analysis can be implemented to 

describe the nature of turbulent flow. The most common approach is the Reynolds-

averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) [368]. 

Accuracy of CFD simulations 

CFD models provide only approximations of the behaviour of real fluid flow. There 

are three main types of error sources [370]: 

• Model: Usually, this means that the assumptions made in the simulation or the 

mathematical model describing the fluid flow does not conform with the 

experimental behaviour. 

• Discretization: These errors originate in the discretization of the governing 

equations and are related to the implemented numerical method, e.g., finite 

difference, finite volume or finite element methods. 

• Iteration: This is the inaccuracy of a particular iterative solution as it approaches 

the final algebraic solution of the problem. 

It should also be mentioned that fluid flow in electrochemical flow cells and parallel 

plate flow reactors can deviate from their ideal behaviour due to the dimensional 

tolerances of their manufactured components and non-developed flow [1]. 
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